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ABSTRACT

adaptation of radio systems to changing conditions.
Furthermore designers can focus on algorithmic issues while
the framework handles all peripheral and auxiliary tasks in
the background.
Currently available framework solutions focus on the
classic idea of signal processing chains with statically
defined data streams. Examples can be found in the very
popular GNU Radio project [1] or the Software Component
Architecture (SCA) [2] based Open Source SCA
Implementation Embedded (OSSIE) [3]. Both provide
design flows and utilities to quickly assemble and adapt
SDR systems and also offer advanced configuration options.
Though experience with past SDR projects raised the
demand for highly runtime dynamic, yet fast and portable
setups. Particularly static paths and fixed data rates have
been identified as a limitation for further evolution of the
software radio concept.
The Data Flow Control for C++ (DFC++) framework
takes a different approach in the attempt to grant a
maximum of flexibility and versatility without sacrificing
performance or usability. System components are highly
independent and links between them can be created and
removed dynamically. Instead of predefined data rates the
adaptable flow control tolerates source, sink, or throughput
driven paths without any reconfiguration. Components can
also operate fully asynchronous without engaging flow
control mechanisms, useful for monitoring or debugging
facilities. Ultimately this allows SDR systems to advance
towards modularized general purpose applications which
can extend beyond pure signal processing. For example high
level system controls or platform management tasks can be
covered within the domain of the framework.

Development of modern Software Defined Radio (SDR)
based communication systems can be accelerated
significantly by the use of processing frameworks. The
evolution of SDR and the involved departure from digital
representations of classical radio architecture towards more
abstract software systems raises new requirements of
increased flexibility and versatility. The Data Flow Control
for C++ (DFC++) processing framework addresses those
requirements by employing modern programming concepts
and flow control mechanisms to allow for variable data
rates, dynamic paths, and flexible component designs.
Another important trend is the integration of specialized
embedded platforms in the software radio domain. The
rapidly increasing performance and efficiency of embedded
processors enables the deployment of SDR systems in more
space and power constrained environments. By relying
exclusively on C++ and minimizing external dependencies,
DFC++ is specifically designed for excellent portability and
adaptability to support current and future designs while
maintaining high performance and ease of use.
This paper introduces the key aspects of the DFC++
processing framework focusing on the reference pointer
based data transport mechanisms responsible for the
propagation of user data between different processing
components.

1. INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade Software Defined Radio (SDR) has
been the driver of an ongoing revolution within the radio
sector. The shift from hardware based signal processing to
the software domain allows for increasingly complex
designs by employing high level programming languages
and software engineering techniques. Framework assisted
development has proven particularly beneficial to unleash
the full potential of SDR. Common interfaces leverage
reusability of components and greatly simplify the

2. FRAMEWORK STRUCTURE
The basic tasks for a processing framework include
providing a concept for modularized components, managing
data exchange between components and establishing
configuration and monitoring interfaces. DFC++ distributes
this functionality to a set of core elements consisting of
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modules, inputs, outputs, and parameters. Those elements
are designed to be mostly self-contained and encapsulate the
assigned responsibility. This helps to gain a maximum of
flexibility while keeping the complexity on top levels as low
as possible. The following sections will briefly introduce the
core elements and their purpose within the framework.

Module

Module

x=1

2.1 Modules
Input
Modules are the basic organizational entity in the DFC++
framework. Other framework elements can be attached to
modules in order to add certain features. A module can
contain any number of inputs, outputs, and parameters
including none. Additionally every module is equipped with
a message interface for text based debugging and status
information. An option to add other modules as submodules
enables support for hierarchical structures and multilevel
abstraction. Figure 1 provides a graphical overview of the
module structure and data flow.
Every user designed DFC++ processing component is
implemented as a module by deriving from a common
module base class. This introduces all interfaces and
functionality to user modules without exposing core
framework mechanics. The user domain is limited to
configuring the module according to the requirements,
filling in the processing algorithm and optionally providing
custom initialization and updating instructions. Initialization
is performed once when the module is started, processing
and updating are executed periodically by a module work
loop. The updating routine is intended to synchronize
module settings and respond to external changes of the
configuration. It is invoked at a lower frequency than the
processing routine to reduce the overhead but remains active
when the module is disabled.
By default every module spawns its own thread for the
work loop and all maintenance tasks. This grants modules
full autonomy, not requiring any centralized management
facilities after they have been configured and started by a
setup procedure. At the same time scheduling capabilities of
the platform operating system like multiple priority levels
and real time options can be exploited. A non-threaded
mode for submodules is also available to offer an alternative
for scenarios where manual execution control is preferred.
In this mode the coordination of processing and updating
submodules is delegated to the parent module.

Processing

Output

Submodule

Parameter

Figure 1: Overview of the DFC++ module structure and data flow
through modules.

the most performance critical task within the framework and
greatly influences the overhead associated with the use of
the framework.
Following the principle of encapsulation the entire data
transport functionality including buffering and flow control
is contained within the inputs and outputs. Details about the
transport mechanism are discussed in section 3. An output
can be connected to multiple inputs while each input can
only be connected to one output. Connections can be
established or terminated at any time for fully dynamic
rerouting of data paths. Special input ports and output ports
allow linking to submodule inputs and outputs respectively
in order to directly expose their terminals at parent level
instead of manually forwarding the data.
Synchronization of a request status from input to output
allows modules to disable or enable data processing based
on the demand for the generated data. Entire paths can be
deactivated by propagating the request status from one
module to another along a reverse channel. This permits to
add debugging facilities or alternate processing chains to a
setup with minimal impact on the system performance when
they are currently not in use.
2.3 Parameters
The primary task of parameters is to provide a standardized
interface to internal values for configuration and monitoring
purpose. Configuration can be done statically during setup
or dynamically at runtime. An integrated sharing
mechanism allows connecting parameters of different
modules, extending their capability to inter-module
communication and signaling. This also enables the use of
common configurations for multiple modules and simplifies
configuration updates for submodule hierarchies.
A separation of the internal working copy and the
externally accessible variable ensures consistent datasets for
the processing routine. The user can explicitly control when
the external value is loaded to the internal value or vice
versa. Furthermore write permissions allow the restriction of
either external or internal write access to avoid accidental
manipulations for certain parameters. Information whether a

2.2 Inputs and Outputs
Inputs and outputs implement standardized connection
terminals for data exchange between different modules. As
the structure of an SDR setup is defined by linking modules
together, the flexibility of inputs and outputs is crucial for
the overall flexibility of the framework. At the same time
achieving high data throughput at low processing effort is
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parameter has been changed externally since the last
synchronization is also available to simplify the detection of
reconfiguration requirements.

Packet
Shared
Memory

3. DATA TRANSPORT MECHANISMS
The design of the data transport mechanisms needs to
consider runtime connection and disconnection of inputs
and outputs as well as fully dynamic data rates. DFC++
employs a reference pointer based solution to gain the
necessary flexibility while maintaining a high performance
level. Reference pointers take control over a dynamically
allocated memory segment or object and allow sharing this
object without ownership issues.

Output
Reference
Pointer

Input
Reference
Pointer

Input

3.1 Data Organization

Reference
Pointer

The user data is organized in packets which are managed by
reference pointers. Every packet is represented by one
reference pointer. The structure of the packets is adaptable
to specific applications and allows for arbitrary payload data
types as well as attachment of meta information like sample
indices or time stamps. Alignment of payload data prepares
standard packet types for efficient processing with vector
instructions like SSE [4] or Neon [5]. The packet size can be
freely chosen, though the reference pointer concept is better
suited for larger packets to reduce management overhead.
A packet is transferred from an output to all connected
inputs by propagating the according reference pointer
instead of the packet data itself as shown in figure 2. This
method avoids the necessity to copy any payload data in the
process and limits the effort to duplications of the reference
pointer. At the same time the ownership for the packet
memory is not bound to one module which eliminates
synchronization requirements for the deallocation. It is
important to notice that received packets must not be
manipulated as the data is shared with all other inputs
connected to the same output. Reference pointers can also
be directly forwarded to other modules to pass through
unmodified data as used for example by multiplexers.

Figure 2: Transport of a DFC++ packet in shared memory via
propagation of reference pointers.

reading independently at different positions in the queue. A
lock free synchronization of the fill level via atomic
operations prevents buffer overflows or underruns.
The queue length of each input can be chosen
individually and represents an important optimization
parameter for the module performance. The time it takes a
module to process any input queue or fill any output queue
determines the maximum time the module thread can
operate without the upstream or downstream modules
processing further data. In a single thread CPU scenario a
context switch to another module thread becomes inevitable
at this point. Depending on the system architecture a context
switch is rather expensive and should not be forced to
frequently [6]. Multi-core CPUs permit the simultaneous
operation of several modules, though as the module count
tends to exceed the number of concurrently executable
threads, the general principle remains unaffected.
Consequently the selected queue length needs to be a
compromise between performance and the maximum
latency a system can tolerate.
For delay critical sections the previously mentioned
non-threaded mode can help to evade the performance trade
off. Placing the involved modules under the control of a
parent module which coordinates the processing chain
within one thread allows reducing the queue lengths
significantly while avoiding the context switching penalty.

3.2 Packet Queue
Every input has a queue to store packet reference pointers
until the processing routine of the module requests the data.
Reference pointers are received via a callback function used
by the connected output. This places the queue at the
boundary between two module threads and requires the
consideration of concurrent access. Write operations to the
queue are within the context of the transmitting module
thread while read operations are executed in the receiving
module thread. To avoid ensuring mutually exclusive access
to the queue, a static array with wrapping write and read
pointers is used as a ring buffer. This allows writing and

3.3 Flow Control
In many cases the source or the sink of an SDR system is
some kind of hardware interface like a radio frontend. It
dictates a certain data rate by producing respectively
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consuming a fixed amount of samples per second. For paths
not directly connected to a hardware component or in the
case of simulation and testing the data rate might also be
determined by the maximum throughput any participating
module can achieve. Either way a flow control mechanism
is required to synchronize and adapt the data rate to the
limiting component.
The demand for full runtime flexibility requires the
framework modules to remain responsive for incoming
rerouting and configuration requests. Therefore any lock
based blocking technique is problematic and involves error
prone unblocking backdoors. DFC++ evades those issues by
implementing the flow control mechanism via a two sided
queue query procedure. Writing to the output is only
permitted if free queue slots are available for every
connected flow controlled input. Likewise reading from an
input requires probing for available data previously. In
between those queue boundaries the modules are allowed to
operate asynchronously to avoid enforcing excessively
frequent context switches among processing threads.
When no further data can be processed, either caused
by an empty input queue or a full output queue, the next
work cycle is delayed by briefly suspending the module
thread as illustrated in figure 3. Thus modules consuming
queued data faster than it is replenished are periodically
suspended, granting more CPU resources to slower modules
to compensate for variations in the processing effort of
different components. To reduce the number of futile queue
checks in the cases of large throughput deviations, the delay
period is dynamically extended with the number of
consecutive failed queue access attempts. The maximum
duration of the suspension can be configured or the
suspension can be disabled completely to optimize for
specific module constellations or platform characteristics.

Input(s)
filled?

no

yes
Output(s)
free?

Sleep
no

yes
Read data from
input(s)

Process data

Write data to
output(s)

Figure 3: Flow chart of a typical DFC++ module process with the
queue level based data flow control mechanism.

processing platform and provides outstanding performance
in combination with modern high level programming
features.
All dependencies exceeding the C++ 2003 [7] standard
library are isolated on an internal abstraction layer for
simplified maintenance. Low level dependencies are limited
to standard concepts, available in most system APIs, like
locking mechanisms, atomic operations, threads or sockets.
Furthermore the abstraction layer offers user modules an
integrated option to gain platform independent access to
those features. This ensures not only excellent portability of
the DFC++ core framework but also encourages the design
of cross platform user modules.
The majority of general purpose processing platforms
are supported by a Linux based operating system. Especially
embedded solutions regularly provide customized Linux
distribution as a foundation for user applications. This
makes Linux the primary target platform for the DFC++
framework. In this case dependencies are mostly based on
the POSIX [8] compliant system interfaces of Linux.
Windows operating systems are also fully covered by the
abstraction layer via the according Microsoft APIs [9],
though no optimization has been conducted and testing is
limited to Windows 7. Additionally an experimental port for
the Texas Instruments SYS/BIOS [10] environment has
been implemented to gain access to a variety of DSP
platforms.

4. PLATFORM SUPPORT
Extending the versatility of software radio systems requires
the operation on various hardware platforms to adapt to
different conditions. Especially environments with limited
space or reduced power envelopes can be challenging for
SDR applications. Rapidly evolving embedded ARM or x86
based systems finally start to offer well suited general
purpose processor options for such scenarios. On the other
hand specialized hardware like dedicated DSPs or even a
combination of different processors might still be the only
choice for more demanding tasks.
The ability to employ the same framework solution and
associated design processes on different platforms can
greatly enhance the development efficiency. Therefore a
high level of portability is crucial for an adaptable and
future proof framework. DFC++ is written entirely in C++
and does not require any external utilities for system setup
or configuration. C++ is very well supported by almost any
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5. CONCLUSION
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ABSTRACT

cognitive radio has emerged as the enabling technology for
Dynamic/Opportunistic spectrum access (DSA/OSA), hence
significantly increasing the spectrum utilization. In order to
make it possible a cognitive radio to work, it must be aware
of its surrounding environment. Cognitive radio encompasses
this awareness by dynamically interacting with the
environment and altering the operating parameters with the
mission of exploiting the un-used spectrum without
interfering with the primary users. This spectrum awareness
comes from either radio frequency maps [3] or spectrum
sensing.
In literature, many spectrum sensing methods have been
proposed for cognitive radio, such as energy detection, cyclostationary detection and match filtering [4]. Cyclostationary
detection based spectrum sensing is capable of detecting the
primary signal from the interference and noise even in very
low SNR region [5]. Therefore, the FCC has suggested cyclostationary detectors as an alternative to improve the detection
sensitivity in CR networks.
During the last two decades, research efforts exploit the
cyclostationary features of signals as a method for
classification [6]-[8]. This has been found to be more
efficient than simply considering energy detectors and
matched filtering. Energy detection is easy to implement and
does not require prior signal parameters such as signal
bandwidth or carrier frequency, but its performances are
highly dependent on noise levels and in-band interference [9].
Moreover, an energy detector can only be used to detect
presence or absence of signals, but cannot differentiate
between different types of signals. In previous research work,
cyclic spectral analysis has been used as powerful tool for
signals classification when the carrier frequency and
bandwidth information is unavailable [10], [11]. The most
prominent reason for selection of this technique as a classifier
is its reduced sensitivity to noise, which leads to excellent
classification at low SNRs.
Radio frequency (RF) jamming is defined as illicit RF
transmission on one or more channels with the aim of
disrupting the communication of targeted channels. The RF
jamming and anti-jamming concepts are as old as wireless
communication itself. However, the recent progress in

Cognitive radios (CRs) have been proposed as a promising
solution for improving spectrum utilization through
opportunistic spectrum sharing. However, security issues
pertaining to cognitive radio technology are still a research
topic. One of the prevailing issue is radio frequency jamming
attack, where adversaries are able to exploits on-the-fly
reconfigurability potentials and learning mechanism of
cognitive radios in order to devise and deploy advanced
jamming tactics. In this paper, a new algorithm is proposed
for jammer detection in wide-band (WB) cognitive radio
networks. The propose approach considers a WB scenario
which is structured into multiple fixed length sub-bands (SB).
These sub-bands are occupied by narrow-band (NB) signals
which can be legitimate users or jammers. Cyclostationarybased classifier is here applied to identify and classify the
received signals in different sub-band (SBs) as a legitimate
user or a jammer. The performances of the proposed
algorithm is shown with the help of Monte-Carlo simulations
for different signal-to-noise ratios (SNR).
1. INTRODUCTION
Studies have shown that most of the licensed radio-wave
spectral bands are under-utilized in time and space, resulting
in unused "white spaces" in time-frequency grid at any
particular location. The Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) of the U.S. has also reported in [1] that
the temporal and geographic variations in spectrum
utilization range from 15 % to 85 %. On the other hand, fixed
spectrum allocation policies do not allow unlicensed users for
reusing of rarely used spectrum allocated to licensed users.
This problem coupled with the rapidly increasing demand for
wireless services and radio spectrum has led to spectrum
scarcity for wireless applications. This has required new
communication standards that allow unlicensed (secondary)
users to utilize the vacant bands, which are allocated to
licensed (primary) users. As a consequence, cognitive radios
[2] attained much popularity over the last decade. Thus,
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cognitive radio technology has enabled devising and
deploying of more advanced, self-reconfigurable jamming
[12] and anti-jamming solutions [13]. Spectrum sensing
information play main role in an anti-jamming system. It can
be used to detect potential jamming entities, and to take
proactive measures to ensure communication continuity and
security. Furthermore, a history of observation can be
collected and used to adopt anti-jamming strategies with high
success rate. For example, in frequency hopping spread
spectrum (FHSS) based system, cognitive radios can modify
their strategy to avoid hopping on the channels frequently
occupied by jammers [14].In order to design proper antijamming strategies, jamming entity needed to be detected in
cognitive radios networks.
Our work introduces a cyclostationary-based technique for
jammer detection in WB cognitive radios. WB is divided into
multiple fixed length SBs, which are occupied by various
narrow-band signals. These narrow-band signals can be
classified as legitimate signals or jammer signals. We
consider signals as cyclostationary. The spectral correlation
function (SCF) is used to extract the cyclic features of
modulated signals, such as cyclic frequency (α), spectral
correlation density (Sx) and spectral frequency (f). Then, for
each occupied SB, these features are compared with the
features of the considered licit waveforms which are stored in
a database. Based on this comparison, each narrow band
signal is classified either as a licit waveform or a jammer. The
performance of the proposed technique is evaluated with the
help of Monte Carlo simulation. To best of our knowledge,
cyclostationary-based jammer detection algorithm in
cognitive radios has not been introduced so far in the open
literature.
Section 2 reviews the cyclic spectral analysis. Section 3
describes the system model and problem formulation.
Experimental results are discussed in Section 4.Finally, paper
is concluded in Section 5 along with some future directions.

In (1), 𝐸{. }is the expectation operator,{𝛼} is the set of
Fourier components, and 𝑅𝑥𝛼 (𝜏) is known as cyclic
autocorrelation function (CAF) and give Fourier
components. CAF is given by
𝑇

1 2
∫ 𝑅𝑥 (t, τ)𝑒 −𝑗2𝜋𝛼𝑡
𝑇→∞ 𝑇 −𝑇

𝑅𝑥𝛼 (𝜏) = lim

When 𝑅𝑥 (𝑡, 𝜏) is periodic in t with period T0, (2) can be

expressed as

𝑇0

𝑅𝑥𝛼 (𝜏)

(4)

The Fourier Transform of the CAF is known as Spectral
Correlation Function (SCF) and given by
+∞

𝑆𝑥𝛼 (𝑓) = ∫

𝑅𝛼𝑥 (𝜏)𝑒−𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝜏

(5)

−∞

This is equivalent (assuming cyclo-ergodicity) to [6]
∆𝑡

𝑆𝑥𝛼 (𝑓)

1 2 1
𝛼
𝛼
∫
= lim lim
𝑋𝑇 (𝑡, 𝑓 + ) 𝑋𝑇∗ (𝑡, 𝑓 − )
𝑇→∞ ∆𝑡→∞ ∆𝑡 −∆𝑡 𝑇
2
2
2

(6)

Where,
𝑡+

𝑋𝑇 (𝑡, 𝑓) = ∫

𝑇
2

𝑇
𝑡−
2

𝑥(𝑢)𝑒 𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑢 𝑑𝑢

(7)

Here, 𝑆𝑥𝛼 is the true measure of correlation between the
spectral components of 𝑥(𝑡) .The resulting SCF is a three
dimensional image, which can be seen in Figures 1(a) and
1(b) at 0 dB SNR. The most exciting property of the SCF is
its insensitivity to additive white noise. The noise is wide
sense stationary process and the spectral components of white
noise are uncorrelated, i.e., it does not contribute to resulting
SCF for any value of 𝛼 ≠ 0. This is even true when noise
power exceeds signal power, where energy detector have
very poor performance
SCF computation requires large amount of data, which make
it unreasonable for classifier to operate on in real time, in [10]
authors proposed that cycle frequency profile can be used for
classification. In [15] authors used both frequency profile (fprofile) and cycle frequency profile for classification of
signal, which increased computational complexity.

Many communications signals cannot be accurately modeled
as stationary, but can more properly be described as cyclostationary [6]. This cyclostationary property can be utilized
to extract several key attributes of a signal, including its
modulation scheme. Cyclo-stationary signals statistics vary
periodically in time, or equivalently, its spectral components
exhibit temporal correlation.
The second-order statistics are considered in this paper. The
autocorrelation function of a cyclostationary signal can be
expressed in terms of its Fourier series components [15], [16].

𝑅𝑥 (𝑡, 𝜏) = ∑ 𝑅𝑥𝛼 (𝜏)𝑒 𝑗2𝜋𝛼𝑡

1 2
= ∫ 𝑅𝑥 (t, τ)𝑒 −𝑗2𝜋𝛼𝑡
𝑇0 −𝑇0
2

2. SPECTRAL CORRELATION

𝜏
𝜏
𝑅𝑥 (𝑡, 𝜏) = 𝐸 {𝑥 (𝑡 + ) 𝑥 ∗ (𝑡 − )}
2
2

(3)

2

𝛼⃗ = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑓 [𝑆𝑋𝛼 ]
(8)
In [10] author’s showed excellent classification results;
therefore, in this work we also consider α-profile. The αprofile of BPSK, QPSK and WB signals at 0dB SNR is shown
in Figures 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c) respectively. In Figure 2(c) WB
is comprised of three narrow signals; BPSK, QPSK and
jamming signal (Sine Wave) .

(1)
(2)

{𝛼}
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Fig. 1(a): SCF of BPSK

3. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM
FORMULATION
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A received WB spectrum is considered of ∆ Hz. We suppose
that this WB is occupied by various NB signals 𝑠𝑛 (𝑡), 𝑛 ∈
{1,2,3 … … . 𝑁}, with different carrier frequencies and
modulation types that we want to identify. The received WB
signal is an aggregated time-domain signal which can be
presented as

Sx
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(9)

𝑛=1

Fig. 1(b): SCF of QPSK

where, ℎ𝑛 (𝑡) is the channel coefficient between n-th
transmitter and receiver, * is convolution operator, and 𝑤(𝑡)
is AWGN with zero mean and power spectral density 𝜎𝑤2 .
In our work, these NB signals can be generated by different
type of modulation schemes, such as, binary frequency shift
keying (BFSK), binary phase shift keying (BPSK),
quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK), or any other
modulation scheme as show in Figure 3(a). The WB is
divided into multiple SBs of equal bandwidths and each of
these NB signals can occupy one SB with no spill over energy
into the neighboring SBs.
A single tone (sine wave or cosine wave) is here considered
as a jamming signal. This jammer can jam any of the SBs, if
it has higher power than the legitimate signal as shown in
Figure 3(b). The tone jamming allows to concentrate all of
power on a single data channel. Therefore, tone jamming has
high success rates against NB signals, and often be the best
strategy for jammers with limited transmission power.
Suppose that the targeted signal is QPSK-modulated and
uncoded, and that the targeted receiver is coherent receiver.
Then, the error probability 𝑃𝑒 to jam either in-phase
component (𝐼) or quadrature component (𝑄) of the targeted
signal can be calculated as in [16].
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signals and sine wave as a jammer. The received signals are
considered to be affected by AWGN. Three different
configurations of system is considered: (a) BPSK signal is
using SB-1, QPSK signal is using SB-5 and jamming signal
in free band SB-2; (b) BPSK signal is using SB-1, QPSK
signal is using SB-5 and jammer jumps to SB-1 to jam BPSK
signal; (c) BPSK signal is using SB-1, QPSK signal is using
SB-5 and jammer jumps to SB-5 to jam QPSK signal.
The Nyquist rate is set to 𝑓𝑠 = 100∆ Hz. The Monte-Carlo
simulation is run for 1000 runs to evaluate the performance
of system.
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f
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Fig. 3: (a) Wide-band spectrum divided into multiple subSBs and each SB is occupied by a narrow-band signal.
(b) Narrow-band jammer jumps to neighboring SB to jam
licit (BPSK or QPSK) signal.
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(
)
where 𝑃𝑅 is the received power of targeted signal, 𝑃𝑁 is
thermal noise power, 𝑃𝐽 jamming signal received power, 𝜃 𝐽
is the phase of jamming signal, and 𝑄 is the Gaussian 𝑄function. To make our analysis simpler, we assume that𝑃𝐽 ≫
𝑃𝑅 , resulting in 𝑃𝑒 ≈ 100% whenever jammer transmits on
the same channel as the targeted transmitter-receiver pair.
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Figure 4 shows jammer detection rate (β) versus SNR for
occupied SBs. It can be observed that this technique perform
well under low SNR conditions. In overall analysis, when
SNR increases β is significantly increased for SB2 and
decreased for SB-1 and SB5.The β is approximately 0.92 for
SB-2 at -5dB. However, β is 0.53 for SB1and 0.42 for SB-5,
due to miss classification of legitimate signals at -5dB. The β
is significantly increased for SB-2 and it reaches near to 1 at
0dB. On other hand β is reduced to 0.17 and 0.1 for SB-1 and
SB-5 respectively at 0dB. Beyond, 0dB β is 1 for SB-2 and
its value significantly reduces for SB-1 and SB-5.
After that we configure our system in such that SB-5 is
occupied by QPSK signal while jammer jumps into SB1 thus
jamming the SB1 which is occupied by BPSK. The plot for
this case is given in Figure 5.In this configuration β is 0.98
for SB-1 (due to abnormal changes in Sx value) and 0.36 for
SB-5 at -5dB. The β values are 1, 0.1 for SB-1 and SB-5
respectively at 0dB.
In third system configuration, SB-1 is occupied by BPSK
signal while the jammer jumps from SB-2 to SB-5 in order to
jam the QPSK signal. Figure 6 shows results for this system
configuration. In this case β is 0.93 for SB-5 (due to abrupt
changes in Sx value) and 0.53 for SB-1 at -5dB SNR. The β
values are approximately 1, 0.15 for SB-5 and SB-1
respectively at 0dB SNR. The results show that this technique
can be used for detection of jammer with high detection rate
at low SNR of 0 dB, due to its insensitivity to AWGN noise.
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a cyclostationary-based jammer detection
algorithm is proposed to be used for WB cognitive radios.
The WB is considered to be comprised of several NB signals.
It is important to note that we have assumed no prior
knowledge about signals, other than their presence. The
cyclic features of received WB signal are extracted by
spectral correlation function (SCF). The SCF produces large
amount of data therefore, we used α-profile for the purpose
of classification.
The peaks obtained in α-profile are compared with licit
waveforms database to identify jamming waveforms in each
SB. In the end, results are evaluated for different
configurations of system with the help of Monte-Carlo
simulation and plotted as jammer detection rate (β) versus
SNR.
The technique is shown to perform well at low SNR value
within the limitations imposed for using simple classification
based on plain comparison of parameters from database. In
future, more sophisticated classification schemes such as
neural network or support vector machine (SVM) can be used
to improve the performance of this technique. This technique
can provide bases for jamming/anti-jamming system based
on cognitive radio technology, where both transmitter and
jammer can be equipped with spectrum sensing capabilities .
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be improved in terms of efficiency by moving the transmitter
and the receiver closer together. Moreover, with the massive
Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) and millimeter wave
communication technologies emerging into 5G networks, the
cell size of 5G networks has to become smaller [4].
HetNets encompass a broad variety of cells, including
microcells, picocells, metro cells, and femtocells, as well as
advanced wireless relays and distributed antennas that can
be deployed anywhere. This massive cell diffusion has as
consequence an exponential increase of the backhaul traffic
that can create congestion and collapse of the backhaul network. In addition the backhaul network will be characterized
by heterogeneous links, indeed small cells will be used in
different environments, such as homes, small offices, hotspots
and enterprises, where the available backhaul connections
will be different (i.e., optical fibre, subscriber broadband
communications links, etc.). The forward of massive traffic
is a great challenge for future 5G backhaul networks whose
architecture and protocols has to be properly designed [5].
Specific problem either in RAN or core network can be
solved by using Software Defined Network (SDN) principle.
Network Virtualization [6] allows the adoption of centralized redundant decisional entities able to perform complex
optimization goals with an abstract view of the underlying
network. If compared to traditional approaches the main
advantages are found in the complexity of decisions and
larger computational resources available. However, due to the
abstraction from real network devices, several radio access
details are hidden to the SDN controller resulting in poor
radio optimization performances. The proposed approach try
to mitigate this effect by creating two independent decisional
cores exchanging information. A decisional engine aware of
physical layer aspects and a higher decisional point controlling
pure network resources. The former is responsible for the
collecting of UE resource requests and for the optimized
association between each UE and its serving cell. The latter try
to distribute the aggregated traffic flows in order to meet the
requirements and constraints imposed by the available links.
In particular we propose a cross-layer approach that takes
into account both the data traffic load of each cell in the HetNet
and the capacity of the backhaul links that are available to
connect the cells. The procedure is iterative, at each step the
User Equipments (UEs) cell association procedure receives as
input the ability of the backhaul network to satisfy the amount
of data transfer request by each cell. At the same time the

Abstract—The demand for pervasive wireless access and requirements for high data rates are expected to grow significantly in the near future. In this context, the deployment of
Heterogeneous Networks will enable important capabilities such
as high data rates and traffic offloading, providing dedicated
capacity to homes, enterprises, and urban hotspots. Despite
HetNet technology will be beneficial for future wireless systems
in many ways, the massive cell diffusion has as consequence
an exponential increase of the backhaul traffic that can create
congestion and collapse of the backhaul network. In this paper we
consider a Software Defined Network (SDN) architecture where
different access nodes are part of an infrastructure layer that is
connected and managed by the SDN control software through
OpenFlow APIs. An appropriate high level SDN application is
responsible for the efficient coordination among the network
layers of access nodes and to take dynamic joint decisions about
the resource usage. Due to the complexity of the decisional process
in the SDN controller, also subject to tight time constraints, a
cognitive parallel logic is proposed. SDN abstraction provides
a simplified view of underlying network to the RAN SDN
application, passing to it all the required augmentations. In
particular we propose a cross-layer approach that takes into
account both the data traffic load of each cell in the HetNet and
the capacity of the backhaul links that are available to connect the
cells. The proposed iterative procedure tries jointly to optimize
the distribution of the traffic in the backhaul network and the
UEs cell association with the goal of minimizing the unsatisfied
UEs requests.
Index Terms—Cross-layer, SDN, HetNets

I. I NTRODUCTION
The volume of mobile data is expected to grow exponentially over the next few years and the challenge for the fifth
generation (5G) networks will be to overcome the fundamental limits of the existing cellular networks with the aim
of guaranteeing high quality and high data rate services to
increasing numbers of users with limited resource availability. 5G wireless communication technologies are expected to
satisfy stringent requirements in terms of bit rate per square
kilometer, energy consumption and latency [1]. To this end
several important features must be addressed [2]. Among these
access point densification is considered to be the key approach
to boost capacity [3], [10]. In particular the deployment of
Heterogeneous Networks (HetNets) is based on a multi-layer
architecture consisting of macrocells overlaid with smaller
cells to serve users with different Quality of Service (QoS) requirements in a spectrum- and energy-efficient manner. Indeed,
the capacity and the coverage of any wireless network can
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backhaul network receives as input the requests of the cells
and tries to adapt to those.
The paper is organized as follows. Sec. II introduces the
considered network model, while the proposed cross-layer solution is described in Sec. III and its performance is evaluated
in Sec. IV. Finally conclusions are drawn in Sec. V.
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This paper focuses on a HetNet where a macrocell is
overlapped by S small cells (i.e., micro and femto-cells) that
are randomly placed in the macrocell area following a uniform
distribution. The cells have different transmission power and
coverage. The total number of cells is C = S + 1. In
particular, we consider a dense deployment scenario where
many small cells are densely deployed to support huge traffic
over a relatively wide area [7]. The number of UEs, U is
chosen following a Spatial Poisson Point Process (SPPP) that
is extensively used for modelling heterogeneous networks [8].
Each UE in the area can be served by a small cell or the
macrocell. Using the traditional association policy, each UE
would select as serving cell the one with the highest Signalto-Interference plus Noise-Ratio (SINR) measured on specific
Downlink (DL) reference signals. However, small cells are
characterized by a low transmission power, hence by a reduced
coverage that is also limited by the interference from the
MBS (Macrocell Base Station) that has a significant higher
transmission power. This means that, by adopting a traditional
approach, only the UEs in close proximity would select the
small cell as a serving cell, which makes this approach not
suitable for HetNets. Indeed, the UEs may connect to distant
high-power MBS rather than nearby small cell, thus causing an
inefficient load distribution. In order to reduce the macrocell
load and to maximize the cell splitting, we assume here that
the coverage area of the small cell is extended by using the
Cell Range Extension (CRE) [9]. This method is based on
the use of a bias (i.e., Range Extension Bias - REB) that is
a positive value added to the measured signal power received
by the UEs from the small cell.
The average SINR of the u-th UE served by the c̄-th cell
can be written as
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Fig. 1. Backhaul network topology

on the worst interference condition, meaning that all the cells
not involved in the joint transmission act as interferers for a
given UE.
Moreover, each UE, u-th, is characterized by a data rate request Qu . As a consequence the amount of physical resources
(called here Resource Blocks, RBs) requested by the u-th UE,
Nu , depends on Qu and on the experienced SINR and can be
expressed as
Qu
(2)
Nu =
B log2 (1 + Γu )
where B represents the bandwidth of a physical RB.
B. Backhaul network
In an actual scenario each small cell BS (SBS) is connected
with other SBSs or with the MBS by heterogeneous links
with different capacity, while, it is reasonable to assume that
the aggregated backhaul traffic at the MBS from and towards
the core network is transmitted by high capacity fibre links.
Hence, we are interested in optimizing the traffic inside the
local backhaul network composed by the macrocell and the
small cells in its area. This network has hierarchical topology,
as the one represented in Fig. 1. In particular, we consider
a tree topology where the macrocell represents the root, and
the nodes of the higher levels of the tree are connected with a
meshed structure. The small cells represent intermediate nodes
and leaves of the tree. The hierarchical structure reflects the
capacity of the links. In particular, the links are coloured
depending on their capacity, chosen among the values of
100 Mbps, 50 Mbps and 20 Mbps for core optical links, outer
xDSL links and femto-links respectively. The capacity of each
link is expressed in units, called UB , of 100kbps.
Fig. 2 shows the geographical map of the considered area.
Cell n.1 is the single macro cell, cells from n.2 to n.13
represent micro cellular coverages, scattered around the macro.
Cells n.14 through n.23 are femto cells located in private
premises.

(1)
Pu,c

c=1,c6=c̄

where
1
• Pu,c represents the power received by the u-th user from
the c-th cell
• N is the AWGN noise power
Actually, the interference experienced by the u-th user that
communicates on the k-th RB depends on how many and
which cells are simultaneously transmitting on the same kth RB towards different users. However, in order to decouple
our problem from the resource assignment problem we focus

C. SDN
The Network Virtualization adopted in the backhaul network
allows instantaneous routing decisions based on bandwidth

1 This value takes into account also the transmitting and receiving antenna
gains and the pathloss.
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requests from the radio access network. Each backhaul link
is considered structural, in the sense that the arcs and the
capacity does not vary over time. Each node performs two
main tasks:
1) it collects the inbound traffic flow to be delivered
through its air interface to the associated UEs;
2) it forwards the received traffic flows to the appropriate
adjacent nodes as instructed by SDN controller.
As in the SDN paradigm, the traffic routing decisions are taken
centrally by the controller, following the load balancing and
optimization objectives imposed by the network intelligence.

Fig. 3. PHY-NET cycle of the proposed procedure.

the backhaul network capacity. In particular, we propose an
iterative cross-layer algorithm that tries jointly to optimize the
distribution of the traffic in the backhaul network and the UEs
cell association.
The algorithm works as depicted in Fig. III. At the physical
(PHY) layer a new cell association procedure that takes
into account CRE and the cell load, called Load Balancing
Association (LBA) is performed producing as output the ”Rate
Max Request”, that is the amount of data traffic that should be
supported by the backhaul link of each node of the network.
This request is sent to the network (NET) layer that using a
suitable traffic distribution algorithm called CRAI (Cognitive
Radio artificial Intelligence) tries to satisfy the PHY layer
requests. The NET layer produces as output the ”Rate max
Response” that is a proposal on how to distribute the traffic
in the backhaul network, indicating whenever the link is
overloaded or under-loaded. This cyclic continues for several
iterations. The procedures starts and ends at the PHY layer.

III. I TERATIVE P ROPOSED S OLUTION
The benefits of CRE cell association strategy for HetNets
can be improved if it is combined and jointly optimized with
resource allocation and backahul traffic distribution procedures. Indeed, the CRE association simply forces UEs to select
low power nodes by adding a fixed bias to the received signal
power, but it does not take into account the load of the selected
cell and the capability of the relative backhaul link to support
all the small cell traffic.
We express the total cell load as the aggregated data requests
in terms of requested RBs, and we have that the c̄-th cell is
overloaded if the amount of requested RBs, Rc̄ , exceeds the
number of available RBs, K. Hence, the amount of unsatisfied
data rate requests at c̄-th cell is

X 
Qu
−K
(3)
Oc̄ = Rc̄ − K =
Ns log2 (1 + Γu )

A. Load Balancing Association
At the PHY layer a new cell association procedure is
performed (i.e. LBA) that takes the traffic load into account.
In particular, in the network initialization phase, each UE is
associated to the BS (SBS or MBS) that has the highest SINR
taking REB into consideration. Then, when at each iteration
the following steps are executed:
1) each BS determines if the amount of requested RBs is
lower of the number of the available RBs (as in (1));
2) each BS determines if its backhaul link is able to
support the total traffic amount generated by its potential
associated UEs, Bc̄ ;
3) if at least one of the two previous conditions2 is not
satisfied some UEs are moved towards another serving
cell as explained below;
4) RBs are allocated to the UEs in each cell following a
Proportional Fairness (PF) policy.
When the access and/or the backhaul links of some cells of
the network are overloaded, the cells are not able to serve some
UEs even if these cells are those received with the highest
SINR value by the UEs. Hence, the new LBA procedure is

u ∈ Uc̄

where dxe indicates the smallest integer value greater than
x and Uc̄ is the set of UEs associated with the c̄-th cell. If
Oc̄ > 0 the cell is not able to satisfy all the UEs requests.
For what concerns the load of the backhaul link of the c̄-th
cell, it is approximated as the aggregated requested data rate
managed by the cell as
X
Bc̄ =
Qu .
(4)
u ∈ Uc̄

The ability of the backhaul link of the c̄-th cell to support
the required load depends not only on the capacity of the c̄-th
link, but also on the distribution of the traffic in the network
tree.
The goal of the proposed system is to minimize the amount
of the total unfulfilled data rate requests taking into account
both the ability of the cell to serve the associated UEs and

2 At
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the first iteration only the access capacity load is considered.
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performed, whose aim is to select the UEs that can be served
by different cells and the new serving cells. In particular,
let us indicate with S (with S ⊂ C) the set of cells that
are not overloaded (it means that they are able to satisfy
all the UEs requests in terms of either access capacity or
backahul capacity). Each overloaded BS determines for each
of its associated UE the neighbour cell belonging to S that is
received with the highest SINR. Then the UEs are sorted in
ascending order with the increase of the RBs requested to the
new potential serving cell (i.e., the new cell is received with
a lower SINR value, and hence the amount of requested RBs
increases). Starting from the first UE in the ordered queue, a
new association is performed if the new selected cell is able to
support this new UE without overloading. The UEs association
with the new serving cell continues until the original cell is
not more overloaded or when there are not neighbour cells for
the new association of the UEs.
At the end of the association procedure the PHY calculates
the aggregated data rate of its associated UEs and sends this
information to the NET layer.

j:(i,j)∈A

xji = bi , ∀i ∈ N
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Fig. 4. Network througput

otherwise an iterative approach is used to determinate the
additional minimum capacity for the arcs thanks to which
input requests can be fully satisfied.
For both the cases, once a solution is found, the NET layer
notifies to the PHY layer for each node the quantity of units
UB available for additional traffic or exceeding the maximum
imposed limit causing cell outage.
•

IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
This section presents the numerical results, obtained by
means computer simulations that are provided in order to
validate the effectiveness of the proposed cross-layer method.
The performance is expressed in terms of throughput and
unsatisfied data rate requests as a function of the mean number
of UEs in the area. The advantages of the proposed iterative
method are showed in comparison with a benchmark resource
allocation method that does not perform any cross-layer optimization: the PHY layer determines the cell association
based on the RBs availability and then sends its rate request
to the NET layer that produces a consequent allocation of
the resources to the backhaul links. The proposed method is
iterative, but in order to have a predefined resolution time,
the number of iterations has been assumed fixed. In particular
we have verified that significant gains are obtained up to the
5-th iteration, then the gain is limited and does not justify
additional delays.
Figs. 4 and 5 show the system throughput and the unsatisfied
data rate requests, respectively. The curves refer to the cases of
constant (i.e.,@194kbps) and variable data rate requests (i.e.,
@18kbps, @160kbps and @460kbps.) of the UEs. In both
the cases, numerical results prove that the proposed crosslayer method performs better than the benchmark resource
allocation method.
The gain of the proposed method is achieved thanks to a
more fair distribution of the traffic load on nodes, and hence,
on backhaul links. This is shown in Fig. 6 where the Jain
Index [11] is shown. This index measures the fairness and is
defined as the ratio between the square mean and the mean
square value of the traffic load distribution.

subject to the following two conditions:

X

85

Users

(i,j)∈A

xij −

90

65
350

Taking into account the PHY layer data rate requests per
node, the NET layer is responsible for the network optimization. This process is executed by the CRAI and it is aimed at
optimizing the distribution of the data flows among arcs and
nodes in order to remove possible loops and avoid congestion
in the network. Such an optimization can be defined as a
minimum-cost network flow problem where the goal is to
find a flow that satisfies all arc capacity and node data rate
requests, while minimizing total cost. Defining a flow as a
function x : A → Z≥0 , the minimum-cost flow problem can
be formulated as follows:


X
min z(x) =
cij xij 
(5)

X

95

70

B. CRAI (Cognitive Radio Artificial Intelligence)

lij ≤ xij ≤ uij , ∀(i, j) ∈ A

Constant - proposed
Constant - benchmark
Variable - proposed
Variable - benchmark

100

(6)
(7)

j:(j,i)∈A

where N is the set of nodes, A is the set of directed arcs,
l : A → Z≥0 is the lower capacity function on the arcs,
u : A → Z≥0 is the upper capacity function on the arcs,
c : A → Z is the flow cost-per-unit function on the arcs and
b : A → Z is the node mass balance function on the nodes
[12].
The minimum-cost flow problem is solved using the NetworkFlow constraint tool of the Java Constraint Programming
solver (JaCoP) [12] in an iterative way. Basing on the request
vector from the PHY layer as input parameter, the approach
is the following:
• if a solution for the minimum-cost flow problem is found,
the algorithm stops.
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V. C ONCLUSIONS
HetNets represent a novel networking paradigm based on
the concept of access point densification and a multilayer
architecture. It is considered one of the main enhancements
of 5G networks to boost capacity and coverage. However,
the massive diffusion of access points leads to an exponential
increase of the backhaul traffic and to the need of a suitable
management of the backhaul network. This paper presented
a new cross-layer approach that allows to jointly allocate
the resources in the access and the backhaul networks. The
proposed iterative procedure is based on a new cell association procedure that is performed at the PHY layer and an
optimization of the backhaul network. The results show that
the joint decision allows to achieve better results in comparison
with a non-iterative benchmark method.
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ABSTRACT

managed timely manner and the incumbents’ rights can be
protected.

This paper presents the results from the over the air field
trial of the new Licensed Shared Access concept utilizing a
TD-LTE radio access network in the IMT spectrum band 40
(2.3-2.4 GHz) in Finland. In the field trial, the LTE network
shared the spectrum with Program Making and Special
Events incumbent. New LSA concept elements, LSA
Repository for incumbent protection information and LSA
Controller for controlling the mobile broadband network in
the same spectrum band were implemented in the trial
environment. The trial utilized commercially available
network elements like multimode multiband terminals, LTE
base stations, core network and network management
system. Incumbent spectrum usage data was collected to the
LSA Repository, which further converts it to spectrum
availability information for the LSA controller. The
developed LSA Controller consists of Minimum Separation
Distance and Protection Zone Optimization algorithms to
analyze and optimize base station parameters according to
the spectrum availability information and used network
management system to configure the radio network
accordingly. This was the first LSA trial which has LSA
controller implemented as Self Organizing Network solution
fully integrated into commercial Operational Support
System. Incumbent users’ rights were protected by
evacuating the overlay LSA TD-LTE band and handing
users over to coverage FDD LTE network when requested
by the incumbent spectrum user. Numerical results are
presented to quantify the duration of the LSA work flow
steps in particular in emergency evacuation phase. The trial
showed that the LSA concept can be implemented with
commercial available network elements and a minimum
amount of new software and hardware components. The
performance results on the LSA system workflow indicated
that in the PMSE use case the usage of the LSA band can be

1. INTRODUCTION
Spectrum is one of the most in-demand resources in our
digitalizing information economy. We have witnessed the
exponential growth of wireless services to access
information, enjoy content, and conduct commerce from
mobile devices anywhere, anytime. The number of mobile
broadband subscribers and the amount of data used per user
is set to grow significantly over the coming years [1] leading
to increasing spectrum demand. In addition to traditional
exclusively licensed spectrum with long term licenses, there
are globally allocated exclusive International Mobile
Telecommunications (IMT) bands that are currently
restricted by the incumbent use, but are mostly unused in
time and location. These underutilized spectrum bands have
recently been considered as an opportunity by regulators,
industry and research community in finding sufficient supply
of spectrum resource to meet the growing demand of the
mobile broadband (MBB) communication on time. The most
prominent recent spectrum sharing concepts under study in
the technology, policy and business domains are the 3 tier
Spectrum Access System (SAS) from the US [2] [3] and the
Licensed Shared Access (LSA) [4] from Europe.
LSA is a novel spectrum sharing concept introducing
spectrum sharing between a Mobile Network Operator
(MNO) and another type of incumbent spectrum user. The
LSA concept has received interest in both the European
regulation and standardization for coordinating the spectrum
access of both the incumbent and MNO in the same IMT
spectrum band 40 (2.3-2.4 GHz). European Commission
defines LSA as [5], “a regulatory approach aiming to
facilitate the introduction of radio communication systems
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operated by a limited number of licensees under an
individual licensing regime in a frequency band already
assigned or expected to be assigned to one or more
incumbent users. Under the Licensed Shared Access (LSA)
approach, the additional users are authorized to use the
spectrum (or part of the spectrum) in accordance with
sharing rules included in their rights of use of spectrum,
thereby allowing all the authorized users, including
incumbents, to provide a certain QoS”.
In the LSA concept [5] and [4] spectrum sharing is
allowed between an incumbent spectrum user and a licensee
in a binary way so that both have exclusive individual access
to a spectrum at a given time and location. The spectrum
regulator is responsible for identifying LSA spectrum to be
licensed, defining the sharing framework consisting of rules
and conditions for sharing as well as granting the license to
the LSA licensee. Based on the national framework the
incumbent and LSA licensee negotiate the private
commercial sharing agreement under the permission and
governance of the regulator. In the voluntary LSA
framework and agreement the incumbent spectrum user
defines the part of its spectrum that can be used for sharing
with the LSA concept, the license duration and geographical
area.
This paper focuses on demonstrating the LSA concept
and validating key performance parameters for sharing
between an MNO and another type of incumbent, in
particular Program Making and Special Events (PMSE)
spectrum user in the Finnish use case.
The LSA concept has been field trialed the first time in
Finland by the Cognitive Radio Trial Environment (CORE)
project consortium in April 2013 [6] followed by iteratively
updated features demonstrated in April 2014 [7] and
December 2014 [8]. To authors knowledge no other LSA
field trial environment has been reported to date. The field
trial presented in this paper enhances the CORE
environment further by introducing first time LSA controller
implemented as a part of Self Organizing Network (SON)
solution fully integrated into commercial Operational
Support System’s (OSS) with advanced incumbent
protection algorithms needed to optimize protection zones to
protect the incumbent’s business while maximizing
availability for the licensee.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The
Finnish LSA trial environment and key elements are
introduced in Section 2. Section 3 presents field trial set up,
work flow and operations. Performance evaluation and
measurement results from the LSA trial using live
commercial LTE network in the 2.3 GHz band are
summarized in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.

2. LSA FIELD TRIAL ENVIRONMENT
The LSA concept introduces two new elements on top of the
radio access network architecture, LSA Controller (LC) and
LSA Repository (LR), both under consideration in
standardization [9], [10] and [11]. The LSA trial
environment consists of the following key elements as
shown in Fig. 1:
• Commercial available heterogeneous LTE network
of TDD and FD LTE macro and small cell Evolved
Node B (eNB) Base Stations (BSs), Evolved
Packet Core (EPC) core network, network
management system (NMS) and end user
equipments (UEs),
• PMSE incumbent spectrum users with LR and the
Incumbent Spectrum Manager,
• LC utilizing commercially available OSS NMS
and SON platforms and interfaces with incumbent
protection algorithms and SON features
The stakeholder roles, individual system elements, their
operations and connections are discussed in more detail in
the following sub-sections.

Figure 1. Field trial environment for LSA

2.1. LSA repository and Incumbent manager
Incumbent spectrum user in the trial is selected according to
the national Finnish LSA use case to be an employees of a
media or broadcasting company using PMSE services in
program making on the IMT band 40 (2.3-2.4 GHz), as
defined in [12] and [13].
The LR and the Incumbent spectrum manager tools are
developed in the Tekes Trial White space test environment
for broadcast frequencies (WISE2) project [14]. The LR is a
database with the following key functions [11]:
 supports the entry and storage of information
describing Incumbent’s usage and protection
requirements,
 conveys availability information to authorized LCs,
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receives and stores acknowledgement information
received from the LCs,
provides means for National Regulatory Authority
(NRA) to monitor operation of the LSA System,
and to provide the system with information on the
Sharing Framework and the LSA Licensees and
ensures that the LSA system operates in
conformance with the Sharing Framework, and may
in addition implement any non-regulatory details of
the Sharing Arrangement

phone’s location services such as GPS to track the location
of incumbent, which can be updated to LR accordingly.
The incumbent user can select between different PMSE
use case protections such as Cordless camera, a Mobile
video link and a Portable video [13]. PMSE use case
information consists a protection distance, protection height
threshold, transmit power limits and a reference to the
broadcasting event setup and is used by the LC protection
algorithms to calculate accurate protection areas for each
PMSE use. Different event setups include clear line-of-sight
used with Cordless cameras, suburban area with no line-ofsight used with Portable video and cameras on-board
vehicles used with Mobile video link.
The LR stores information describing Incumbent’s
usage and conveys availability information to authorized
LCs when the information changes. The LR is able to
communicate with several LCs. In this trial, the LC located
within the LSA Licensee’s domain has the main
responsibility of computing the protection criteria and
implementing the terms of the sharing agreement between
licensee and the incumbent. Based on the availability
information, reservations and possible incumbent movement,
licensee should act upon, and decide whether it can use LSA
base station resources at certain location or not.
Regulators may monitor spectrum usage via the LR,
which monitors the LSA system for possible exception
situations such as the unavailability of LC or unconfirmed
protection request. Notification will be sent to regulator
immediately if failure occurs.

Based on this information, protected areas are defined based
on the underlying regulatory requirements. These protected
areas are exclusion zones within which LSA Licensees are
not allowed to have active radio transmitters, protection
zones where incumbent receivers will not be subject to
harmful interference caused by LSA Licensees'
transmissions or restriction zones, where LSA Licensees are
allowed to operate radio transmitters, under certain
restrictive conditions e.g. maximum effective isotropic
radiated power (EIRP) limits and/or constraints on antenna
parameters [10].
Incumbent user is requested to make a specific LSA
Spectrum Resource Availability Notification to enable the
LR to send LSA spectrum resource availability information
to the LC. It can be used to send either specific immediate
notifications, or periodic updates of the overall LSA
spectrum resource availability information related to this
LC. In addition Licensee could send the LSA Spectrum
Resource Availability Information Request to make a
request for LSA spectrum resource availability information.
This procedure can be used to initiate LSA operation, or to
synchronize information between LR and LC during LSA
operation.
It is essential that these procedures should not increase
incumbent user’s operational load while ensuring Quality of
Service (QoS) and security, robustness, reliability and fault
management functional requirements. Two tools are
developed in the WISE2 project for collecting incumbent
reservations: The LSA Incumbent Manager (IM) and the
PSME Location application. Tools are illustrated in Fig. 2.
With these applications the incumbent user sets a spectrum
band, informs availability term, request multiple protection
areas, define a protection type and remove the protection
from the LR.
The LSA Incumbent Manager tool allows incumbent
user to request multiple protections in time, for example, to
register coming sport venue casting event. The incumbent
user sets a location to the map interface, a protection type, a
transmit frequency range, antenna height, and a casting time.
The LSA Incumbent Manager processes the protection
information and sends data to the LR. The LSA Incumbent
Manager connected PMSE location application uses mobile

Figure 2. The LSA Repository and LSA Incumbent Manager tool
for the PMSE users

2.2. LSA controller
The LC developed in the Tekes Trial Cognitive Radio to
Business (CRB) and Local Area Spectrum Sharing (LASS)
projects by the Nokia in collaboration with the CORE+
consortium [15] provides the MNO licensee with means to
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access the LSA spectrum and to react on the incumbent user
activity. The LC located within the LSA Licensee’s domain:




In the LSA network control UI view shown in the Fig. 4
the MNO licensee’s is able to control set of features with
respect of LSA network, its usage, and incumbents’
protection. In the first selection, called LSA network
enabled, MNO can prevent the LC of using the LSA BSs
even though it could have spectrum resource available.
Similar manner, if LSA network is currently in use, and
MNO un-checks this option, the LC will lock automatically
the respective BSs.
In the control menu the graceful shutdown option
enables BS transmitters to lower its power level step-by-step
during the selected time period before locking the air
interface instead of shutting the transmitter in the cell down
abruptly during de-activation. This allows terminals to
detect another network and carry out a seamless handover
avoiding a cell reselection, causing potentially a connection
break to the ongoing session.
The emergency evacuation enables locking all the LSA
network BS cells according to pre-defined emergency plan
with automatic plan activation operation for the whole
network as in the case of public safety access class barring
NMS feature [16].

enables the LSA Licensee to obtain spectrum
resource availability information from the LR
enables the LSA Licensee to provide
acknowledgment information to the LR
interacts with the Licensee’s mobile network in
order to support the mapping of availability
information into appropriate radio transmitter
configurations and to receive the respective
confirmations from the mobile network

In the trial, the MNO licensee is able to receive deactivation and activation requests from the LR based on
incumbent’s frequency reservation reports. The incumbent’s
reservations include location, frequency bands, time range,
a PMSE protection type and the emergency evacuation.
2.2.1. LC User Interface
The key features of the LC in the trial are incumbent
protection algorithms and MNO user interface (UI). The
MNO LC trial UI has three main sections: trial network
status, LSA network control and protection algorithms. The
LC controller gathers information on LTE BSs and cells and
their statuses through the NMS. The LTE base stations,
sectors of LTE network and sector states are depicted in the
map view as shown in Fig 3. The current LTE sector state of
five LTE macro cells and one small cell with their statuses
in the trial is shown with different colors; green sector is
active, yellow sector is being evacuated and grey sector has
been evacuated. LSA spectrum band information and
possible existence of incumbent(s) is also collected, and
presented in the same section of the UI. In the example,
there is a single incumbent in an active mode and operating
in the same band and area as the licensee, so LSA spectrum
resource de-activation process is currently ongoing for the
impacted cell.

Figure 4. Mobile network operator UI for selecting the trial
features and controlling the LSA network use.

2.2.2. LC algorithms
An essential part for allowing the coexistence between the
LSA network and the incumbent is to define a criterion
which guarantees an interference-free operation of the LSA
licensee and incumbent transmissions. In the implemented
LC band evacuation can be based on two algorithms.
Minimum Separation Distance (MSD) protection algorithm
calculates the minimum required distance between the
incumbent and the LSA transmitter taking into account both
the Incumbent and Licensee radio transmission parameters
and in particular the cell sector antenna configuration, such
as direction and down tilt angels, to calculate the MSDs to
specific geographical directions. The Incumbent protection
distances are consistent with the methodology presented in
[13] corresponding to the worst case scenarios.
However, since the mobile broadband network (MN) is
an interference-limited system where multiple spatially
separated BSs are transmitting simultaneously on the same
frequency band, the aggregate field strength created by the

Figure 3. LSA trial network status view in the LC UI.
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MN at the incumbent receiver can result in intolerable
interference. Therefore, a more advanced protection
criterion is developed. The second algorithm, demonstrated
here first time, is the Protection Zone Optimization (PZO)
algorithm. Even if the MSDs of all individual BSs are
satisfied the interference created by the MN can be higher
than allowed, resulting in MSD shorter than MSD of any
single LSA transmitter, that is, the aggregate interference
from all BSs of the network can exceed the Protection zone
limit even if none of the BSs exceeds it alone. This limit is
defined by the incumbent receiver sensitivity, noise floor,
and additional interference margin.
The PZO method computes the cumulative interference
created by the MN. Specifically, linear optimization
methods and accurate propagation modeling is used to
determine the individual cells which are required to be
switched off so that the resulting aggregate field strength at
the Incumbent receiver remains below the Protection zone
limit. This allows the MNO to operate its network at full
viable capacity while satisfying the criteria for interferencefree operation of the co-existing Incumbent. Example of the
calculated MSD protection areas in the case where
incumbent was on adjacent frequency and all the macro cells
had been evacuated except the cell pointing to South-East
and small cell is shown in the Fig. 5.
The LC algorithm outputs two lists: 1) BS cells which
cause interference and should be evacuated if sectors are
active and 2) cells that are not interfering with at least one of
the incumbent users and are possible candidates for
activation. However, a cell can be activated only if the same
cell is not included to the other incumbents’ lists and the
sector is currently off air.

balance the load and optimized connectivity experience for
users. The nature of LSA spectrum availability leads to
considerations on which users groups can be best served
and are least affected by possible evacuation.
2.2.3. LC architecture
The LC used in the trials is developed in the Tekes Trial
CRB and Tekes 5G LASS projects. Demo controller fully
utilizes commercially available OSS solutions and related
Intelligent Integrated SON (iSON) architecture and
interfaces.
Nokia Networks implements SON functions within and
beyond standards, and controls them in a single tool called
iSON Manager. iSON Manager simplifies daily network
operations by providing closed loop automation, at the same
time enabling experts to maintain control and visibility of
what is going on in the network. iSON Manager provides
content packs for self-configuration, self-optimization and
self-healing. Each content pack includes support for specific
end-to-end process for SON.
Radio access networks comprise complex combinations
of cells, frequencies, technologies and layers that require
smart optimization and network management. iSON Radio
automates the configuration, healing and optimization of
such networks. By automating the management of
Heterogeneous Networks (HetNets), iSON enhances their
interworking and mobility. With tools to manage and
interoperate multiple layers and technologies, iSON ensures
small cells interwork with the macro layer, even in a
multivendor environment. Other key SON functions are
traffic steering and mobility management. Traffic steering
directs traffic to a particular radio access technology (RAT)
or layer to enable operators to optimize their resources,
improve the way users experience services and minimize
power consumption. Traffic steering works hand-in-hand
with mobility management to ensure a reasonable number of
handovers and eliminate radio link failures. It also considers
other factors such as the capabilities of the terminals and
network and the load in different RATs and layers. Today,
most network operating processes are well established. It
can be hard to identify the right time and place to intervene
by starting to implement automation to raise efficiency and
reduce complexity. Process integrated SON addresses
exactly that - it enables SON support for operator process
sub-entities like site creation and LSA [19].
In the trial, LSA1 interface is utilizing existing Protocol
to Access White-Space (PAWS) protocol [20] and JSON
data websocket connection interface. The LSA_OAM
interface uses available Nokia proprietary CM Open API
based on Web Services within the OSSii OSS
interoperability initiative between different OSS vendor’s
equipment [21] as the Third Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP) Service and System Aspects Telecom Management
working group (SA5) standardization work has just started

Figure 5. LSA incumbent protection algorithm view in the LC UI

The Load balancing [17] is an additional SON feature
of the trial system, allowing monitored and controlled
terminals to switch between the coverage layer FDD-LTE
and the LSA TD-LTE networks on demand. Load balancing
is LTE SON self-optimization feature that aims to even out
the load generated across the network by moving users from
one cell to another [18]. LSA enabled BSs can be used as an
additional capacity layer, providing more capacity to
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as 3GPP Work Item study on operations, administration and
management (OAM) support for the LSA [22].

3. LSA FIELD TRIAL SET UP
The first LSA field trial using commercially available overthe-air LTE network in the 2.3GHz IMT band 40 was shown
in the CORE+ trial environment in Finland April 2013
documented in [6] followed by iteratively enhanced trials
utilizing research LSA controller developed by Finnish
National Research Center VTT [7], [8] and [23]. A new
enhanced trial introduced in this paper with SON LSA
controller was first trialed in Finland with CORE++
consortium in May 2015 using the trial environment
described in Section 2.

Figure 6. LC architecture and interfaces

2.2. LTE network

3.1. Key features

LTE network in the LSA trial environment consists of
commercial available 3GPP Release 8+ compliant radio
accesses and core network as shown in the Fig.7. NET’s
commercially available LTE-Advanced capable Flexi
Multiradio 10 Base Stations are used. Three macro TDLTE base stations and one small cell at IMT band 40 (2.362.40 GHz) are located in the vicinity of the city and Centria
University of Applied Sciences campus area in Ylivieska,
Finland. In addition two FDD-LTE macro Flexi Multiradio
10 Base Stations provide primary LTE coverage layer to the
same area in the IMT band 1 (2.1 GHz) and remains
available also should the LSA spectrum resource become
temporarily unavailable.
All the LTE eNB BSs are connected to LTE ePC core
network at NET Oulu and are managed from a single point
by the multi-technology, multi-vendor NetAct OSS NMS
platform located in Tampere. The developed SON LSA
demo controller discussed above runs in NET Espoo and
interfaces with the NetAct NMS in order to exchange
network information and to execute management operations.
Commercial LTE multi-mode (FDD and TD) multiband (band 1 and 40) UEs are used supported by major chip
set vendors. In the trials Samsung S4 terminals supporting
seamless TD-FDD handover are used.

The key features of this LSA trial include the following:
 Incumbent manager tools to track incumbent
spectrum data and store into LR
 Incumbent spectrum user’s data stored in LR
 Commercial FDD and TD LTE eNBs at IMT band
1 and 40.
 Commercial ePC core network and OSS NMS with
advanced SON features
 MSD and PZO protection algorithms to maximize
the LSA spectrum resource usage while ensuring
agreed incumbent protection.
 SON LC to manage TD-LTE BSs via the NMS
according to LR’s LSA spectrum resource
availability information.
 SON LC emergency evacuation feature to evacuate
LSA band on demand.
This trial goes beyond [23] by introducing novel
protection algorithms implemented into SON LSA controller
integrated with the commercial OSS NMS.
3.2. Trial workflow
The overall flow of the LSA procedures and the trial specific
demonstration workflow are discussed next. Based on the
LSA system architecture [11] we have divided LSA
operative flow into the three main phases:
1) LSA provisioning,
2) LSA operations and
3) LSA release phase.
In the provisioning phase, the sharing framework,
sharing agreement and licensing will take place between
regulator, incumbent and licensee. In the trial Finnish NRA
FICORA has granted the trial license to use the 2.36 – 2.40
GHz band in the trial test license area in Ylivieska, Finland.

Figure 7. LTE trial network elements and connections
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Based on this information licensee identify, configure and
optimize radio network for the LSA spectrum resources.
In the second operations phase, the incumbent spectrum
user starts activation by informing the LSA band availability
to the licensee via the LR. The licensee activates and
configures BSs to use vacant band based on the spectrum
availability information and reports on LSA band usage.
During the LSA operation licensee estimate interference,
optimize LSA spectrum resource usage and maintain QoS
and Quality of Experience (QoE). If requested by the
incumbent, the licensee needs to de-activate spectrum
resources and return it to the incumbent. Actions include cell
de-activation, interference estimation, maintaining QoS and
QoE and confirming usage to LR. Now the incumbent can
re-start to use the band and inform the LR when the LSA
spectrum resource could be handed back for the licensee.
In the final release phase, the licensee fully releases the
LSA spectrum resource when the LSA license expires and
the incumbent can start to use it for its own purposes.
The technical LSA trial in this paper is focused on
validating performance of the second operations phase. The
key components of the trial was discussed in the section 2
and shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. The trial of the LSA
procedure flow in which the incumbent updates usage and
protection requirements via LR notification of new LSA
spectrum resource availability information consists of the
following steps [11]:
• LR activation
• LC registers with LR
• LR configures itself with up to date set of
incumbent requirements
• Incumbent modifies the usage and protection
requirements and inputs them to the LR
• LR checks compliancy with the Sharing Framework
and Sharing Arrangement
• LR processes the changes taking into account other
possible Incumbent requirements
• LR informs the LC about the updates
• LC acknowledges (ACK) modified LSA spectrum
resources availability information after LC has
processed the changes and requested the NMS to
update the cell configuration(s).
• Once the changes have been applied by the MBB
network LC ACK the updated LSA spectrum
resources availability information to LR
• LC has an up to date set of LSA spectrum resources
availability information from the incumbent
• MBB network operates on the available LSA
spectrum resources accordingly

resource availability information is configured in the LR, the
LR notify immediately the LC.
1. The LR sends a LSA Spectrum Resource
Availability Notification message to the LC,
containing new or updated LSA Spectrum Resource
Availability information.
2. The LC will upon reception of the LSA Spectrum
Resource Availability Notification message check
the consistency of the information provided.
3. If consistency check is successful, the LC will
respond with a LSA Spectrum Resource
Availability Notification ACK message to confirm
the reception of new spectrum resource availability
information.
4. Upon successful configuration of the LSA spectrum
resources, the LC sends a LSA Spectrum Resource
Confirmation message to the LR to confirm
execution of changes in the mobile network.
5. Upon reception of the LSA Spectrum Resource
Confirmation Request message, LR acknowledges
the reception of the confirmation by sending a LSA
Spectrum
Resource
Confirmation
Request
Response message to the LC.

The exchange of data between the LR and the LC is
supported by a procedure at LSA1 interface as shown in the
Fig. 8. In this trial use case as soon as new LSA spectrum

The LSA procedures and functions of the system elements
described above can be presented as the different phases of
the LSA spectrum resource evacuation process for the trial
performance validation measurements as follows:

Figure 8. LSA message flow for the LR notification of new LSA
spectrum resource availability information

4. PERFORMANCE VALIDATION
The most important performance indicator is the evacuation
time from the Incumbent evacuation request to the time the
affected LSA base station cells are locked and off-the air.
4.1. Measurement system
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1) The incumbent makes an evacuation request via
LSA Incumbent Manager. The LSA process starts
as the incumbent spectrum user makes an
evacuation request to the LSA Incumbent Manager.
The LSA Incumbent Manager submits the
information to the LR which forwards the
information to the LC.
2) LC receives Incumbent information from LR.
Based on the Incumbent user information, the LC
calculates which BSs or cells on the LSA network
are impacted and submit de-activation command to
the NMS accordingly.
3) NMS receives the de-activation command from LC
and executes de-activation radio plan for the
affected BSs and cells on the LSA network. Two
de-activation radio plans are used. In urgency, the
MBB network locks i.e. turns off transmitters of the
impacted BSs and cells and UEs will automatically
start a cell re-selection procedure. Alternatively
when evacuation is known in advance graceful
shutdown enables the power of the LSA BSs or
cells to be decreased gradually so that UEs will do
a seamless handover when the signal level at the
serving cell drops below the signal level of the
available FDD cell.
4) BS or cell in the LSA network is de-activated
followed by the no LTE signal detected in the LSA
spectrum. The NMS finishes the radio plan
execution, begins the LSA cell status check and
sends cell off-the-air status update to the LC.
5) As soon as all needed LSA cells have reached offthe-air status confirmation from NMS, LC ends
evacuation and submits evacuation completed
information to LR.
6) Incumbent user receives a confirmation on the
evacuation to the LSA Incumbent Manager.

first cell, it takes in average 24 seconds from making the
evacuation request until the LSA band has been cleared and
27 seconds until the confirmation of the evacuation of all the
cells is visible to the incumbent in the LSA Incumbent
Manager. As discussed in the section 2 the trial environment
consists of both commercial network elements and specific
demo elements developed for the LSA trials. In the table 2
the measurement results have been divided accordingly into
a LSA SON Demo Controller platform and commercial LTE
NMS delays. The LTE NMS was in average 49 seconds for
both algorithm cases. The NMS configuration plan
provisioning time was minimized by utilizing pre-validated
radio plans in which case the execution time of provision
operation is shorter and not linearly dependent on the LSA
network size. In the NMS performance tests utilizing the
Access Class Barring feature [16], NMS could be
commanded to skip plan validation and even country wide
emergency plan download with automatic activation
operation for the whole network could be completed below
3 minutes. In the trial provisioning a multi-site de-activation
radio plan takes only about 3 more seconds to complete than
a single site command indicating promising results for larger
LSA network management.
The LSA system demo platform execution time consists
of the LR and the LC delays. The LR delay was
approximately 0,5 s while LC was 2,6 s for the MSD and
1,9s for the PZO algorithm. The shorter execution time for
the more complicated PZO case was due to additional preprocessing phase in the work flow implementation. Demo
platforms shorter operational delays compared to CORE+
research platform mainly results of integrating four of six
distributed locations as a part of the OSS SON LC, leaving
LR and Incumbent Manager tools as only external systems.
In the trial, the research platform delay was reduced
approximately 90% compared to [23].
The results presented in Tables 1 and 2 reveal that the
developed concept works in realistic scenarios with live
network. The average evacuation time of 51 seconds is an
adequate result for LSA evacuation time for most
incumbents and particularly for the Finnish PMSE use case.
On the other hand locking or unlocking large live networks
may activate wide load balancing and self-optimization
routines [24] which could take hours before mobility and
cell selections are again fully optimized in the adjacent cells.
This process as well could be speed up by pre planning LSA
use cases as a part of initial network planning in particular
for the static and semi static LSA use cases.
The future research includes studies and trial how to
ensure consistent QoS and QoE for the end users when LSA
spectrum resource availability changes abruptly. In this trial
the tests were made in optimal conditions without e.g. the
real network congestion, which could slow down the
evacuation process considerably. The users connected to
interfering evacuated cells will experience a Radio Link

In the case of Graceful Shutdown, the time for the shutdown
as well as the step size for the eNB power decrease can be
specified. This time will be added to the band evacuation
time. The Anite’s Nemo Outdoor drive test tool was used to
record LTE signaling information from the UE in order to
record the time stamp for the BS off-the-air.
4.2. Measurement results and discussion
Described LSA band evacuation process utilizing the
enhanced SON LC was implemented into the Finnish
CORE++ LSA trial environment and initial performance
measurement studies have been conducted to evaluate the
involved time scales. Corresponding time stamps are
reported in Tables 1 and 2.
The evacuation performance measurement results in
Table 1 indicate that, in the case of the evacuation of the
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Failure (RLF) if the cells are locked abruptly hard shutdown.
In order to reduce the number of RLF, the shutdown or the
modification of the Tx power and or antenna downtilt could
be done during a certain Graceful Shutdown period,
allowing users to be handed over to other cells. The third
thing to consider is which alternative network to use for the
back off handovers. For example, the alternative network
could be of lower capacity or it could be congested, leading
to lowered QoS for the end users after the LSA evacuation
process. This is an active research topic for carrier
aggregation, load balancing, traffic steering and handover
optimizations in a HetNet MBB network management.

evacuation end users proactively did hand over to FDD LTE
networks to maintain their connection, enabled by Graceful
Shut down feature.
The trial showed that the dynamic availability of the
LSA spectrum resource can be managed with commercially
available network elements and a minimum number of
additional components, namely the LSA Repository and the
LSA Controller. Furthermore the trial demonstrated first
time the LSA Controller developed as a SON feature
integrated with the commercial OSS system. Advanced
protection algorithms were tested to maximize LSA
spectrum resource availability for the licensee while
ensuring incumbent protection.
Performance validation was conducted by measuring
the duration of the spectrum evacuation workflow steps in
releasing the LSA band due to Incumbent’s immediate
spectrum
resource
availability
notification.
The
measurement results revealed that the evacuation operation
can be done in a way that fulfills typical PMSE service
incumbent’s requirements in the Finnish sharing use case
and wider in a static and a semi-static LSA use cases.
Comparing results to previous research platform based LSA
controller demonstrations OSS integrated LSA controller
reduced overall LC operations delay approximately 90%.
In the future, the SON LSA Controller will be enhanced
by exploiting further features from LTE Advanced and selforganizing networks, e.g. Carrier Aggregation, more
sophisticated Load Balancing and Traffic Steering.
Interference measurements will be conducted to measure
real interference levels in the trial environment to further
develop algorithms and to help regulation and
standardization in defining the actual rules and conditions
for sharing framework and arrangements. In particular, to
further develop dynamic protection algorithms to maximize
LSA resource availability on the border area between radio
systems. This will be done by means of dynamically
configuring base station cell radio parameters like
transmission power, antenna tilts and antenna beams.
Furthermore CORE++ trial environment will be extended to
cover 3.5 GHz spectrum band to study LSA concept’s
evolution paths towards the US 3 tier Spectrum Access
System (SAS) and 5G.

Table 1. LSA band evacuation measurement results
Meas Evacuation Evacuation
point
MSD
PZO
Time[s] SD[s] Time[s] SD[s]
1. Incumbent makes
evacuation request via LSA
Incumbent Manager (IM)
2. LC receives incumbent
information from LR
3. OAM starts de-activation
command
4.eNB/cell on LSA band is
deactivated
5. OAM notify LC that plan
commission is completed
6. Incumbent user receives
confirmation on evacuation
to LSA IM

LSA
IM

0

0

0,27

0,27

OAM

2,35 1,74

1,17 0,75

LSA
band

24,40 1,53

24,19 2,13

LC

51,30 1,54

50,88 0,75

LSA
IM

51,57 1,73

51,14 0,68

LC

Table 2. Total measured execution times of each trial system
element
Total execution time [s]
NMS
LC
LR
Algorithm calculation

e2e
component
MSD PZO
MSD PZO
48,49 48,78 48,49 48,78
51,03 50,61
2,55
1,83
51,57 51,14
0,54
0,54
0,30
0,09
0,30
0,09
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The paper has presented a field trial demonstration of the
novel LSA concept that allows a mobile network operator to
share spectrum resource from other type of incumbent
spectrum users. The trial successfully demonstrated that a
TD-LTE network licensee can take the IMT band 40 (2.32.4 GHz) into LSA use and vacate it when requested by the
Incumbent spectrum user. The load between bands were
balanced utilizing Load Balancing method and in the case of
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Cellular Baseband Development Platform
with an open RF Interface
Benjamin Weber∗ , Harald Kröll∗† , Stefan Altorfer† , Qiuting Huang∗
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3GPP 2G cellular modems [3], [4] (a similar number of
options exists for 3G cellular modems):

Abstract—Cellular modems have different architectural demands, depending on which features of the cellular standard
they support. This leads to a variety of baseband processing
architectures ranging from dedicated VLSI implementations to
processor-centric architectures with accelerators. In this paper
we present a cellular modem SDR development platform based
on an RF-board with an open FMC interface. The FMC interface
opens a variety of FPGA, DSP, and CPU resources for baseband
algorithm investigation and implementation. As an example we
present 2G, 3G, and 4G RF FMC modules and a GSM/Evolved
EDGE modem based on the platform.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I. I NTRODUCTION

•

By the same token, 3GPP 4G LTE modems can support
a number of different UE categories ranging from highthroughput full-duplex MIMO (e.g. UE category 4) to single
receiver half-duplex UE category 0 for cIoT [5].
The support of options has to be carefully made. It would
not make sense to equip a cIoT node, which reports the humidity on a weekly basis, with receive diversity or MIMO and
high data rate support. On the other hand, a mobile broadband
residential router should support the highest possible data rate
and power consumption is of secondary importance. Therefore,
the digital processing after the analog processing blocks needs
to be composed according to the application and the chosen
3GPP release and options the modem shall support.
SDR development platforms can be used for prototyping
wireless transceivers [6]. A vast number of SDR development
platforms have been introduced in the past, where computational power is provided by CPUs, DSPs, and FPGAs. The
use of the FPGA Mezzanine Card (FMC) standard [7] for
SDR development platforms brings modularity and interoperability between components from different providers. In [6],
the FMC concept for SDR was thoroughly studied, where
versatile RF FMC modules from Analog Devices [8], [9],
called FMCOMMS, are used. The FMCOMMS1 module [8]
is well suited for a number of applications which require
e.g. multi-carrier transmission and reception from 400 MHz
to 6 GHz and high bandwidth. This versatility comes at the
cost of moderate performance in terms of noise figure. The
FMCOMMS2 [9] has a better noise figure but is tailored for
2.4 GHz only. A cellular modem needs to support a small
specific set of frequencies and requires a particular good noise
figure for those frequencies. RF boards and analog components
tailored for cellular standards have better power efficiency and
noise figure as multi-purpose RF boards.

A cellular modem consists of RF, analog baseband, and
digital processing blocks as shown in Fig. 1. Analog signal
processing comprises up/down conversion, analog baseband
processing, and conversion between the digital and analog
domains. Digital processing comprises computationally demanding Digital Baseband (DBB) and less demanding protocol stack software. In many implementations, the digital
processing is physically distributed over DSPs with attached
accelerators and one or more processing units. The analog and
digital processing blocks can be implemented on a single die or
on separate chips. The control and data plane interface between
analog and digital processing is standardized in the DigRF [1]
and RBDP [2] specifications for inter-chip communication.

Antenna

RF and
Analog Baseband
Analog Processing

DigRF
RBDP

Digital
Baseband

Protocol
Stack

GSM only, GPRS, EDGE (EGPRS), or Evolved EDGE
(EGPRS2)
Receive diversity
Downlink dual-carrier
Latency reductions
Multislot class type
Voice enhancements (VAMOS, wideband)
Simultaneous data and voice connections
EC-GSM, coverage enhancements for cIoT applications

Application

Digital Processing

Cellular Modem

Fig. 1. A cellular modem consists of analog and digital processing which
can be distributed over separate chips. Standard interfaces such as DigRF or
RBDP are used for inter-chip communication.

Different applications for cellular modems require different
baseband architectures, because every application has its own
demands regarding data rates and power consumption. The
vast number of 3GPP specifications spans a large design space
for cellular modems which can be exploited to build e.g.
area and power efficient cellular Internet of Things (cIoT)
nodes or high data rate modems. A cellular modem has a
number of features it can support. They influence the baseband
architecture significantly. The following items are options for
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In this paper, we reuse the concept of a versatile SDR development platform based on FMC carriers and modules from [6].
A cellular communication specific platform is presented. It
consists of an FMC carrier card (FPGA, DSP, or CPU) for
digital processing and a dedicated FMC module with cellular
specific RF components with an open interface for analog
processing. This setup allows verification and prototyping of
cellular baseband algorithms jointly with the cellular specific
RF and analog baseband parts before ASIC fabrication or
deployment. The use of cellular specific RF components even
allows single-chip mixed signal prototyping. As a proof of
concept, a 2G GSM/Evolved EDGE modem is presented.

Secondary RF Chip
Primary RF Chip
Secondary
Antenna Port

FMC Connector

The concept of an FMC based SDR development platform
was thoroughly studied in [6]. The same concept is reused here
and the cellular SDR platform consists of an FMC carrier card
and a custom FMC module. Together they provide capacities
for analog and digital processing as shown in Fig. 2. A
general purpose wireless communication FMC module is used
in [6]. Here, cellular communication specific FMC modules
are presented.

Analog Processing
- RF
- Analog Baseband

FMC Connector

Antenna 2

provides the physical and electrical necessities to support the
DigRF v4 standard often used in 4G RF ICs.
B. Single-Mode 2G RF FMC Module: evalEDGE
A single-mode 2G RF FMC module is depicted in Fig. 3. As
it offers full 2G Evolved EDGE support it is named evalEDGE
FMC module. It hosts two RF ICs from ACP AG1 with 2G
support, a power amplifier, and power supply circuitry. The
primary RF IC can receive and transmit. The secondary RF
IC supports reception only. Two antennas can be attached
via SMA connectors. Both RF ICs share a common clock.
They can be configured independently from each other using
their respective control plane DigRF v1.12 interfaces. This
evalEDGE FMC module enables downlink dual-carrier and
receive diversity reception. The DigRF control and data plane
signals are routed directly to the FMC connector. The pin
mapping is omitted here as the same protocols are used in
the multi-mode 2G, 3G, and 4G RF FMC module in the next
section, where a detailed mapping table is provided.

FMC Carrier Card
Cellular RF
FMC Module

Primary Antenna Port

Fig. 3. Cellular single-mode 2G RF FMC module, called evalEDGE, capable
of Evolved EDGE receive diversity and downlink dual-carrier operation.

II. P LATFORM A RCHITECTURE

Antenna 1

Power Amplifier

Digital Processing
- Digital Baseband (FPGA/DSP)
- Protocol Stack (CPU)

Cellular Modem
Development Platform

Fig. 2.
FMC based cellular baseband development platform with two
antennas. Analog processing is provided by an FMC module whereas digital
processing is done on an FMC carrier card.

A. FMC Interface

C. Multi-Mode 2G, 3G, and 4G RF FMC Module: evaLTE

The standard for FMC [7] provides electrical and mechanical specifications as well as a common connector for FPGA
extension modules. A large ecosystem of FMC carrier cards
ranging from pure FPGAs, combined with DSPs, or combined
with CPUs exists. On the other hand, a large amount of FMC
modules is available. The FMC standard comes in two flavors,
a Low Pin Count (LPC) and High Pin Count (HPC) connector
which are mechanically and electrically compatible. The LPC
signals are a subset of the HPC signals. The HPC version
provides (LPC in parenthesis):
• 160 (68) single-ended or 80 (34) differential signals
• 10 (1) multi-gigabit transceiver pairs
• 2 (1) multi-gigabit transceiver clocks
• 4 (2) differential clocks
• 159 (61) ground pins
• 15 (10) power connections
This set of connectivity allows to perfectly connect an RF IC
standard interface such as DigRF v1.12 for 2G or RBDP for
3G and 4G. The presence of multi-gigabit transceiver pairs

A multi-mode 2G, 3G, and 4G RF FMC module is depicted
in Fig. 4. As it offers 4G LTE support it is named evaLTE
FMC module. It hosts an RF IC from ACP AG with 2G,
3G, and 4G support, a power amplifier, and power supply
circuitry. The RF IC comprises a dual-receiver for singlecarrier LTE receive diversity or downlink MIMO operation.
Two antennas can be attached via SMA connectors. Control
and data plane signals run over DigRF v1.12 for 2G and RBDP
for 3G and 4G. The DigRF and RBDP control and data plane
signals are routed directly to the FMC connector. Table I shows
the mapping of DigRF, RBDP, and control signals onto the
FMC connector. The mapping supports HPC and LPC FMC.
A global reference clock is provided by the RF FMC module
and is mapped to one of the reference clock pins of the FMC
connector. DigRF v1.12 and RBDP control plane share a 3wire SPI interface and one reset line which are mapped onto
4 single-ended signals. The DigRF v1.12 data plane consists
1 www.newacp.ch
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Secondary Antenna Port
(not populated)

RF Chip

Primary Antenna Port

Power Amplifier
FMC Connector

Fig. 4. Multi-Mode 2G, 3G, and 4G cellular RF FMC module, called evaLTE,
capable of single-carrier LTE dual-reception. The secondary receive path is
not populated.

D. Digital Processing

•
•
•
•

Sync.
Unit

Coeff.
Comp.

Coeff.
Comp.

AC
Filter

Channel
Est.

TSC
LUT

TPU & Events

Interl.

Puncturing

Controller
Transmitter
Parity-bit
Calculate

Equalizer
(SOVE)

DEC
Viterbi
Decoder

Cov.
Est.

Turbo
Decoder
IR
Mem

Register Bank

Encoding

Input
Memory

GSM/Evolved EDGE Accelerator

Fig. 5. FPGA based cellular modem consisting of FMC RF module (top
board), FMC carrier card (bottom board). A GSM/Evolved EDGE accelerator
is mapped onto the FPGA. A CPU (not shown) provides software support.

frequency,
bandwidth,
gain, and
data buffers.

are required. Drivers for a number of FMC carrier cards are
currently under development.
III. GSM/E VOLVED EDGE I MPLEMENTATION
The single-mode 2G RF FMC module was used to test
and prototype a GSM/Evolved EDGE modem. The ML605
board [10] from Xilinx is used as FMC carrier card. It hosts a
Virtex 6 FPGA. The assembled platform is depicted in Fig. 5.

Additionally, registers to start and stop the receiver and
transmitter, respectively, are required. Lastly, register access
to control the FMC reference clock and an actual clock signal
Signal Description
Global reference clock

FMC Signal Name
CLK0 M2C

DigRF and RBDP
control plane
DigRF data plane
RBDP data plane

LA00, LA02

Power control,
auxiliary signals

ST
Filter

DigRF

A regular FMC carrier card is required. Depending on
the application, processing requirements vary from simple
control to expensive signal processing including protocol stack
software. Available FMC carrier cards provide an FPGA and
are often enhanced with DSP and CPU chips. Listing all
possible candidates here is beyond the scope of this paper.
The next section provides a sample implementation with one
possible carrier card.
A driver written in HDL code on the FMC carrier card is
required to facilitates RF FMC module access for the user. It
provides register access for receive and transmit

Receiver
DET
Chan.
Short. flt.

DFE
DCComp

to
CPU

of 2 single-ended bidirectional signals. The RBDP data plane
consists of 2 clocks, 1 in each direction and 2 bidirectional
12 bit wide buses.

LA04
LA01, LA03,
LA05-LA16
LA17-LA25

A. GSM/Evolved EDGE Implementation

Comments
provided by FMC
module
3-wire SPI and reset
signals
2 bidirectional signals
2 clocks, 2 bidirectional 12 bit buses
18 single ended signals

Fig. 5 shows a block diagram of a GSM/Evolved EDGE
accelerator implemented in HDL. The accelerator block has
been mapped onto the FPGA of the FMC carrier card and
thoroughly tested. Its algorithms are described in detail in [11].
It comprises three logical blocks which are Controller, Transmitter, and Receiver. It communicates with the single-mode
2G RF FMC module using DigRF data and control plane
signals.
An FPGA version of a CPU based on [12] can be used
for protocol stack software and configures the Controller
block of the accelerator by register write accesses. Uplink
and Downlink data are written/read to/from memories in the

TABLE I
M ULTI -M ODE RF FMC MODULE PIN MAPPING WHICH SUPPORTS HPC
AND LPC FMC CONNECTORS . FMC SIGNAL NAMES COMPRISE ONE
DIFFERENTIAL OR 2 SINGLE - ENDED SIGNALS . P OWER CONNECTIONS ARE
PREDEFINED BY THE FMC STANDARD AND ARE NOT LISTED .
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Fig. 7. Evolved EDGE measured sensitivity performance [11] in terms of
BLER for the 16-QAM modulated DAS8 scheme and the 32-QAM modulated
DAS10 scheme in a TU50 channel environment without (RX1) and with
(RX2) receive diversity. Frequency hopping is not used.

Fig. 6. Measured sensitivity performance [11] in terms of FER for GMSK
modulated GSM voice in a static channel environment without (RX1) and
with (RX2) receive diversity. Frequency hopping is not used.

Transmitter and Receiver blocks, respectively. The Controller
holds a time processing unit which is responsible for exact
timing of configuration data to the other processing blocks
and the RF FMC module.
The transmitter is responsible for encoding, puncturing,
and interleaving of user data according to the GSM/Evolved
EDGE standard. The Receiver is divided into Digital Front
End (DFE), DETector (DET), and DECoder (DEC). The DFE
is responsible for synchronization and filtering. The DET
provides equalization and interference cancellation. Lastly, the
DEC provides decoding and incremental redundancy services.

module with an open interface. The platform with the singlemode RF FMC module is used to demonstrate a GSM/Evolved
EDGE modem prototype implementation. It enables low-cost
development and prototyping of cellular modems.
V. O UTLOOK
While the single-mode FMC module has been used for
receiver performance evaluation, the suitability of the multimode RF FMC module for a cellular modem testbed remains
to be thoroughly analyzed. In particular extreme modem
configurations such as high-throughput on the one side and
low-power and low-area cIoT options remain to be analyzed.
Drivers for a variety of FMC carrier cards are under development or remain to be implemented.

B. Measurements
The testbed has been used in [11] to perform 2G sensitivity
performance measurements2 as required by the 3GPP standard [14]. To this end, a channel emulator (Propsim C8) and
a wireless protocol tester (Agilent 8960) have been connected
to the SMA connectors of the RF FMC module. Fig. 6 shows
the measured sensitivity for GMSK modulated GSM voice
in a static channel environment. The sensitivity performance
surpasses requirements by 9.8 dB and 8.4 dB for single stream
and receive diversity reception, respectively. Evolved EDGE
sensitivity has been evaluated for 16-QAM (DAS8) and 32QAM (DAS10) modulation schemes, see Fig. 7. Sensitivity
performance surpass requirements by 7.3 dB and 7.4 dB for
16-QAM and 32-QAM schemes, respectively.
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TACTICAL RADIO COALITION INTEROPERABILITY SOLUTION
FACILITATED BY ANW2 AND NINE
Igor A.(Tony) Spivak (Harris Corporation, Rochester, NY; e-mail: ispivak@harris.com)
ABSTRACT

several years in order to support the 45 member nation
International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) coalition in
Afghanistan. Prior to the creation of the AMN, coalition
members relied on individual countries’ communications
systems. These systems were primarily stove piped, custom
communications systems that had their own security policies
and constraints.
It was not easy to securely share
information between coalition partners in such an
environment. The AMN was designed to allow coalition
members to securely share services such as e-mail, chat,
VOIP telephone connectivity, web browsing and secure
video teleconferencing (SVTC) over a common network.
Though the AMN was ultimately successful in achieving the
information sharing objectives of the ISAF, it was based
largely on existing US DOD and NATO communications
infrastructures that have been updated in the areas of
policies, procedures and governance. Going forward, the
development of technologies that have been designed with
secure coalition interoperability in mind will greatly
enhance the effectiveness of future multinational coalition
military operations.

Multinational coalitions have become prevalent in military
operations over the past several decades. In many instances,
communications
issues
have
hindered
effective
dissemination of information at various levels of military
command structures to all required parties. These
communications issues have been attributed to a variety of
factors
including:
proprietary,
non-interoperable
communications devices, lack of common waveform
interoperability
standards,
lack
of
common
COMSEC/TRANSEC key management, generation and
distribution infrastructure, etc. To mitigate these issues,
temporary stop-gap solutions have been developed;
however, a comprehensive coalition interoperability strategy
must still be defined.
Harris Corporation, RF Communications division has
developed the Adaptive Networking Wideband Waveform
(ANW2). The ANW2 is a wideband networking waveform
that supports simultaneous secure voice, data and video
services for up to 30 networked nodes. The ANW2 has
been implemented in NSA certified, Type 1 high grade radio
platforms, as well as commercial, non-Type 1 tactical radio
platforms. This paper presents a potential candidate solution
to solve the coalition interoperability problem in the tactical
radio domain. The proposed solution is based on ANW2,
integrated with Network and Information Infrastructure
(NII) Internet Protocol Network Encryption (NINE)
specification to achieve a standards based, interoperable
high grade radio mode that can be implemented as an SCA
waveform and ported to a variety of tactical radio platforms.

Many initiatives have been kicked off by the United States
Department of Defense (DoD) and NATO to create standard
protocols and interface specifications to facilitate radio
platforms interoperability. These initiatives include Joint
Tactical Radio System (JTRS) program, which leverages
SCA technology and develops/maintains a set of
interoperable waveforms. Within the NATO community
NINE and SCIP specification development working groups
have defined interoperability specifications for secure IP
based networked and secure voice communications,
respectively. Another important activity has been initiated
by the NATO Communications and Information (NCI)
Agency to develop a common Key Management (KM)
Interface Specification (ISPec), which is designed to define
the common interface between the NATO Key Management
System and NINE and SCIP compatible End Cryptographic
Units (ECUs). All of these activities are intended to
contribute to the future improvement of coalition
communications, however, in the tactical radio domain, the
most
efficient
method for
achieving
coalition
interoperability is by defining an SCA radio waveform that
can be developed, tested and ultimately ported to variety of
tactical radio platforms. This paper shows how the Harris

1. INTRODUCTION
Radio communications coalition interoperability remains an
important objective for military leaders. Many of the recent
global conflicts involved formation of multi-national
coalitions in order to achieve the desired military objectives.
Such coalitions have unique communications challenges that
must be overcome in order to achieve these objectives. One
recent example of the coalition communications challenge
and how it was overcome is the Afghanistan Mission
Network (AMN). The AMN was created over the period of
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SCA compliant ANW2 integrated with NINE based IP
network security protocol can be considered as a potential
solution to improve coalition tactical radio communications.

RF waveform. These modems provide for wireless
connectivity between ANW2 radios. The lower the number
of the modem, the greater the distance it will cover, but also
the lower the data throughput that it supports (i.e. WF1
supports the longest range, and WF9 supports the highest
rate). More recent improvements to the waveform include
Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK) modulation
technique, which significantly increased the capacity of the
1.2 MHz and 5 MHz channels that support high-rate link
conditions.

2. ANW2 TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
Harris’ Adaptive Networking Wideband Waveform
(ANW2) is a wireless mobile ad-hoc networking (MANET)
waveform that provides high-throughput internet protocol
(IP) data and simultaneous combat net radio (CNR) voice.
ANW2 provides wireless IP connectivity directly to the
warfighter, providing common real-time access to critical
information to mobile, dismount, and command units.
ANW2 is a fully adaptive waveform that automatically
optimizes route selection and data transmission rate to
provide the best possible IP connectivity without user
intervention.

The robust connectivity and extended range offered by
GMSK comes without much compromise to data rate, and
even offers increased capacity in some conditions. In
addition, the high-rate modems introduced in the latest
ANW2 release yield a significant increase in performance
under supporting channel conditions.
All SIS are implemented using an efficient single carrier
high baud rate modulation. The receiver utilizes advanced
RAKE and Data Directed Equalization (DDE) channel
equalization methods plus FEC coding (including code
combining techniques). Channel quality measurements are
used to continuously adapt the modem burst rate at each end
of an active link in order to maintain the expected received
packet error rate below a prescribed threshold.

ANW2 supports a wide variety of applications including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Situational Awareness
Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) Telephony
Video / Video Teleconference (VTC)
File Transfer
IP Chatting
Targeting Applications
Remote Database Access
Integration with third party IP capable radios

ANW2 peak and average output power depends on the
platform that implements the waveform. In the Harris RF7800M-MP platform, the ANW2 has a peak output power of
5W in a dismount manpack scenario and 50W when used
with a Vehicular Adapter Amplifier (VAA). Each of the
modems used by ANW2 has a different RF propagation
range. The range that can be expected depends greatly on
the terrain. In a clear line-of-sight environment, ANW2 will
provide connectivity at distances up to 85 km. In an urban
environment that range is approximately 2-10 km. Table 1
provides estimates of the typical range in km as a function
of peak output power and terrain.

Individual wireless domains may include up to 30 full
member nodes and up to 255 guest member nodes. Since
the ANW2 supports a standard IP interface, the radio that
implements ANW2 can be used in conjunction with
standard networking infrastructures and equipment.
ANW2 operates in the 225 MHz to 2GHz frequency range
at bandwidths of either 1.2 MHz or 5 MHz. This allows
ANW2 to operate in the standard UHF frequency and
bandwidth ranges used by the military. The use of the UHF
spectrum provides for better performance in urban
environments than existing legacy radio systems. The UHF
spectrum also has a smaller terrestrial jamming footprint.
Additionally, UHF antennas are of a smaller size than VHF
or HF antennas.

5W Manpack
50W Vehicle
Air to Ground
Ship-to-Shore

Urban

Rural

Hilltop

2.5
6.0
85
20

4.0
12
85
35

10
25
85
60

Table 1 - Typical Ranges (km)

The radio’s physical layer implements a library of Signalsin-Space (SIS) to accommodate different channel
bandwidths (1.2 MHz, 2.5 MHz, and 5 MHz) and modem
burst data rates (85 Kbps to 10 Mbps max). ANW2 makes
use of nine different wireless modems to support the actual

ANW2 is configurable to have a maximum of 1 to 30
member radios in the sub network. In addition, ANW2
provides flexibility for support of up to 255 nodes in a single
network with guest users, allowing for CNR voice
capabilities and receipt of multicast data. ANW2 creates a
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mobile ad-hoc network by using a distributed Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA) channel access wireless MAC sub
network layer. The guaranteed channel access of a TDMA
MAC is the basis for providing simultaneous voice and data
service as well as allowing multiple radios to gain
simultaneous access to a single frequency radio channel.
The time domain is divided up into units called “epochs”. A
high-level diagram of an epoch is shown in Figure 1.

probability of synchronization for encrypted DV
transmissions out to the maximum range of the radio. In
order to maintain error-free data connectivity, ANW2 will
adjust the data rate at which IP data is transmitted.
The effective per radio user data rate (i.e. net user data rate),
with all radios transmitting simultaneously depends upon the
network size and the channel conditions, but not on how
many radios are transmitting.

TDMA Cycle (epoch)
Control
Channel

Voice

ANW2 maintains its view of the network through the use of
a proactive Layer 2 ad-hoc routing mechanism. Each radio
sends out periodic messages to announce its presence in the
network and pass various routing statistics. Using the
cumulative messages received from all of its neighbors, a
radio can construct an operational picture of the network. A
distributed and co-operative algorithm is used to support
reliable network formation under adverse channel
conditions, i.e. impulsive noise, fading, asymmetrical links,
and movement of the radios. Use of this ad-hoc routing
mechanism allows ANW2 to be a self-forming, self-healing
network that does not require a centralized control radio in
order to manage the network. Network formation times are
generally less than 20 seconds following a radio power-up.
When a radio joins an existing ANW2 network, the join
time is less than 5 seconds. Radios can leave and rejoin the
network at any time without impacting guaranteed single
frame network performance.

Data

Figure 1 – ANW2 Normal Mode Epoch
Figure 1 illustrates an epoch within TDMA cycle. Each
epoch is divided into three areas: control channel, voice and
data.
•

•

•

Control Channel – The control channel provides
each network radio with guaranteed access to a
control plane channel on a regular basis. The
deterministic, non-collision based channel access
method used to support control plane
communications adds to the robustness of the
mobile network as well as minimizes
implementation complexity.
Digital Voice (DV) – This portion of the epoch
supports 2400bps MELP based tactical voice
service. This voice service is half-duplex and
heard by all radios within user configurable 0-9
hops of the source of the digital voice. The voice
hopping occurs all within a single epoch and incurs
no detectable latency.
Data –The data portion of the epoch is where the
proactive routing protocol packets and IP data
packets are transmitted to the network as a whole.
Each radio gets a dedicated data interval in which
to transmit data. Each of the data intervals is
further sub-divided to allow transmission to up to 4
unique destinations in a single epoch.

An ANW2 network does not have a central control station.
The information required for network control is collected
and maintained by the Global Server Node (GSN). The
GSN is a radio that is elected by the network rather than
being pre-configured before the network forms. Use of the
GSN reduces the time it takes for radios to join or re-join the
network if for some reason they have become disconnected.
Typical networking ad-hoc scenarios that are enhanced by
this mechanism in the mobile environment are network
bifurcations and network merge. If the radio that is the GSN
leaves the network for any reason a new GSN is elected by
the network without impacting the performance of the
network.

The use of a TDMA MAC protocol allows channel
bandwidth to be allocated on a dedicated basis to voice and
data services. This means that a radio can simultaneously
transmit (and/or receive) data and DV traffic. The ANW2
currently supports all-informed digital voice (i.e., from a
source radio to all radios within the specified hop radius)
configurable from 0 to 9 hops. Advanced FEC coding and
code combining techniques are used to achieve a high
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3. ANW2 DEPLOYMENT SCENARIOS
Advantaged Radios
ANW2 can be easily applied to a wide variety of mission
scenarios. ANW2’s advanced planning tools and ad-hoc
routing mechanism make planning and deployment
substantially easier than with legacy and non-networking
waveforms.

ANW2 allows for several general scenarios which utilize
advantaged radios:
•

ANW2 automatically routes IP data and adapts to changes in
physical topologies, late-net-entry by new radios, and
merging and splitting of the ANW2 network. ANW2
requires no special configuration and automatically supports
all of the described example scenarios.

Relay – One radio in an advantaged position acts as
a relay between nodes that do not have sufficient
connectivity. This type of deployment is often
achieved by placing a radio at the top of a hill, on a
tower, or on a building while the remaining radios
are distributed below. This deployment is
illustrated in Figure 4.

Mesh Network
In a mesh network all radios are distributed in an operational
area with all radios having comparable connectivity to each
other. Although the physical topology of this network may
take many forms, the radios form one logical network.
Figure 2 and Figure 3 show examples of logical mesh
networks with varying ad-hoc physical topologies.
Figure 4 – Data Relay
As the number of radios in an ANW2 network increase the
network routing possibilities also increase. All combinations
of complex radio topologies are supported by the selfhealing ad-hoc routing mechanisms in ANW2. These
routing mechanisms provide the network with the ability to
seamlessly move data from any radio in the network to any
other radio. Since this robust routing is active for the entire
mission, it automatically supports rapid changes in the
topology, providing communications on the move.

•

Area Coverage – One or more radios in advantaged
position providing an area or “cell” of data
coverage to nodes that are in a disadvantaged
environment. This deployment provides a high
level of data service to a small number of
disadvantaged radios. Figure 5 illustrates the area
coverage scenario.

Figure 5 – Area Coverage
•

UAV Feed (Download) – Figure 6 shows an
intelligence source (UAV) providing a data feed to
a number of ground radios.

Figure 2 - Physical and Logical Mesh Topology

Figure 3 - Physical Line and Logical Mesh Topology

Figure 6 – UAV Feed
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protected domains. The ANW2 IP networking functionality
is accomplished via a full IP stack on the red side of the
radio that provides the tunneling and encryption required to
work with a black side IP networking stack. The black side
stack is used to interface to the ANW2 black side waveform
components, which format the information into the data
portion of the ANW2 epoch, as shown on Figure 1. A full
network stack (i.e. transport and IP layers) is implemented
on both the red and black sides of the radio. The system
supplies a black (i.e. target radio) IP address corresponding
to the target host’s attached radio or a gateway radio. The
black side ad-hoc routing functionality discovers a route and
forwards the encrypted packet to this black address. An
external router can be used to advertise an ANW2 network
to other ANW2 or non ANW2 networks. Preprogrammed
security associations can be provided to identify gateway
radios to access these external networks. The ANW2
supports IP V4 standard unicast and multicast best effort
delivery of IP packets. Multicast and broadcast IP traffic is
sent out at the highest common data rate throughout the
wireless network. This is done to provide the greatest
likelihood that the multicast traffic reaches all radios, which
is important in systems that use Situational Awareness and
messaging applications.

Multi-connected ANW2 Networks
In a multi-connected ANW2 network scenario, a number of
radios that are part of a single wireless network can also
have a connection to a larger network to extend the reach of
voice and data services across echelons in the battlefield
architecture.
Figure 7 below illustrates direct
interconnection of ANW2 subnets to form a larger radio
wide area network.

5. ANW2 AND NINE NETWORK SECURITY
One key advantage of ANW2 IP network based architecture
is the ability to integrate the waveform with the standards
based network security protocols, such as IPSec or NINE.
NINE Interoperability Specification (NINE IS) is a set of
requirements to provide traffic protection, networking, and
management functions for networking devices supporting
IPv4 and IPv6 networking protocols. Development of NINE
and SCIP are efforts within the NATO alliance aimed at
creating interoperable equipment for secure communications
over IP and secure voice connections, respectively. NINE
IS is a NATO standard intended to ensure that IP
networking devices manufactured by different vendors will
securely interoperate with each other in support of NATO
missions. In order for such devices to be deemed NINE IS
compliant
they
must
successfully
pass
NINE
Interoperability Conformance Evaluation (NICE) testing.
The NINE IS compatible devices provide confidentiality
service at the IP layer, ensuring no contamination of data
amongst enclaves operating at the same classification level.
The IP layer encryption also allows the packets to be routed
on the black side of the radio for true end-to-end secure
communications. The NINE IS compatible devices support
both manual IP configuration and auto-negotiated
configuration. The protocol is capable of automatically
negotiating data rate and mode with all interfacing network

Figure 7 - ANW2 Sub Networks
In this scenario, one ANW2 subnet provides the backbone
capability to link several other ANW2 subnets into a
seamless wide area network. The use of a backbone is
advantageous in that the distance between any pair of
subnets in the command hierarchy is at most one
intermediate subnet. It is also worth noting that subdividing
a larger network into several smaller sub networks provides
significant advantages in terms of the performance of the
individual radio networks, specifically in terms of net
formation/maintenance, network timing, throughput,
provision of QoS, simplifying channel access and overall
network scalability.
4. ANW2 AND NETWORKING
The ANW2 is normally implemented in a standard tactical
radio security architecture that separates red (plain text)
and black (cipher text) functions. A cryptographic subsystem is responsible for encryption/decryption, as well as
other information assurance related functions and is
typically placed between the red side and the black side to
provide the required isolation between unprotected and
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devices when set to the auto-negotiating option. Another
important advantage to leveraging standard network security
specification, such as NINE, is that the key management
support infrastructure is well defined, as part of the
specification. NINE IS specifies both Type A and Type B
(a.k.a. Suite A and Suite B) algorithms and associated key
management requirements. For coalition interoperability
scenarios, it is likely that Type B based communication
security will be specified. For Type B key management,
NINE specifies a number of key generation methods
including:
Authenticated Pre-Placed Keys (APPK)
This is a symmetric key distribution method. APPK traffic
keys are generated and authenticated by the Key
Management System. Community of Interest (CoI) unique
Trust Anchors are used to manage distribution of the APPK
to appropriate ECUs.

Figure 8 - Red Side Network Components
The black side network components can be integrated with
the required black side NINE components as shown on
Figure 9 below.

Device Generated Shared Key (DGSK)
This is a symmetric key distribution method. One of the
ECUs is designated a net controller and is responsible for
key generation. The generated traffic keys are distributed to
the remaining net members either manually or via specific
peer-to-peer key transfer methods.
Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH)/IKE V2 Key
Exchange
This is an asymmetric key distribution method. ECDH is a
key agreement protocol that allows parties that have the
proper, pre-loaded Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)
credentials to establish a shared traffic key.

Figure 9 - Black Side Network Components
Similar to the red side, the black side NINE INE
components provide control and traffic interfaces to/from
the Cryptographic Sub-System and black side network
stacks.
The platform black networking components
interface with the ANW2 Wireless Protocol Stack (WPS)
component, which transforms the encrypted network packets
to the epoch format ANW2 will use to send the data over the
air.

Within the radio platform, the NINE components can be
easily integrated with the required red side and black side
platform networking components. Figure 8 shows the
typical red side architecture of the NINE based network
security service. The Red Network Resource component
integrates the required NINE control and traffic services
with the networking stacks and the interfaces to the
cryptographic sub-system.
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6. CONCLUSION
“Take Away Messages”
•

Most recent and ongoing military conflicts involve
the support of multinational coalitions. These
coalitions require standards based, secure,
interoperable radio communications solutions in
order to meet mission requirements.

•

The most effective way to enable tactical radio
coalition interoperability is to define an SCA
compliant radio waveform that can be developed,
validated and ultimately ported to a variety of
tactical radio platforms.

•

ANW2 is a high performance, robust and flexible
tactical
networking
waveform
that
can
accommodate a variety of the required tactical
radio operational use cases.

•

ANW2 can be easily integrated with NINE to
provide secure and robust solution that can support
coalition operation communications requirements.
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neighbored bits in such a way that the decoder is able to
improve decoding. The channel decoder further uses the
redundant information introduced at the transmitter side for
protection and reconstructs the net bits with high reliability.
With the introduction of the well-known turbo principle of
digital signal processing [4] it was possible to improve
BICM by extending it to BICM-ID. In BICM-ID an
additional feedback line is used to exchange information
between decoder and demodulator. In [1], a hard-decision
feedback version of BICM-ID has been introduced.
Additional improvements can be made when extending
BICM-ID with soft-decision [5]. Then, reliability
information in terms of so-called extrinsic information or
log-likelihood ratios (LLR) is exchanged between channel
decoder and demodulator. In a BICM-ID system, the BER
curves get better with the number of iterations and converge
until the bit error floor is reached. The bit error floor is the
part of the BER curve that can be interpreted as the lowest
achievable bound for the BICM-ID system and can be
simulated according to an Error Free Feedback (EFF)
scheme. To measure the EFF, a priori knowledge is relayed
as error free and reliable LLR values to the demodulator.
Another typical observation in performance measurements
for BICM-ID is the waterfall region where the BER is
reduced considerably in a small range of ES/N0. For a good
performance of BICM-ID the channel code and symbol
labeling must be optimized together. But significant
improvements in BICM-ID, e.g., reaching a very low bit
error floor, can only be realized when a symbol labeling
with a high Harmonic Mean dh2 [2] is used. In other words,
the Euclidean Distance of labels that differ only in one bit
position shall be maximized. Such an optimization is
contrary to the optimization of the modulation scheme in
BICM. However, the improved performance for good
channel conditions comes with the cost of complexity at the
receiver side.

ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a novel methodology to optimize
hierarchically modulated Bit Interleaved Coded Modulation
with Iterative Decoding (HM-BICM-ID). This methodology
allows designing a receiver which supports several
configurations. Each configuration is able to decode the same
transmitted signal over the air with different fidelity. This
concept permits using radios with varying processing
capabilities, e.g. handhelds, vehicular based etc. However,
earlier simulation results have shown that HM-BICM-ID loses,
if compared to non-hierarchical schemes, in BER performance
due to Inter-Layer Interferences (ILI). Our proposed iterative
tunable algorithm optimizes hierarchical modulation schemes
considering several criteria by moving critical constellation
points towards the optimal direction. A novel modulation
scheme has been found with minimized ILI and simulation
results show an improved asymptotic BER performance in a
wide range of channel conditions and for a two layered HMBICM-ID.

1. INTRODUCTION
A transceiver system based on Bit Interleaved Coded
Modulation with Iterative Decoding (BICM-ID) has been
introduced the first time by X. Li and J. A. Ritcey in [1][2].
In their work they have shown that a BICM-ID system
significantly outperforms Trellis-Coded Modulation (TCM)
which has been introduced much earlier by G. Ungerboeck
in [3]. A BICM system is given by a serial concatenation of
channel coder, bit-interleaver, and modulator. At the
receiver side, the arrangement of a demodulator, deinterleaver and channel decoder is used to reconstruct the
originally transmitted signal. Compared to G. Ungerboeck’s
TCM scheme, BICM improves in terms of the Bit Error
Rate (BER) especially under fading channels. The
asymptotic performance of BICM depends mainly on the
modulation scheme. For example, a Gray symbol labeling is
often used in BICM because neighbored symbols differ at
only one bit position which yields a small number of bit
errors. The bit-interleaver as another key element in BICM
helps to remove long burst errors and correlations between

In the literature, Hierarchical Modulation [6][7] or Layered
Modulation has been introduced to give a transceiver system
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capabilities can be chosen at the transmitter and receiver
side independently, four different configurations for a
communication link can be considered for analysis.

the possibility to receive data under different circumstances.
Hierarchical Modulation allows the operator to send
multiple data streams modulated to a single symbol stream.
The different data streams are called base layer (BL) or
enhancement layers (EL). Depending on the channel
condition and computational capability of the receiver the
modulated symbols can be demodulated in such a way that
all or a subset of data streams are recovered. Therefore, the
BL provides the most important information being
transmitted in a robust way to all radio devices. In addition,
each EL carries optional information used to provide further
valuable information. This information can be used at the
receiver to improve the communication in several ways,
e.g., a higher data rate, reliability, or range. One major
challenge of hierarchical systems is the design of the
different layers which is equivalent to the minimization of
Inter-Layer Interference (ILI). However, hierarchical
modulation is very attractive because of its possibility to
switch between different receiver configurations. Therefore,
it is used in broadcast systems like Digital Video
Broadcasting over Satellite (DVB-S2) [8] or over
Terrestrial Antennas (DVB-T2) [9].

low capabilit y t ransm it t er
Convolut ional Code
R = 1/2 G(5,7)

2 bit
Base Layer
Modulat or

Int erleaver

high capabilit y t ransm it t er
2 bit
Convolut ional Code
R = 1/2 G(5,7)
Convolut ional Code
R = 1/6
G(5,7,5,7,7,7)

Base Layer
Modulat or

Int erleaver

Hierarchical
Modulat or

Int erleaver
4 bit

AWGN

SISO-FEC
Decoder

low capabilit y receiver

SISO-FEC
Decoder

In the literature, digital communication systems exploiting
both the benefits of BICM-ID and the advantages of
Hierarchical Modulation have not been extensively
discussed so far. In [10][11], first solutions to a
hierarchically modulated BICM-ID (HM-BICM-ID) have
been introduced. In our previous work [12], we proposed a
HM-BICM-ID system based on a hierarchical 8x8-PSK
where each constellation point is composed by a group of
eight labels with Hamming Distance dham = 2. This was a
systematic way to reduce the influence of ILI. Now, we
propose a novel algorithm to give the system designer the
possibility to develop novel hierarchical modulation schemes
with reduced ILI and improved BER performances.

Hierarchical
SISO-FEC
Decoder

De-Int erleaver

Base Layer
Soft -Dem odulat or

Int erleaver

De-Int erleaver

Int erleaver

Base Layer
Soft -Dem odulat or
Hierarchical
Soft -Dem odulat or

De-Int erleaver

high capabilit y receiver

Int erleaver

Figure 1: Block Diagram of a BICM-ID (BL) and
HM-BICM-ID (EL) considering different
configurations for transmitter and receiver.
The BL signal processing boxes used by a low capability
transmitter and receiver are shown in Fig. 1 within the blue
boxes. The situation is equivalent to signal processing in
BICM-ID. Due to the higher computational power available
for a high capability radio a HM-BICM-ID transmitter
and/or receiver can be used as EL. They are shown in Fig. 1
by green boxes. Please note that the EL implies the blue
signal processing blocks from the BL. However, only three
of the configurations in Fig. 1 are relevant. Receiving
signals, sent by a low capability radio, with the high
capability device does not yield any improvements and is
therefore irrelevant. Just as well, using a low capability
radio at transmitter and receiver side corresponds to a state
of the art BICM-ID scheme and thus is not considered in our
work. Anyways, to support reliable communication while
being flexible in the choice between specific configurations,
a fully hierarchical system is used to guarantee
interoperability over the air for the other three cases.
Therefore, HM-BICM-ID is a suitable solution to manage
such communication scenarios. In the following, we

This paper is structured as follows: Chapter 2 introduces the
two layered HM-BICM-ID system. The effect of ILI is
described in details and reasons for typical performance
degradations in hierarchical systems are given. In Chapter 4
we propose a novel algorithm which moves the constellation
points of a certain modulation scheme to a proper direction
considering two main criteria, the Harmonic Mean and the
Bit Error Probability. Then, the novel algorithm is used in
Chapter 4 to develop a novel hierarchical modulation
scheme. This scheme is used in a HM-BICM-ID system to
perform a BER simulation and the results are presented and
discussed. The paper concludes with Chapter 5.
2. HIERARCHICALLY MODULATED BICM-ID
The block diagram of a two configuration transmitter and
receiver based on HM-BICM-ID as proposed in [12] is
depicted in Fig. 1. It shows two different transmitters, an
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, and two
different receivers. Assuming that two radios of different
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especially in the case where a high capability transmitter
and low capability receiver are used, interoperability must
be kept in mind during the design process. This can be
solved when both the BL modulator and BL decoder are
subsets of the corresponding EL modulator and EL decoder.
With this side constraint so-called ILI is introduced which
reduces the overall performance of the communication link.
To prevent such negative effects, ILI has to be minimized.
ILI can be characterized by two main effects. The first effect
is caused by a design constraint of the labels in the EL
modulator. Due to the hierarchical nature, the choice for the
labels and positions of the constellation points are restricted
to a given range. This gives the operator with the low
capability radio the possibility to receive the BL information
even when the high capability transmitter has been used.
Unfortunately, restrictions in the design of the modulation
scheme lead to a reduced Harmonic Mean . A high
causes BICM-ID systems to improve the overall BER
performance under good channel conditions. Therefore, we
expect a degradation of the BER performance for HMBICM-ID systems. The second effect of ILI affects the BL
itself. The use of an EL modulator at the transmitter side
and a BL demodulator at the receiver side results in a
mismatch between the symbols and introduces additional
noise at the receiver. For example, to transmit the EL
modulator symbol 4910 / [MSB]1100012 as depicted in Fig.
2 (b) causes the BL demodulator to decide for the correct
symbol 310 / [MSB]112 when AWGN is absent. However,
the probability for a wrong decision increases because some
EL symbols are close to the BL decision bounds. This
causes the BL demodulator to decide wrong when AWGN is
present. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 where EL symbol 4910 is
noisy received (green arrow) and demodulated by the BL to
210.

consider a high capability transmitter based on HM-BICMID. A fully hierarchical transceiver as depicted in Fig. 1
uses the concept of incremental redundancy [13][14] in
forward error correction, e.g., a setup of different
convolutional codes as mentioned in [12]. For the BL the
generator polynomial G(5,7)8 with a free distance of df = 5
and a coding rate of Rc = 1/2 is used. The EL uses the
Rc = 1/6 convolutional code G(5,7,5,7,7,7)8 with df = 16.
Both convolutional codes with constraint length K = 3 are
proposed by [15][16] due to the maximum free distance and
optimal distance spectra. Because the first code is a subset
of the latter one, a separation of the encoded data stream
into BL and EL information is possible. Then, each data
stream is independently bit-interleaved and merged together
to groups of bits. The hierarchical modulator is designed in
such a way that the BL modulator is a subset of the EL
modulator. A typical hierarchical modulation scheme with 2
bits for the BL and 4 extra bits for the EL is shown in Fig. 2
(a) and (b).
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Figure 2: Labelling of signal constellation points
for the BL (a) and the EL (b).

Q

Thus, groups of 6 bits are mapped to one single symbol by
the hierarchical modulator. This keeps the overall rate of the
system constant. Such a HM-BICM-ID system guarantees
the use of high capability radios at receiver side while also
keeping signal interoperability over the air with a low
capability receiver. In the case where a high capability
receiver is used, HM-BICM-ID helps to demodulate and
decode the additional information carried by the EL. In our
work HM-BICM-ID is designed to provide additional
information to improve robustness and range. This is novel
compared to broadcast systems where the throughput is
increased under good channel conditions [8][9].
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2.1 System Design
A big challenge in HM-BICM-ID is the design of the
modulation scheme and channel coder in the EL. The BL is
often state of the art and somehow fixed. Therefore,
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Figure 3: Constellation points mismatch between EL and BL
modulation scheme causes additional interferences.
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EL might be a good choice to optimize BICM-ID
performance for the EL. The algorithm optimizes for each
layer two criteria. The parameters are measured once again
and compared with the old values. This is important because
the optimization of the first parameter, e.g., the Harmonic
Mean, might degrade the Bit Error Probability and vice
versa. A comparison between the two constellations is done
to recognize an improvement during the iteration process. If
one parameter degrades, the algorithm stops immediately
and outputs the final constellation. To maximize the
Harmonic Mean, we propose to use an algorithm as
described in Algorithm 2.

3. NOVEL ALGORITHM FOR JOINT MULTILAYER OPTIMIZATION OF HIERARCHICAL
MODULATION SCHEMES
Due to the fact that ILI causes performance degradations in
hierarchical receivers, our main idea is to minimize ILI by
minimizing the underlying effects that cause ILI. Therefore,
we propose a novel algorithm that starts from a hierarchical
modulation scheme whose labels have already been
optimized for BICM-ID. The algorithm moves the
constellation points towards the direction of interest in a
serial iterative manner. We propose to optimize two main
criteria for each layer. On the one hand, we want to increase
the Harmonic Mean ,
of each layer. On the other
hand, the algorithm decreases the Bit Error Probability
Pb,layer in each layer. To prevent an uncontrolled growth of
the energy per symbol ES during the movement of the
constellation points a normalization is done after each
algorithm step. Thus, the energy per symbol is kept constant
during the process of the algorithm and a convergence of the
algorithm is guaranteed. A description for a comprehensive
optimization of a hierarchical modulation scheme is given
by Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 2: Maximize d2h,layer of a specific layer
1: Initialize normalized modulation scheme
2: for k = 1 to number of constellation points do
3:
compute direction vector ,
using Eq. (3)
4: end for
5: for k = 1 to number of constellation points do
6:
move constellation point to direction of ,
7: end for
8: normalize
The algorithm initializes the normalized modulation scheme
which has been committed by algorithm 1. Then the
direction vector ,
for a specific layer is computed. A
more detailed explanation of the derivation and definition of
including Eq. (3) are given in sub-section 3.1. The
,
computation is performed for each symbol of the
modulation scheme. Finally, the constellation points are
moved towards the computed direction and normalized. The
concept of Algorithm 2 can easily be adapted to the Bit
Error Probability in the same way and is described in
Algorithm 3. The direction vector is here identified as
which is derived and explained in more details in
,
sub-section 3.3.

Algorithm 1: Comprehensive optimization
1: Initialize constellation points and labels
2: normalize
3: measure d2h,layer & Pb,layer for each layer
4: set optional stop criteria for lower (LB) and upper
bound (UB), e.g. d2h,layer,LB; d2h,layer,UB; Pb,layer,LB; Pb,layer,UB
5: set flag as true
6: set maximum number of iterations
7: loop until stop criteria fulfilled or flag equals false
or number of iterations exceeded
8: set for each layer: d2h,layer,old as d2h,layer
9: set for each layer: Pb,layer,old as Pb,layer
10: optimize d2h,layer with Algorithm 2 for each layer
11: optimize Pb,layer with Algorithm 3 for each layer
12: measure d2h,layer & Pb,layer for each layer
13: if d2h,layer < d2h,layer,old then
14:
set flag as false
15: end if
16: if Pb,layer > Pb,layer,old then
17:
set flag as false
18: end if
19: end loop

Algorithm 3: Maximize Pb,layer of a specific layer
1: Initialize normalized modulation scheme
2: for k = 1 to number of constellation points do
3:
compute direction vector ,
using Eq. (9)
4: end for
5: for k = 1 to number of constellation points do
6:
move constellation point to direction of ,
7: end for
8: normalize

First, the initial modulation scheme, i.e., constellation points
and labels, is normalized and the Harmonic Mean and the
Bit Error Probability of each layer are calculated.
Additionally, optional stopping criteria for the algorithm are
defined, e.g., an upper and a lower bound for the main
criteria. For example, a very small Harmonic Mean for the

3.1 Maximization of the Harmonic Mean

,

To maximize the Harmonic Mean
of both layers in a
HM-BICM-ID we first need to define it for hierarchical
modulation schemes. From [2] the definition of
can be
modified and rewritten in such a way that ,
is given
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by the invers of the sum of the Harmonic Mean Costs
for each Symbol xk with ∈ 1. .
of an M-ary modulation
scheme with predefined labels and constellation points:
1

With the definition form Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), we propose the
maximization of the Harmonic Mean by moving the
constellation points far away from all neighbors with high
influence. As a consequence, the vector for the movement
considering a specific layer can be identified as follows:

(1)

,

∙∡

2
,

To improve a HM-BICM-ID system ,
needs to be
maximized which corresponds to the minimization of all
Harmonic Mean Costs
:
1

2
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In the previous subsection we described the algorithm for
optimizing the Harmonic Mean
for each layer. A high
Harmonic Mean guarantees a convergence to an asymptotic
low BER during the iterative process in BICM-ID and HMBICM-ID systems. This is mainly because the a priori
knowledge is going to improve during the iterations and
thus the demodulator is able to distinguish much better
between two symbols of similar labels (one bit position
differs). However, in the first iteration in BICM-ID another
challenge has to be mastered because no a priori
information is available at the beginning. During the
development of Algorithm 1, it has been observed for a
given constellation, e.g., 16-QAM as shown in Fig. 5 (a),
and several algorithmic iterations that the novel
constellation may converge to a multi-labeled Binary PhaseShift Keying (BPSK). Two groups of eight constellation
points with even and odd parity bits in the labels appear as
depicted in Fig. 5 (b). This is caused by the fact that BPSK
has the highest Harmonic Mean of ,
4.

0
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-1

-1
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0
In-Phase
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(3)

3.2 Convergence Behavior during Optimization of the
Harmonic Mean

1
0

‖

describes the vector to move the
The vector
,
kth symbol of an M-ary modulation scheme in a proper
direction. The definition is similar to Eq. (2) and introduces
an additional term for the direction ∙∡
. The inverse
of the Euclidean Distance is used to weight the direction
vector. A lower distance between neighbors in the terms of
the Harmonic Mean causes an increased value and influence
of the movement. The direction component in xk for the
movement away from zl is defined by the vector subtraction.
The final direction vector is the superposition of the
direction vectors of each neighbor. For hierarchical
modulation schemes the number of neighbors differs
significantly. The scaling factor
is introduced to
further control the convergence behavior of Algorithm 1 and
shall be a positive real value
∈
. Considering a two
layered modulation scheme with a BL of 2 bits per symbol
and an EL with 6 bits per symbol values for mlayer are given
by mBL = 2 and mEL = 6. Please note, in case of the EL the
definition of the Harmonic Mean from Eq. (1) and (2) falls
back to the definition of [2] because the number of
neighbors reduces to mEL.

is defined as the sum of the inverse Euclidean
Distances between the symbol xk and all neighbors z defined
by the subset
. The subset includes all symbols z with
an inversed bit at the lth bit position and equal bit patterns
for the remaining BL. For example, the EL symbol 3210 /
[MSB]1000002 is related to the BL symbol 210 / [MSB]102.
Considering the 2nd bit position l = 2 all EL symbols with
binary labelling [MSB]11xxxx2 are neighbors because they
are all related to the BL symbol 310 / [MSB]112. This is
shown in Fig. 4 by the green lines. The second group with
inversed bit at bit position l = 1 is defined by the BL symbol
010 / [MSB]002 and related to all EL symbols with bit
pattern equal to [MSB]00xxxx2. This is shown in Fig. 4 by
blue lines. As a consequence, the number of neighbors for a
hierarchical modulation scheme for a specific layer
increases compared to the definition of the Harmonic Mean
in non-hierarchical modulation schemes.
12

‖

33
1

Figure 4: Constellation diagram of a QPSK (BL) and 64QAM (EL) with corresponding pairs of neighbors in terms of
the optimization of the Harmonic Mean of the BL.
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iterations and the scaling factor . The results are shown in
Table 1.
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Table 1: Influence of the scaling factor and the number of
iterations on the convergence behavior of Algorithm 1
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For this, the algorithm has been executed with an initial 16QAM-Ray, as given in [17][18], and without any
restrictions, i.e., no partitioning into different layers and no
further stopping criteria. 16-QAM-Ray labelling has been
chosen because of its Harmonic Mean of
,16‐QAM‐Ray
2.719 which is the highest compared to any other 16-QAM
labelling. Within Table 1, a general convergence behavior
towards a multi-labeled BPSK scheme can be observed for
all parametrizations. But with a higher value for a reduced
number of iterations is needed to reach the multi-labeled
BPSK and therefore a faster convergence behavior is
observed. But this might also result in the instability of the
algorithm when used with a hierarchically modulated
scheme. Thus, the movement must be controlled by a
carefully chosen to ensure that no constellation point will
cross a decision bound of another layer as this would violate
the premise of one layer being a subset of another layer.
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As a consequence of the multi-labeling problem, we propose
not only to use the Harmonic Mean
as an optimization
criterion, but also the Bit Error Probability Pb. The main
idea is to prevent the collapse of several constellation points
to groups and thus achieve a minimization of the BER for the
first iteration in BICM-ID.
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Figure 5: 16-QAM-Ray after 1st iteration (a) and 100th
iteration (b) with Algorithm 2 and
0.1.

In Algorithm 3, we propose the calculation of the direction
vector ,
for a given constellation point xk based on the
Probability Density Functions (PDF) of each symbol in a
modulation scheme as well as the labels and the decision
bounds. The main challenge to calculate the influence is the
fact that the symbols are moving and changing during the
iteration process of the algorithm and therefore the decision
bounds and PDF are changing. This renders the
determination of the Bit Error Probability in an analytical
way, e.g., by integration, very complex or even impossible.
Therefore, we propose a numerical way of calculating the Bit
Error Probability considering a division of the I/Q-plane into
sufficiently segments. Assuming an additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) channel, the PDF
,
in
with the

However, this causes a new challenge. Without any a priori
knowledge at the first step in a BICM-ID system, the softdemodulator, based on a multi-labeled BPSK, can only
distinguish between the even and odd parity group but not
between different labels within the same group. This is
because the labels within one group have the same
constellation points. Therefore the demodulator cannot
produce any valuable extrinsic information and the BER
performance will degrade.
In a second simulation we analyzed the behavior of the
Harmonic Mean under the influence of the number of
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mean equal to the kth symbol
⁄ can be described by:

,

∙

1
2

A colored projection of the mapping is shown in Fig. 6.
The values in the color bar are arranged from 1 to 64
according to the mapping of the hierarchical 64-QAM
modulation scheme from Fig. 2 (b).

and a variance of

|

|

∙

(4)

∈ 1. .

To fulfill the side constraint that the segment under the sum
in xk over all symbols must be equal to
of the PDF
,
must be normalized by the symbol
one, the
,
probability Pr( ). Considering that all symbols are equally
distributed, we can define the symbol probability as
Pr( ) = 1/M. Assuming, that a noisy symbol has been
received in the specified small segment with center , and,
has been sent, the Bit Error
assuming that the symbol
Probability
is given by:
, ,

,

,

(a)

Figure 6: Colored projection of the mapping ( ,
hierarchical 64-QAM modulation scheme
from Fig. 2. BL (a) and EL (b).

(5)

,

,

,

Λ

,

,

∙

,

,

of a

Similarly, the hierarchical BL part of the 64-QAM
modulation scheme which is given by the QPSK from Fig. 2
(a) is also shown in Fig. 6. The colors of the four quadrants
are similar to the mean color of those quadrants in Fig. 6
which is typical for a hierarchical modulation scheme. The
corresponding Bit Error Probability
of all
, ,
over the I/Q-plane is shown as a colored
symbols
scatterplot in Fig. 7.

Δ describes a sufficiently small grid size for a specific
segment of the I/Q-plane for both directions
and
.
,
∈
is
the
center
of
the
specific
segment.
,
For all segments which are part of a given border, a slightly
modified bound of ∞ for the integral shall be used. In a
further step, only those segments where the labels between
the nearest and the originally transmitted symbol differs in
at least one bit position will have an influence on the Bit
Error Probability from (5). Therefore, it must be multiplied
by the label error rate Λ
which is related to the
normalized Hamming Distance. We can derive:
,

(b)

(6)

Λ
is defined by the Hamming Distance
, ,
considering only a subset of mlayer bits of the labels divided
by the maximum number of layer bits:

Λ

,

,

,

,

,

(7)

Figure 7: Colored projection of the Bit Error Probability for
all symbols of a given two layered 64-QAM as depicted in
Fig. 2 (b) for Es/N0 = 15 dB.

is the Hamming Distance between the
, ,
label of
and the label related to , where , is mapped
to the nearest symbol with:
arg min
∈ ..

,

for a small
With the given Bit Error Probability
, ,
segment in the constellation diagram the direction of
influence for xk can be expressed as follows:

(8)

,

,
, ∈

44

,

,

∙

∙∡

,

(9)
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is a vector describing the direction of movement as
,
a result of the superposition of the movements expressed by
each small segment. For all segments a direction based on
the vector subtraction of
, can be determined. The
weight for the direction is directly related to the bit error
rate of each segment. Therefore, a low Es/N0 and a short
distance to a neighbor will result in a higher weight of the
segment. Due to the nature of the Gaussian distribution the
segments with highest impact are arranged at the borders of
the decision bounds. Consequently, the direction of
movement is very often similar to the task of increasing the
distance to the nearest neighbor. The convergence behavior
can be controlled by the positive real value
∈
.
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4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF HM-BICM-ID
WITH OPTIMIZED MODULATION SCHEME

-1

In the previous sections we introduced our proposed
algorithm. Two parameters, the Harmonic Mean and the Bit
Error Probability, have been used as optimization criteria
for the algorithm. Now, we want to use the novel algorithm
to develop a novel hierarchical modulation scheme with
optimized performance in terms of BER for both the BL and
EL of a two layer modulation scheme.
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Figure 8: 64-QAM-BF modulation scheme
Table 2: Symbol mapping of the 64-QAM-BF
Map
0
2
4
6
8
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12
14
16
18
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22
24
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28
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32
34
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50
52
54
56
58
60
62

4.1 An Optimized Two Layer Modulation Scheme Based
on a Hierarchical 64-QAM Modulation Scheme
In [12], HM-BICM-ID has been introduced for several
configurations. Both three layer and two layer hierarchical
modulation schemes have been investigated and it was
shown that a reduced number of layers give the designer
more freedom to optimize the modulation scheme.
Therefore, we propose a HM-BICM-ID system with one BL
and one EL to keep the freedom in the design of the
hierarchical modulation as high as possible. Further, we
propose the BL modulation scheme to be a QPSK as shown
in Fig. 2 (a) with Harmonic Mean ,
2.6667.
The initial EL is a hierarchical 64-QAM which can be
constructed by superposition of QPSK mapping (first 2 bits
fixed) and a 16-QAM-Ray labelling from [17][18] for each
quadrant. The mapping is identical to Fig. 2 (b). The
parameter set for the algorithm has been chosen to
25.0,
0.01,
0.2,
0.01. The maximum
number of iterations is 10. There were no further
restrictions, e.g., no optional stopping criteria. Executing the
algorithm results in a constellation diagram as depicted in
Fig. 8.
Due to the look of the scatter plot we proposed to call the
constellation 64-QAM ButterFly (64-QAM-BF). The
normalized symbols of all labels (index) are given in details
in Table 2.

45

Symbol
Map
-0.8910 + 0.8805i
1
-0.6066 + 0.8749i
3
0.5500 + 1.0045i
5
0.7262 + 0.9004i
7
-1.1176 + 0.6701i
9
-0.6058 + 0.8386i
11
0.5303 + 0.7667i
13
0.7863 + 0.8201i
15
-1.0410 + 0.2303i
17
-0.7322 + 0.2010i
19
0.6079 + 0.2086i
21
0.8521 + 0.1917i
23
-0.9419 + 0.1735i
25
-0.7566 + 0.1831i
27
0.7243 + 0.1625i
29
0.8463 + 0.1646i
31
-0.9413 - 0.1755i
33
-0.7569 - 0.1841i
35
0.7246 - 0.1648i
37
0.8475 - 0.1664i
39
-1.0408 - 0.2326i
41
-0.7329 - 0.2021i
43
0.6084 - 0.2106i
45
0.8510 - 0.1921i
47
-1.1191 - 0.6706i
49
-0.6054 - 0.8405i
51
0.5301 - 0.7678i
53
0.7864 - 0.8226i
55
-0.8917 - 0.8813i
57
-0.6061 - 0.8763i
59
0.5499 - 1.0050i
61
0.7264 - 0.9021i
63

Symbol
-0.7261 + 0.9005i
-0.5489 + 1.0047i
0.6072 + 0.8750i
0.8909 + 0.8806i
-0.7861 + 0.8201i
-0.5292 + 0.7662i
0.6063 + 0.8386i
1.1176 + 0.6703i
-0.8521 + 0.1918i
-0.6073 + 0.2088i
0.7323 + 0.2009i
1.0413 + 0.2301i
-0.8464 + 0.1646i
-0.7242 + 0.1625i
0.7567 + 0.1830i
0.9420 + 0.1734i
-0.8475 - 0.1665i
-0.7245 - 0.1648i
0.7569 - 0.1840i
0.9412 - 0.1754i
-0.8509 - 0.1922i
-0.6078 - 0.2108i
0.7330 - 0.2020i
1.0410 - 0.2324i
-0.7863 - 0.8226i
-0.5290 - 0.7672i
0.6060 - 0.8405i
1.1191 - 0.6707i
-0.7263 - 0.9021i
-0.5489 - 1.0052i
0.6066 - 0.8763i
0.8916 - 0.8815i
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considering a BER of 10-6 is a gain of 2.98 dB. But,
comparing the reference system with the BL approach from
[12] we find a loss of 2.02 dB.

4.2 Performance Analysis for 64-QAM-BF
In a first step, we measured the Harmonic Mean for different
modulation schemes as depicted in Table 3. The upper
schemes are measured for a single layered typical BICM-ID
system. The values are given from literature. It can be
observed that hierarchical schemes used for BICM-ID
systems have poor performance due to the significantly
reduced Harmonic Mean. Therefore in [12], performance
measurements in terms of BER have been proposed. The
best performance has been reached by an 8x8-PSK
modulation scheme because the Harmonic Mean is
increased. The reason for this is a relaxed design of the
constellation points which is no more fixed to the 64-QAM
scheme. Compared to the latter one, the novel 64-QAM-BF
modulation scheme has a slightly reduced Harmonic Mean.
But, considering the Harmonic Mean of the BL in a HMBICM-ID system we find the Harmonic Mean of the BL to
be increased dramatically to ,
2.847. Therefore, we
expect the 64-QAM-BF to outperform all other two and three
layered hierarchical modulation schemes from [12].

Table 4: Setup of simulation parameters for HM-BICM-ID
Parameter
Frame size
BL FEC

Value
1000 net bits
Feed Forward Convolutional Code
G(5,7)8; R = 1/2; K = 3; L = 2 tail bits
BL encoded bits 2004 encoded bits
BL Interleaver Random Interl.: size of 2004 bits
BL modulation QPSK: 2 bits / symbol
EL FEC
FFCC: G(5,7,5,5,5,7)8; R = 1/6; K = 3;
L = 2 tail bits
EL encoded bits 6012 encoded bits
EL Interleaver Hierarchical Random configuration
Interl. 1: 2004 bits; Interl. 2: 4008 bits
EL modulation hierarchical 64-QAM: 6 bits / symbol
2 bits for BL; 4 bits for EL
total symbols
1002 symbols / frame
total rate
≈ 1 net bit per symbol
Iterations
10

Table 3: Harmonic Mean dh2 for several modulation schemes

HM-BICM-ID

BICM-ID

System

Modulation

1st

Layer
2nd
4.000
2.667
2.719
2.874
0.853
0.290
0.792
0.689

3rd
BPSK (upper bound)
-4PSK; =90˚ [19]
16-QAM-Ray [17][18]
64-QAM Non Hierarch. [12]
16-QAM Straightforward [12]
64-QAM Straightforward [12]
8x8-PSK [12]
64-QAM-BF
BL -4PSK; =90˚ [19]
EL1 16-QAM Straightfor. [12] 1.407 0.665 0.290
EL2 64-QAM Straightforward
BL -4PSK; =90˚ [19]
1.958
0.792
EL 8x8-PSK [12]
BL -4PSK; =90˚ [19]
2.847
0.689
EL 64-QAM-BF

In a second step, we performed a BER simulation for a two
layer HM-BICM-ID system with 64-QAM-BF. BER curves
and the corresponding EFF curves have been measured for
both the BL and EL. The setup for the simulation
environment has been chosen equivalent to [12] and is
depicted in Table 4. In Fig. 9 the BER performance
depending on the energy per symbol to noise ratio ES/N0 is
depicted for three systems. The reference system is a noniterative BICM and uses a QPSK modulation scheme with
Gray labeling. The BER is described by the black solid
curve. The second system is the HM-BICM-ID from [12]
with a hierarchical modulation with relaxed design
constraints. The BER performance of the BL and EL
referred in [12] are depicted by the blue solid (square
marker) and green solid (diamond marker) BER curves. The
performance of the EL compared to the reference system

Figure 9: Comparison between HM-BICM-ID with novel
modulation scheme and with relaxed design constraint [12]
However, the third system corresponds to our novel
approach for a HM-BICM-ID with a modulation scheme as
depicted in Fig. 9. The BER performance is given by the
violet solid line (star marker) and yellow ocher solid line
(triangle marker). Each dashed colored line describes the
EFF curve of the associated HM-BICM-ID system. The EFF
describes the lowest possible BER performance that can be
reached with the corresponding system. As it can be seen,
the novel EL approach has a similar EFF curve compared to
the EL from [12]. For a BER of 10-6 dB a gain of
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approximately 2.71 dB can be reached. Considering now the
BL and BER of 10-6 dB the novel approach has a very small
Loss of 0.02 dB. Therefore, the BL performance of the
novel approach outperforms [12]. This remains also valid
for BER < 10-6. Of course, the better performance in the BL
comes with the cost of a shifted waterfall region in both the
BL and EL. For the BL, the novel HM-BICM-ID already
improves for ES/N0 > 4 dB and BER < 10-3. Other regions of
the BER and ES/N0 are irrelevant. Therefore, only in the EL
the novel approach performs slightly worse because of the
shifted waterfall region. For higher ES/N0 the novel
approach performs similar to [12]. Therefore, we can
conclude that the novel algorithm gives the designer more
freedom to improve specific layers without degrading the
performance of another layer in the same way. Thus, the
overall BER of HM-BICM-ID is improved. Further, we can
additionally deduct that ILI has been greatly reduced.
Finally, the novel HM-BICM-ID system outperforms the
BICM reference system in the EL for values of ES/N0 > 2 dB
and in the BL between 4 dB < ES/N0 < 7 dB. Only in the
relevant range ES/N0 > 7 dB a small loss of the BER
performance in the BL can be observed although the EFF
curve is below the BER curve of the reference system.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
In our paper we proposed the concept of HM-BICM-ID. To
further improve hierarchical modulation schemes, we
developed a novel algorithm to move constellation points of
a certain modulation scheme to a direction where critical
parameters for a specific layer, i.e., the Harmonic Mean,
and the Bit Error Probability are maximized. For a given
parametrization, e.g., the number of iterations and the
convergence behavior of each optimization step, we derived
a novel modulation scheme termed 64-QAM-BF. To
demonstrate the performance of the scheme we designed a
HM-BICM-ID with 64-QAM-BF and compared it with
those already known from literature. It has been observed
that the novel algorithm provides more design freedom to
improve BER performance. Finally, it has been shown that
the novel HM-BICM-ID outperforms the reference system
for a wide range of ES/N0 in both the BL and EL. In our
future research work, we plan to modify the algorithm to
improve the convergence behavior and the balance between
the different optimization criteria. This shall help to fine
tune modulation schemes. HM-BICM-ID uses BICM-ID in
each layer. In future, we plan a novel receiver using more
powerful codes, e.g., turbo codes. Thus, an unequal FEC for
each layer shall help to balance performance between layers.
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ABSTRACT

ne(k)

We revisit the topic of signal processing with analog circuits
and its potential to increase the energy efficiency. A vector
equalizer based on a recurrent neural network structure is
taken as an example to demonstrate what can be achieved
with state of the art in VLSI design. First measurements of
our analog VLSI circuit confirm the possibility to achieve
an energy efficiency of about 36 TFlops/Watt, which is an
improvement factor of three to four orders of magnitude
compared with today’s most energy efficient digital circuits.

x(k)

R(k)
Discrete-Time
Channel Matrix

+

~
x(k)

VE

^
x(k)

Vector Equalizer

Fig. 1. Discrete-time model on symbol basis for an uncoded
transmission with linear modulation over MIMO channels.

common to use the term “neuromorphic computing”, see
also the early work by Mead [6]. In contrast to
neuromorphic computing, our focus is more on common
signal processing algorithms, usually realized today with
digital circuits or digital processors.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we
explain the background of our example and the structure of
the algorithm, and in Section 3 we describe the circuit.
Section 4 discusses simulation results, while Section 5
shows measurements on a real chip. Conclusions in Section
6 close the paper.

1. INTRODUCTION
Energy efficiency became an increasingly important topic in
the past years, especially for mobile devices. The latest
Green500 [1] and Top500 [2] ranking show that the most
efficient heterogeneous supercomputer can reach an energy
efficiency of about five GFlops/Watt, and there is a lot of
effort to increase this value. We address here alternatives
offered by analog circuits. Some authors of earlier work in
the field of advanced analog signal processing concluded
that analog systems have the potential to improve the
efficiency substantially [3]. Moreover, depending on the
application, there might be no need for additional A/D
conversion [4].
For sophisticated algorithms, nonlinear processing is
needed. The nonlinearity offers the chance to use analog
circuits out of their conventional field of linear signal
processing, with all its disadvantages, like accumulation of
noise and inaccuracies of circuits elements. The
corresponding algorithms result as robust as their digital
counterparts. This is no surprise, since “digital circuits” are
in essence analog circuits with strong nonlinearities. To
demonstrate how far the energy efficiency can be increased
with state of the art VLSI design, in this paper we take a socalled vector equalizer as an example.
Related to our work are activities in building circuits
emulating functions of natural neural networks, e.g. the
European “Human Brain” project [5]. In this context it is

2. STRUCTURE OF THE ALGORITHM
2.1. Background
The background for our example is an uncoded digital
transmission over radio channels with multiple antennas
(Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output, MIMO), and we assume a
linear modulation scheme. Fig. 1 shows a model for such a
transmission, which is a discrete-time model on symbol
basis. More about this model and its relation to the
continuous-time (physical) transmission model can be found
in [7]. The quantities in the figure are:
 𝑘 is the discrete-time symbol interval variable;
 𝒙(𝑘) is the transmit symbol vector of length 𝑁 at symbol
interval 𝑘. We assume binary phase shift keying (BPSK),
i.e. 𝑥𝑖 (𝑘) ∈ {−1, +1}, so the transmit symbol alphabet
𝐴𝑥 contains 2𝑁 possible transmit vectors;
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 𝑹(𝑘) is the discrete-time channel matrix on symbol basis.
Its size is (𝑁 × 𝑁) and it is hermitian and positive
semidefinite;
 𝒏𝑒 (𝑘) is a sample function of an additive Gaussian noise
𝑁
vector process. 𝚽𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑒 (𝑘) = 0 ⋅ 𝑹(𝑘) is the covariance
2
matrix, with 𝑁0 the single-sided noise power spectral
density;
̃(𝑘) = 𝑹(𝑘) ∗ 𝒙(𝑘) + 𝒏𝑒 (𝑘) is the received symbol
 𝒙
vector. ∗ means matrix-vector convolution;
̂(𝑘) ∈ 𝐴𝑥 is the decided vector at the output of the
 𝒙
vector equalizer (VE).
𝑹(𝑘) includes the antennas at transmit and receive
sides, the transmit impulses and the multipath propagation
on the radio channel as well. In general it is a sequence of
matrices with respect to the symbol interval variable 𝑘.
Because we assume here no interblock interference, 𝑘 can
be omitted and it is sufficient to consider a transmission of
isolated vectors (or “blocks”). The model in Fig. 1 can then
be described mathematically as follows:

𝑹
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Fig. 2. Resistance-capacitance structure model of a real-valued,
continuous-time recurrent neural network.

(1)

non−diagonal elements

d𝒖(𝑡)
= −𝒖(𝑡) + 𝑾 ⋅ 𝒗(𝑡) + 𝑾0 ⋅ 𝒆,
d𝑡
𝒗(𝑡) = 𝝋[𝒖(𝑡)]
𝑇
= [𝜑1 [𝑢1 (𝑡)], 𝜑2 [𝑢2 (𝑡)],⋅⋅⋅, 𝜑𝑁 [𝑢𝑁 (𝑡)]] ,
̂(𝑡) = 𝐇𝐃[𝒗(𝑡)].
𝒗
𝚼⋅

We notice that the non-diagonal elements of 𝑹 lead to
interference between the components of the transmitted
vectors at the receive side. For more details, see [7].
The computational complexity of the optimum VE (i.e.
maximum likelihood, ML) grows exponentially with 𝑁.
Because this can result in an unrealistic number of
operations per symbol vector, suboptimum schemes are
commonly used. Our approach is to use a recurrent neural
network (RNN).
The application of the RNN as vector equalizer has
been discussed first in the context of multiuser detection for
code division multiple access (CDMA) transmission
systems [8], [9], [10], see also [11], [12]. It can be shown
that this RNN tries to maximize the likelihood function of
the optimum VE. In general it converges to a local
maximum, but in many cases this local maximum turns out
to be close to or identical with the global maximum, see e.g.
[13]. The VE-RNN does not need a general training
algorithm like backpropagation, the entries of 𝑹 can be
measured and taken directly as weights of the RNN.

(2)

The quantities are:
 𝑡 is the continuous-time evolution time variable.
 𝑁 is the number of neurons and also the length of all
vectors.
 𝚼 is a diagonal matrix with time constants 𝜏𝑗 on its main
diagonal.
 𝑾 is a (𝑁 × 𝑁) weight matrix with entries 𝑤𝑗𝑗 ′ .
 𝑾𝟎 is a diagonal matrix with input weights on its main
diagonal.
 𝒖(𝑡) is the state vector of length 𝑁.
 𝒗(𝑡) is the corresponding output vector.
̂(𝑡) = 𝐇𝐃[𝒗(𝑡)] is the corresponding hard decision
 𝒗
(HD) output vector.
 𝒆 is the external input vector.
 𝜑𝑗 (⋅) is the 𝑗-th activation function.
Fig. 2 shows a resistance-capacitance structure model
for a real-valued continuous-time RNN [1]. The stability of
this RNN in the sense of Lyapunov has been intensively
investigated, e.g. in [2]. For this case the weights in the
equation above are related to the resistors in Fig. 2 by

2.2. Continuous-Time RNN
The RNN discussed before is a discrete-time RNN, but for
an analog circuit design we need a continuous-time RNN as
basis. Also this type of RNN has been known for long. Its
dynamical behavior can be described by a set of first order
nonlinear differential equations as follows:

normalization as follows:
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𝑤𝑗𝑗′ =

𝑅𝑗

𝑅𝑗𝑗′

and 𝑤𝑗0 =

𝑅𝑗

𝑅𝑗0

.
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𝜏𝑗 = 𝑅𝑗 ⋅ 𝐶𝑗 is the time constant of the j-th neuron. To
distinguish between resistors and channel matrix, the
symbol for the channel matrix is bold.

The dynamic system of Eqs. (2) and (3) must fit the
limited voltage swings that the analog circuit can handle. It
is thus convenient to introduce a dimensionless scaling
factor S and operate the following positions:

2.3. Vector Equalization based on Continuous-Time
RNN

𝒖′ (𝑡) = 𝑆 ⋅ 𝒖(𝑡), 𝒗′ (𝑡) = 𝑆 ⋅ 𝒗(𝑡), 𝒆′ (𝑡) = 𝑆 ⋅ 𝒆(𝑡)

The scaled set of equations, describing the dynamical
behavior of the analog RNN, can be written as:

The discrete-time RNN discussed in Section 2.1 for the
application as VE is on a symbol basis. This means that the
clock for the VE is 𝑘𝑇𝑠 , with 𝑘 being the discrete time
variable and 𝑇𝑠 the symbol interval. To use a continuoustime RNN and the corresponding analog circuit as VE, we
have to connect both types of RNNs. It can be shown that
the following conditions must be fulfilled, see Eqs. (1) and
(2):
̃, 𝒗
̂(𝑡𝑒𝑞𝑢 ) = 𝒙
̂, 𝜑(𝑢(𝑡)) = 𝛼 ⋅ tanh(𝛽 ⋅ 𝑢(𝑡)),
𝒆=𝒙
𝑾0 = 𝑹−1
,
𝑾
=
𝑰 − 𝑹−1
𝑑
𝑑 ⋅ 𝑹, HD(⋅) = sign(⋅).

𝚼⋅

(6)

A simplified schematic of a neuron is shown in Fig. 3.
For clarity, shaded boxes are detailed separately in Fig. 4.
Bipolar junction transistors (BJTs) are assumed ideally
matched, and base currents are neglected. The circuit is
provided with an integrated MOSFET switch – Sequencer
(Seq) in Fig. 3 – whose fundamental function is clarified in
Sec. 3.2. The circuit is fully differential, and the following
notation is used to denote differential currents and voltages:

(3)

𝐼𝑗𝑖 = 𝐼𝑗𝑖+ − 𝐼𝑗𝑖− ,
𝐼𝑗 = 𝐼𝑗+ − 𝐼𝑗− ,
𝑢𝑗′ = 𝑢𝑗+ − 𝑢𝑗− ,

+
−
𝐼𝑗𝑖,𝑤 = 𝐼𝑗𝑖,𝑤
− 𝐼𝑗𝑖,𝑤
,
+
−
𝐼𝑜 = 𝐼𝑜 − 𝐼𝑜 ,
𝑒𝑗′ = 𝑒𝑗+ − 𝑒𝑗− .

(7)

An additional remark is necessary: the time constant 𝜏
(given by 𝑅𝑖 and 𝐶𝑖 in Fig. 2) is the basis for scaling of the
evolution time 𝑡. To fully exploit the speed of the BJTs, a
novel architecture with no external lumped capacitors is
used. To provide a correspondence between the RNN circuit
model and the resistance-capacitance structure model of Fig.
2, we make the assumption that the frequency response of
the neuron can be described in terms of the resistances R
and a fictitious capacitance C between nodes 𝑢𝑗+ and 𝑢𝑗− .
The validation of this hypothesis, both in a simulation
environment and in a measurement setup on the real chip, is
presented in Sec. 5.

1
1
{𝑾 ⋅ 𝒗(𝑙) + 𝑾𝟎 ⋅ 𝒆},
} 𝒖(𝑙) +
𝜏/Δ𝑡
𝜏/Δ𝑡

𝒗(𝑙) = 𝝋[𝒖(𝑙)].

d𝒖′ (𝑡)
= −𝒖′ (𝑡) + 𝑾 ⋅ 𝒗′ (𝑡) + 𝑾0 ⋅ 𝒆′ ,
d𝑡
𝛽 ⋅ 𝒖′ (𝑡)
𝒗′ (𝑡) = 𝑆 ⋅ 𝛼 ⋅ tanh (
)
𝑆

𝑰 is the identity matrix and 𝑡𝑒𝑞𝑢 the evolution time of
the RNN, i.e. the time slot the RNN is granted to reach its
equilibrium state. Given the symbol interval 𝑇𝑠 for the
digital transmission, the equalization must finish within 𝑇𝑠 ,
i.e. 𝑡𝑒𝑞𝑢 ≤ 𝑇𝑠 . 𝛼 = 1 V gives the dimension of Volts to the
hyperbolic tangent, while 𝛽 [1/V] is a positive variable
which must be optimized for achieving best performance.
Eq. (3) is for BPSK, but can be generalized, by combining
the results of [2], [3], [4].
With (3) and the assumption that all time constants have
the same values, i.e. 𝜏1 , 𝜏2 ,⋅⋅⋅, 𝜏𝑁 = 𝜏, Eq. (2) can be
simulated on a digital computer by applying the first Euler
method’s update rule:
𝒖(𝑙 + 1) = {1 −

(5)

(4)

𝑙 is now a discrete time variable and 𝛥𝑡 the sampling
step, which should be as small as possible. For our
simulations we assume 𝜏/Δ𝑡 = 10. Since the RNN is
̂(𝑡) reaches the equilibrium state after the
Lyapunov stable, 𝒗
evolution time, i.e. for 𝑡 = 𝑡𝑒𝑞𝑢 .

3.1. RNN Behavioral model
Each neuron receives as inputs the feedback currents from
all other neurons in the RNN. 𝐼𝑗𝑖 (𝑖 ∈ [1, … , 𝑁], 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗)
denotes the input feedback current reaching the 𝑗𝑡ℎ neuron,
and coming from the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ neuron. Using a four quadrant
analog multiplier (Gilbert cell), each feedback current is
multiplied by a weight 𝑤𝑗𝑖 in the range [−1, +1]. The value
of 𝑤𝑗𝑖 is set to the corresponding entry of the channel
matrix. The Gilbert cell is controlled by the voltage 𝐺𝑗𝑖 and
a constant reference voltage 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 . An attenuator – in the
form of a common emitter amplifier with gain lower than

3. CIRCUIT DESIGN
Potential implementations of an RNN cover a wide variety
of solutions, from a discrete-time RNN implemented with
field programmable gate arrays (FPGA) – as in [11] – to
continuous-time analog hardware – as in [18] and [19].
Since here we focus on speed of operation and power
efficiency, analog VLSI design and the continuous-time
RNN will be the topic. The RNN is implemented with N = 4
neurons, and realized in IHP 0.25 μm SiGe BiCMOS
technology (SG25H3).
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Fig. 4. Details of the circuit building blocks: (i) Gilbert cell
used as four quadrant analog multiplier; (ii) Buffer stages; (iii)
BJT differential pairs for the generation of the activation
function 𝜑(⋅); (iv) MOSFET switch used as a sequencer.

Fig. 3. Simplified schematic of a single neuron as part of a
𝑁 = 4 analog vector equalizer: 𝑢𝑗′ is the inner state, 𝑒𝑗′ the
external input, 𝐺𝑗𝑖 the voltage for the weights’ choice from the
output of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ neuron to the input of the 𝑗𝑡ℎ neuron.

The activation function 𝜑(⋅) is realized with (𝑁 − 1)
replicas of differential transistor pairs, in which the tail
current 𝐼𝑡 is generated through a current mirror and is shared
among the replicas. The output current 𝐼𝑜 represents one
copy out of the (𝑁 − 1) feedback currents that the 𝑗𝑡ℎ
neuron will distribute to the other neurons in the network:

unity – allows each individual feedback current 𝐼𝑗𝑖 to be
tuned with fine resolution:
𝒘𝒋𝒊 = 𝒇[𝑮𝒋𝒊 ] ∈ [−𝟏, +𝟏],
𝑰𝒋𝒊,𝒘 (𝒕) = 𝒘𝒋𝒊 ⋅ 𝑰𝒋𝒊 (𝒕).

𝐼𝑜 (𝑡) = −

Connecting the output branches of the Gilbert cells, the
total weighted feedback current 𝐼𝑗 for the 𝑗𝑡ℎ neuron is
obtained by applying Kirchhoff’s current law:

𝑖=1
𝑖≠𝑗

(10)

Generalizing, a feedback current 𝐼𝑗𝑖 can be written as:

𝑁

𝐼𝑗 (𝑡) = ∑ 𝑤𝑗𝑖 ⋅ 𝐼𝑗𝑖 (𝑡)

𝑢𝑗′ (𝑡)
𝐼𝑡
⋅ tanh (
)
(𝑁 − 1)
2 ⋅ 𝑉𝑡

𝐼𝑗𝑖 (𝑡) = −
(8)

𝐼𝑡
𝑢𝑖′ (𝑡)
⋅ tanh (
)
(𝑁 − 1)
2 ⋅ 𝑉𝑡

(11)

Substituting (11) in (9), the dynamics of the analog
neural network can be finally written in vector form:

Two voltage followers (𝑄1 -𝑄2 ), biased by the same
current 𝐼𝑗 used for the summation of the feedback currents,
create an additional differential voltage drop on nodes
𝑢𝑗+ -𝑢𝑗− , proportional to the correspondent external input 𝑒𝑗′ .
Considering the MOSFET switch in off state, defining
𝜏 = 𝑅 ⋅ 𝐶, and using Eq. (8), the nodal analysis on nodes 𝑢𝑗+
and 𝑢𝑗− gives:

𝚼⋅

𝑖=1
𝑖≠𝑗

(12)

Two additional buffer stages output the differential
voltage 𝑢𝑗′ . According to Eq. (12), the sign of 𝑢𝑗′ coincides
with the sign of 𝑣𝑗′ , and can thus be used to perform a hard
decision at the end of an equalization.
Using the values provided in Table 1, Eq. (12) is linked
to Eq. (5), with scaling factor 𝑆 = 0.2 and slope of the
hyperbolic tangent 𝛽 = 3.87 1/V at the origin (𝒖′ = 𝟎).

𝑁

𝑑𝑢𝑗′ (𝑡)
𝜏⋅
= −𝑢𝑗′ (𝑡) − 𝑅 ⋅ ∑ 𝑤𝑗𝑖 ⋅ 𝐼𝑗𝑖 (𝑡) + 𝑒𝑗′
𝑑𝑡

d𝒖′ (𝑡)
= −𝒖′ (𝑡) + 𝑾 ⋅ 𝒗′ (𝑡) + 𝑾0 ⋅ 𝒆′ ,
d𝑡
𝑅 ⋅ 𝐼𝑡
𝒖′ (𝑡)
𝒗′ (𝑡) =
⋅ tanh (
)
𝑁−1
2 ⋅ 𝑉𝑡

(9)
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Table 1
SUMMARY OF MAIN CIRCUIT PARAMETERS
Parameter

Value

Unit

Note

𝑅
𝐼𝑡

900

Ω

Load resistor

665

μA

Tail current

𝑆

0.2

𝛽

3.87

V −1

Hyperbolic tangent’s slope

ps

Equivalent time constant

Scaling factor

𝜏

42

𝐴𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑝

0.68

mm

Chip area

𝐴𝑎𝑐𝑡

0.087

mm2

Active area

𝐶𝑛𝑡

171

𝑊𝑠𝑡,1

35

2

Fig. 5. Time domain evolution of an equalization. 𝒆′ is the
scaled input vector, 𝒖′ the scaled state vector, 𝑅𝑆𝑇 the reset
signal. Because of the iterative nature of the algorithm, the
outputs are “valid” after a minimum equalization time. A
minimum reset time is also necessary before a new
equalization.

Transistor count (∝ 𝑁 2 )
mW

VE-RNN power consumption

port of a MOSFET switch (Seq or Sequencer, in Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4 respectively). When high, 𝑅𝑆𝑇 switches the two
NMOS FETs into a low channel resistance state, short
circuiting the differential internal state 𝒖′. The width of the
MOSFETs is chosen as a trade-off between the parasitic
capacitance seen with the switch in off-state (to be
minimized, since it strongly contributes to the increase of
the equivalent 𝜏), and the equivalent resistance seen in onstate (to be minimized, since it represents the “goodness” of
the short circuit).

3.2. Time Evolution
The VE-RNN is a dynamical system, where the network
evolves from an initial state (a saddle equilibrium point,
represented by a null vector) to a stable state, following a
non-monotonic trajectory in the state-space according to the
set of first-order nonlinear differential equations in Eq. (12).
As previously mentioned, at the output of the equalizer a
hard decision is taken on the state vector 𝒖′ , which in the
BPSK case is formulated as sign(𝒖′ ).
Given a sequence of input vectors 𝒆′ , Fig. 5 details how
the VE reaches stability (and consequently when the output
vector can be considered “valid”), and how it is possible to
discard the memory of a previous equalization.
The evolution time 𝑡𝑒 is defined as the time slot granted
to the circuit, in order to reach a stable point. External inputs
are applied only during this time slot. Before the next input
is applied, it is crucial that the network returns – and stays
pinned – to a predefined initial state.
A reset time 𝑡𝑅𝑆𝑇 can be defined as the time granted to
the circuit to return to the initial state after a vector
equalization. In our implementation the inner state 𝒖′ is
forced to return to zero, since a different starting point
would represent a biased vector, which is not equidistant
from the 2𝑁 possible output vectors. From a circuital point
of view, this effect can be compared to a capacitor, which is
not fully discharged at the beginning of the equalization,
thus maintaining a “memory” of the previous equalization.
For best performance, i.e. highest throughput, both 𝑡𝑒
and 𝑡𝑅𝑆𝑇 can be adjusted and minimized for each channel
matrix. This is translated in the statistical optimization of
the equalization time 𝑡𝑒,𝑚𝑖𝑛 and of the reset time 𝑡𝑅𝑆𝑇,𝑚𝑖𝑛 , as
shown in Sec. 4.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section two types of simulations of the continuoustime RNN equalizer are compared and shortly discussed:
one represents Eq. (4) simulated in Matlab, and labeled in
the following as “algorithm”. The second is a circuit-based
simulation, performed in Keysight ADS, and labeled as
“circuit”. Both are on general-purpose computers, the
modulation is BPSK, and the number of neurons is four.
Here results are presented for two channel matrices:
1
+0.60
𝑹𝑚 = [
+0.60
+0.60

+0.60
1
+0.60
+0.60

+0.60
+0.60
1
+0.60

+0.60
+0.60]
+0.60
1

1
+0.85
𝑹ℎ = [
+0.66
−0.67

+0.85
1
+0.85
−0.79

+0.66
+0.85
1
−0.89

−0.67
−0.79]
−0.89
1

They are representative for channels with moderate
(𝑹𝑚 ) and high (𝑹ℎ ) crosstalk (interference between vector
components), respectively. A pseudo-random sequence of
symbol vectors was generated, multiplied with one of these
matrices, and Gaussian noise vectors according to the
𝐸𝑏 /𝑁0 signal-to-noise ratio were added. 𝐸𝑏 is the average

𝑅𝑆𝑇 is the reset signal, indicating if an equalization is
running or if the circuit is resetting. 𝑅𝑆𝑇 acts on the gate
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energy per bit. For the circuit simulations, all the applied
signals have a rise/fall time of 𝑡𝑟/𝑓 = 𝜏/3.
Fig. 6 shows the good agreement of the bit error rate
(BER) curves between the algorithm and the circuit
simulation. Because the vector equalization based on RNNs
is a suboptimum scheme, the Maximum Likelihood curves
are also shown for reference.
Because of the iterative nature of the RNN algorithm,
the BER curves are – additionally to 𝐸𝑏 /𝑁0 – functions of
the evolution (𝑡𝑒 ) and reset (𝑡𝑅𝑆𝑇 ) time. Given a channel
matrix, a BER surface is obtained by sweeping the evolution
and reset time, and keeping the signal-to-noise ratio
constant, as shown in Fig. 7 for 𝑹ℎ and 𝐸𝑏 /𝑁0 = 18 dB.
Following this optimization procedure, and considering the
region in which the BER performance becomes flat, values
for the minimum equalization (𝑡𝑒,min ) and reset (𝑡𝑅𝑆𝑇,min )
time can be found:
𝑹𝑚
𝑹ℎ

(a) BER vs. 𝐸𝑏 /𝑁0 for moderate crosstalk 𝑹𝑚

∶ [𝑡𝑒,min , 𝑡𝑅𝑆𝑇,min ] = [3.67, 1.33]𝜏,
∶ [𝑡𝑒,min , 𝑡𝑅𝑆𝑇,min ] = [4, 2]𝜏.

𝑡𝑒𝑞𝑢 = 𝑡𝑒,min + 𝑡𝑅𝑆𝑇,min is the total equalization time,
i.e. the minimum relative time between two successive
symbol vectors. 𝑡𝑒𝑞𝑢 must be equal or larger than the
symbol interval 𝑇𝑆 of the digital transmission. With the
numbers from before and 𝜏 = 42 ps (see Sec. 5) we get 𝑇𝑆
for the worst case channel 𝑹ℎ :

(b) BER vs. 𝐸𝑏 /𝑁0 for high crosstalk 𝑹ℎ
Fig. 6. BER evaluation of the continuous-time RNN equalizer,
including circuit and algorithm simulations. Maximum
likelihood algorithm showed for reference.

𝑇𝑆 = 42 ⋅ (4 + 2) ps = 252 ps,
corresponding to a throughput of four GSymbol/s (16
Gbit/s). For the BER simulations of Fig. 6, the minimum
values for 𝑇𝑆 were taken.
To compare the energy efficiency of the analog circuit
with the one achievable with digital signal processing, we
assume that one iteration of the algorithm includes eight
floating point operations (three multiplications, four sums
and one hyperbolic tangent computation). Relying on our
Matlab simulations, ten iterations/neuron are sufficient to
equalize a vector, resulting in an algorithmic complexity of
320 floating point operations per symbol. Given the power
consumption of the analog vector equalizer (35 mW,
measured on a real chip, see Fig. 11 in Sec. 5), the energy
efficiency can be computed:

Energy
=
efficiency

320

Fig. 7. 𝑹ℎ BER surface for different evaluation and reset
times, and constant signal-to-noise ratio (𝐸𝑏 /𝑁0 = 18 dB).
Flat performance indicates that (i) the circuit reaches a proper
stable equilibrium point, and (ii) does not possess memory of
previous equalization. [𝑡𝑒,min , 𝑡𝑅𝑆𝑇,min ] = [4, 2]𝜏.

Fl. Op.
GSymbol
⋅4
s
TFlops
Symbol
≈ 36
35 mW
W

improvement between three and four orders of magnitude
over digital implementations.
5. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

With a value of five GFlops/W for today’s most
efficient heterogeneous supercomputer, we can conclude
that our dedicated hardware shows an efficiency

Our first measurements focused on the functional validation
of the single neuron: weighted multiplication, 𝛽 of the
activation function, and cutoff frequency, i.e. the equivalent
time constant 𝜏. For this purpose the circuit of Fig. 8 was
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realized and measured. The test structure was bonded and
mounted on a Rogers RO4003 printed circuit board (PCB).

Fig. 8. Single neuron characterization: realized test
structure, including the single neuron (cf. Fig. 3),
together with additional circuitry (shaded blocks) to
facilitate the measurements. 𝑒𝑗′ is the external input, 𝐺𝑗𝑖
the voltage for the weights’ choice, 𝑢𝑗′ the inner state,
and 𝐼𝑛𝑎𝑢𝑥 and auxiliary differential input to generate the
feedback currents to the neuron.

Fig. 9. Voltage mapping 𝑤𝑗𝑖 = 𝑓[𝐺𝑗𝑖 ] ∈ [−1,1]

The feedback currents coming from other neurons
𝐼𝑗𝑖 (𝑖 ∈ [1, … , 𝑁], 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗) are here generated by an additional
block of differential pairs – identical to Fig. 4 – controlled
by the auxiliary differential input 𝐼𝑛𝑎𝑢𝑥 . Provided that the
neuron under test also drives an identical load as in the full
vector equalizer, the characterization of this elementary cell
remains valid at system level.
Fig. 9 shows the gain variation 𝑤𝑗𝑖 as a function of the
voltage 𝐺𝑗𝑖 to apply to the Gilbert cell, as measured at a
frequency 𝑓 = 0.1 GHz. The attenuator – cf. Fig. 4 – allows
the weights to be fine-tuned, within a span of 1.2 V. The
measured curve presents a shift Δ𝐺𝑗𝑖 ≈ 0.1 V with respect to
simulations. This shift can however be easily calibrated in
the measurement setup and has not any impact on neuron’s
performance.
The slope of the activation function 𝛽 at the origin – cf.
Eqs. (3) and (6) – is a free parameter that can be optimized.
From our simulations, the condition to fulfill for best
performance is 𝛽 ≥ 3 V −1 . Measurements performed at
𝑓 = 0.1 GHz resulted in a value of 3.47, slightly smaller
than the simulated one 𝛽 = 3.87 V −1 . Reasons can probably
be imputed to small losses in the measurement setup.
The equivalent 𝜏 for time scaling can be measured by
applying a sinusoidal excitation to the external input 𝑒𝑗′ and
measuring the frequency response at the neuron output 𝑢𝑗′ .
Fig. 10 (a) shows the simulated transfer function |𝑢𝑗′ /𝑒𝑗′ | and
a comparison with an ideal RC low pass filter with cutoff
frequency 𝑓 = 3.79 GHz (𝜏 = 42 ps). The hypothesis of a
frequency response which resembles an ideal RC behavior
is confirmed by Fig. 10 (b), showing the single-input singleoutput |𝑢𝑗+ /𝑒𝑗+ | measurement and the comparison with the
expected curve.
Having the single neuron been validated by
measurement data, a full vector equalizer has been
fabricated (Fig. 11). The chip area of 0.68 mm2 is dominated
by the several pads needed for measurements (four

(a) |𝑢𝑗′ /𝑒𝑗′ | frequency response simulation, and
comparison with an ideal low pass RC filter with
𝜏 = 42 ps.

(b) Single input, single output |𝑢𝑗+ /𝑒𝑗+ | frequency
response measurement, and comparison with simulation
results.
Fig. 10. Equivalent 𝜏 of a single neuron. Measurements
confirm the hypothesis of a first-order low-pass filter
comparable to an ideal low-pass RC filter, lumped between 𝑢𝑗+
and 𝑢𝑗− .

differential inputs, four differential outputs, six weight
controls, supplies and grounds).
The active area is approximately 0.09 mm2, with a transistor
count C = 171 for four neurons. The power consumption of
35 mW was measured, confirming simulation results. The
equalizer was also tested with a predefined set of inputoutput vectors, and always provided the correct steady-state
solution. The current research aims at developing a setup
environment to perform a full-speed vector equalization,
while observing the evolution of the outputs at real time.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
We presented an example for nonlinear signal processing
with analog circuits: a four-neuron RNN vector equalizer
for MIMO transmissions, realized in SiGe BiCMOS
technology.
Bit error rate performance comparisons showed
virtually the same or similar behavior for the common
digital signal processing and the analog VLSI circuit
version. The reason for the comparable robustness – the
input is noisy – is that both types of processing use
equilibrium states of nonlinear dynamical systems to get the
outputs, rather than simple amplitude levels.
The throughput of the vector equalizer is influenced by
the evolution time the analog RNN needs to reach the
equilibrium state. This time in its turn depends on the
equivalent time constant 𝜏, which in our circuit design was
minimized by taking advantage of the parasitic capacitances
of bipolar transistors and MOSFETs. Furthermore, an onchip switch gives the possibility to reset the internal states
of the equalizer – a fundamental prerequisite to handle
sequences of vectors.
Our intention is to revitalize the topic of “analogassisted digital”, i.e. implementing algorithms with
dedicated analog circuits. In comparison with common
digital signal processing, we could show that the energy
efficiency is improved by three to four orders of magnitude.
This confirms earlier conjectures stating a huge potential for
nonlinear signal processing with analog circuits.
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ADOPTING WINNF TRANSCEIVER FACILITY FOR SPECTRUM SENSORS
Tomaž Šolc (“Jožef Stefan” Institute, Ljubljana, Slovenia; tomaz.solc@ijs.si)
ABSTRACT

1.2. FP7 CREW project

An implementation of the Wireless Innovation Forum
Transceiver Facility was developed for VESNA SNEESHTER, a specialized spectrum sensor deployed in
wireless testbeds within the FP7 CREW project. The goal
was to simplify experimentation and portability of
experiments. A C++ library was developed that runs on the
host PC and implements an event-based scheduler and an
asynchronous interface conforming to the Transceiver
Facility specification. The library communicates with the
sensor over a serial line and does not require modification of
the spectrum sensor’s firmware. We present the challenges
encountered and show results of some latency benchmarks
of this Transceiver Facility implementation. Finally, we
provide some suggestions on how the Transceiver Facility
could be improved in future versions to better support such
hardware.

The FP7 CREW project [2] developed a federation of
wireless testbeds. CREW testbeds allow experimentation in
diverse environments, technologies and frequency bands. A
testbed consists of a number of remotely controlled
computing nodes with attached radio hardware.
Environments range from RF shielded rooms to out-door
deployments. For example, nodes in the LOG-a-TEC
testbed [3] are mounted on street lights in several urban
areas. An experimenter develops their application, uploads it
to one or more nodes in a testbed and performs
measurements using testbed instrumentation.
Radio hardware in CREW testbeds can be roughly
grouped into: a) SDR front-ends like the Ettus Research
USRP in combination with high-performance generalpurpose computers, b) narrow-band radios mounted on lowpower wireless sensor nodes and c) specialized spectrum
sensing devices like the VESNA SNE-ESHTER [4] and
Imec Sensing Engine [5].
Each of these devices typically provides its own
programming interface. One of the goals of the FP7 CREW
project was to develop a common programming interface
across the federation. A common interface to testbed
hardware simplifies application development for
experimenters and enables easy portability of experiments
from one testbed to another. Early in the project, it has been
decided to adopt the Transceiver Facility as the common
interface to SDR nodes in testbeds [6].
To develop further the concept of a unified interface,
we have decided to also adopt the Transceiver Facility for
other categories of radio hardware in our testbeds. Adopting
the Transceiver Facility for sensor node radios seemed
impractical. On the other hand, adopting the Transceiver
Facility for our specialized spectrum sensing hardware
seemed feasible. Still, this posed several challenges.
Spectrum sensors are specialized devices that differ from
general-purpose SDR frontends in some significant ways.
For example, they are receive-only devices with on-board
signal processing. They are optimized for continuous
scanning of a radio-frequency band and typically report only
statistical data to the host PC. They are typically incapable
of providing an uninterrupted stream of unprocessed
baseband samples due to bitrate restrictions in various parts
of the system.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Transceiver Facility
In a software defined radio architecture, all waveform
processing tasks are implemented in software. To make
software portable between different transceiver hardware, a
standardized programming interface is desired. The
Wireless Innovation Forum Transceiver Facility [1] is an
effort to develop such a standardized programming
interface. The version 1.0 of the specification is available
on-line.
Transceiver Facility describes in detail a modular
interface that allows the software to control the radio
hardware, the hardware to describe itself to the software and
a streaming interface for passing digital baseband data
between hardware and software. Hardware control functions
of the Transceiver Facility include radio-frequency (RF)
front-end control (for example, central frequency for upand down- conversion, gain, channel filter, etc.), analog-todigital and digital-to-analog conversion details (for example,
sampling rate, etc.). An event-based mechanism is provided
for accurate time synchronization between hardware and
software. While the Transceiver Facility specification is
language-agnostic, it includes reference examples of the
interface in C++ and VHDL.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the SNE-ESHTER receiver, showing
analog front-end and the interface to the VESNA sensor node core.

Figure 2: Block diagram showing different bottlenecks in passing
the data from the front-end to the host PC

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In section 2
we introduce VESNA SNE-ESHTER spectrum sensor we
targeted in this extension of the Transceiver Facility support
in the FP7 CREW project. In section 3 we describe the
software architecture behind the current implementation of
the Transceiver Facility. In section 4 we show some latency
benchmarks of the implementation. In section 5 we
comment on the possible future improvements. Finally, we
conclude the paper in section 6.

The RF signal from the antenna is amplified in a low-noise
amplifier (LNA) and mixed with the LO in an imagerejection mixer to produce a signal at an intermediate
frequency (IF). Several stages of automatic gain control are
used to minimize non-linear distortion and maximize signalto-noise ratio of the signal. The signal passes through one
tracking RF and two IF band-pass filters with softwareselectable bandwidth. The final stage is a 10th order elliptic
anti-aliasing filter with two settings: 500 kHz and 1000 kHz,
corresponding to 1 Msample/s and 2 Msample/s sampling
rates. After the anti-aliasing filter, the signal is routed to the
VESNA sensor node core to be sampled by an analog-todigital converter (ADC).
In addition to the main signal path, the SNE-ESHTER
front-end board also includes additional analog energy
detection blocks. Two logarithmic signal level detectors can
be calibrated for accurate measurement of absolute signal
power. An analog trigger circuit can also provide an
interrupt to the CPU when the signal level in the tuned
channel reaches a defined threshold. These functionalities
are currently unused when SNE-ESHTER is used through
the Transceiver Facility.
The SNE-ESHTER design allows for hosting two
analog front-end boards on a single sensor node core. This
allows simultaneous sensing of two different frequency
channels or reception on a single channel using two
antennas. Using multiple front-ends is not supported in the
current implementation of the Transceiver Facility.

2. VESNA SNE-ESHTER
VESNA SNE-ESHTER is a low-cost, compact spectrum
sensor for the VHF and UHF frequency range that was
developed at the Jožef Stefan Institute. It is based on
VESNA [7], a low-power sensor node core. These devices
are deployed in the LOG-a-TEC testbed. A VESNA SNEESHTER setup typically consists of three parts: the SNEESHTER analog front-end, the VESNA sensor node core
(SNC) and a host PC running a GNU/Linux operating
system.
2.1. Analog Front-End
The analog front-end contains the radio frequency
analog electronic circuit that performs the frequency downconversion and signal conditioning before analog-to-digital
conversion. A simplified block diagram is presented in
Figure 1. The front-end is a custom designed singleconversion, low-IF receiver based on the NXP
TDA18219HN integrated circuit. The receiver has a
specified input frequency range between 42 MHz and 870
MHz. The local oscillator (LO) signal is generated by a
FRAC-N phase-locked loop (PLL) and has a typical settling
time of 5 ms on channel change.

2.2. VESNA Sensor Node Core
VESNA SNC contains an integrated microcontroller with an
ARM Cortex M3 CPU core with a 56 MHz clock and 64
KB of SRAM. The SNC also contains a RS-232 interface to
the host PC with a 576 kbit/s maximum bitrate. An optional
Ethernet interface can be installed in case the sensor is
remotely installed.
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1 -> select channel 650000:1:650001 config 0,2

2
3
4
5
6

<->
<->
<-

ok
samples 1024
ok
sample on
TS 0.001 CH 650000 DS 2042 2045 2053 ...

7
8
9
10

<<->
<-

TS 0.136 CH 650000 DS 2053 2056 2042 ...
...
sample off
ok

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Host PC instructs the sensor to tune to
700 MHz and hardware configuration 2
(defining filter bandwidth and sampling rate)
Sensor confirms the command
Host PC sets sampling buffer length to 1024
Sensor confirms the command
Host PC instructs the sensor to start sensing
Sensor sends first full sampling buffer
containing 1024 samples and a timestamp.
Sensor continues to send reports until
commanded to stop
Host PC instructs the sensor to stop sensing
Sensor confirms the command

Figure 3: Example conversation between the SNE-ESHTER spectrum sensor and the host PC using the native serial protocol.

The SNC includes three 12-bit successive approximation
ADCs with up to 2 Msample/s sample rates. ADCs are
driven by a DMA controller and store samples directly into
a sample buffer in SRAM without any intervention from the
CPU. The sample buffer has space for up to 25000 samples
(up to 12.5 ms at 2 Msample/s sample rate). Collected signal
samples are read by the CPU. They can be either processed
on-board or sent in a raw form over the RS-232 or Ethernet
interface to the host PC. For example, the firmware
currently implements calculating a sample covariance vector
on-board. This significantly reduces the amount of data that
needs to be sent from the sensor when sensing algorithms
like covariance or Eigenvalue detection are employed.
The CPU is unable to either process or forward the
samples to the host PC at the rates provided by the ADC.
Different bottlenecks preventing this are shown in Figure 2.
Hence the device typically operates in a sample-processreport cycle which includes significant blind time. For
simple operations, like the covariance vector calculation, the
signal processing capability of the CPU exceeds the
bandwidth of interfaces to the host PC. Therefore, using onboard processing typically reduces the blind time.
The native serial interface between the firmware
running on the VESNA SNE-ESHTER CPU and the host
PC is an ASCII based protocol. In this interface, details of
ADC and most analog front-end settings, like filter and
AGC settings, are abstracted in the form of a low number of
discrete hardware configurations identified by numerical
identifiers. Configurations 2 (2 MHz sampling frequency/
1 MHz anti-aliasing filter bandwidth) and 3 (1 MHz
sampling frequency/500 kHz anti-aliasing filter bandwidth)
allow for sampling of the IF signal and are the only two
hardware configurations currently used by the Transceiver
Facility implementation.
Figure 3 shows an example of a serial line session that
includes all native commands, relevant for the current
implementation of the Transceiver Facility interface. It can

be seen that this interface itself does not allow for accurate
scheduling of receive start and stop time or synchronization
of the signal samples. It does however provide information
on relative timing of individual samplings based on the
sensing start time, which is derived from the quartz
oscillator on the SNC. This provides information on how
much of the signal has been lost. For example, the interval
between two sample buffers sent to the host PC on lines 6
and 7 in Figure 3 is 135.0 ms, while a buffer with its 1024
samples sampled at 2 Msample/s only covers 0.5 ms of that
time.
3. IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented the Receive Channel of the Transceiver
Facility for SNE-ESHTER in the form of a C++ library,
targeting the GNU/Linux operating system. The library
exports the same user-facing interface as other Transceiver
Facility implementations used in FP7 CREW (similar
libraries exist for USRP devices and the Imec Sensing
Engine). An experimenter that wants to use a receiver for
spectrum sensing through the Transceiver Facility writes a
C++ program and links it against one of these libraries,
depending on which receiver they want to use. Except for
some initialization parameters, the experimenter's code does
not need any adaptations when switching from one receiver
hardware to the other.

Figure 4: Main classes in SNE-ESHTER Transceiver Facility
implementation
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device, the constructor requires a path to the Unix device
file (e.g. “/dev/ttyUSB0”) that is used to communicate with
the sensor.
Most of the user’s interaction with the transceiver
happens through the createReceiveCycleProfile() method of
the ReceiveChannel object. It allows the user to specify
when the sensor starts and stops recording signal samples
and other details of reception. createReceiveCycleProfile()
schedules ReceiveStartTime and ReceiveStopTime events
with the scheduler. In case undefinedDiscriminator has been
used for requestedReceiveStopTime, the ReceiveStopTime
event remains unscheduled. This allows for signal reception
of undefined length. In that case, the setReceiveStopTime()
method can be used to schedule the ReceiveStopTime event
at a later time.
In the current implementation, setReceiveStopTime()
cannot be used once a ReceiveStopTime event has been
scheduled, as that would require cancelling an existing
event. This operation is not currently supported by the
underlying
scheduler.
For
a
similar
reason,
configureReceiveCycle() method has not been implemented.
The Scheduler class is hidden from the user of the
library. It performs all asynchronous event scheduling using
an event loop in a separate thread. The event loop uses the
Boost.Asio library [8] using the system clock of the host PC
as the reference. All discriminators, including the
eventBased discriminator, have been implemented.
The eventBased discriminator supports selection of
event count origin, event count and time offset. However,
only up to one event in the past can be used as the origin.
This
for
example,
allows
the
use
of
eventCountOrigin=Previous, eventCount=0 setting, which
is a common pattern. On the other hand, the Transceiver
Facility specification appears to allow for selecting an
arbitrary past event as the reference for the eventBased
discriminator. Implementing this functionality would
require the scheduler to keep a log of timestamps for all past
events. This was considered an unnecessary complication
considering the limited use of such discriminators.

Figure 5: A diagram of threads of execution and their most
important method calls in the SNE-ESHTER Transceiver Facility.

Experimenter’s code using the Transceiver Facility interface
runs on the host PC (and not on the CPU in the SNEESHTER device itself). This provides the benefit of not
needing to adapt the device's firmware for each experiment,
while on the other hand bounds the Transceiver Facility to
the limitations of the serial interface. This same approach
has been used in all other Transceiver Facility
implementations in the CREW project.
Our library consists of 5 main object classes that are
shown in Figure 4 and can be divided into two parts: a) a
hardware independent event scheduler and the user-facing
Transceiver Facility interface and b) the adaptor for the
serial interface to the device. The library uses three threads
of execution, illustrated in Figure 5. The source code is
available on-line at https://github.com/sensorlab/xcvr-eshter.
3.1. Scheduler
The main task of the event scheduler is to translate between
the asynchronous, event-based interface specified by the
Transceiver Facility and the synchronous native serial
interface to the spectrum sensor.
The user controls the Transceiver through the
DeviceImp (“device implementation”) class. This class
contains the ReceiveChannel object that conforms to the
Transceiver Facility specification and forms the user-facing
part of the library. TransmitChannel is unimplemented, as
the sensor is a receive-only device.
Construction of a DeviceImp object instance is the only
step that is device specific. The user must supply the
constructor with an instance of the SpectrumSensor object.
SpectrumSensor constructor necessarily requires knowledge
of the underlying hardware. For VESNA SNE-ESHTER

3.2. Device controller
The only hardware specific parts of the code are the
DeviceController and SpectrumSensor classes.
DeviceController implements a thin asynchronous
wrapper around the device-specific SpectrumSensor class. It
provides only two methods: start() and stop(). These two
methods start and stop DeviceController's thread which runs
its own event loop. DeviceController configures the
hardware through the SpectrumSensor class before starting
the reception. DeviceController's event loop calls back to
the user's code through the pushBBSamplesRx() method
every time the sensor sends a packet of signal samples to the
host PC. Hence the pushBBSamplesRx() is called
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asynchronously from the perspective of the library user's
code. start() and stop() methods are called from
ReceiveStart and ReceiveStop event callbacks that were
scheduled by the user's initial call to createReceiveCycle().
Transceiver facility specifies that complex signal
samples are pushed by the transceiver to the user code in the
BBPacket.packet structure. However SNE-ESHTER is using
low-IF sampling and provides only real-valued samples. To
accommodate for that, DeviceController writes the actual
signal samples in I field and fills Q field in BBPacket.packet
structure with zeros.
The SpectrumSensor class provides a synchronous
interface to the native serial ASCII protocol. This class is a
straightforward C++ port of the Python SpectrumSensor
class that is usually used to control SNE-ESHTER from a
host PC [9]. C++ Serial library [10] was used, since it
provides a similar interface to the Python Serial library and
simplified the porting procedure. Numerical tuning profile
identifiers from the Transceiver Facility are directly
translated into SNE-ESHTER hardware configurations that
are passed to the device over the native serial protocol.
Hence only tuning profiles 2 and 3 can currently be used.
PacketSize parameter on the Transceiver Facility side is
directly used as the sample buffer length in the native serial
protocol.

the device’s firmware. Tests with a mocked sensor were
also faster to execute.
After individual components were developed, a suite of
system tests was also created that tested the whole
Transceiver Facility implementation. This suite uses the
same cpputest framework, but is compiled separately. This
allows the developer to choose between running tests that do
not require a connected sensor and tests that do.
4. BENCHMARKS
The foremost concern with our implementation of the
Transceiver Facility was the latency between the event
scheduler and the sensing device. The latency is the time
difference between when the user scheduled the signal
reception to start and when the signal reception actually
occurred. The Transceiver Facility specifies nanosecond
precision. However such level of precision is optimistic
even for USRP devices, which are much lower latency
devices than our sensors.
To measure the latency when using Transceiver Facility
with SNE-ESHTER, an instrumented version of the
Transceiver Facility library was developed that logged
function calls and serial line traffic together with current
host PC system time. Additionally, a digital storage
oscilloscope was setup to capture the waveform on the RS232 line connecting the host PC and the SNE-ESHTER
sensor. This setup was then used to observe the series of
events that happen when a user of the Transceiver Facility
calls the createReceiveCycle() method on the ReceiveChain
object. requestedReceiveStartTime was set to immediate.
SNE-ESHTER was configured to use 2 Msample/s sample
rate and 2048 samples per packet.
A measurement result is shown in Figure 6 in form of
an oscilloscope screenshot. Data from the instrumented C++
library is shown overlaid in form of text annotations. It can
be seen that the first pushBBPacketRx() callback from the
Transceiver Facility to the user's code happens 570 ms after
the createReceiveCycle() call and the ReceiveStart scheduler
event. Further pushBBPacketRX() calls follow each 270 ms.
For each pushBBPacketRX() call, 10264 bytes of data have
been transferred over the serial line.
Configuration parameters are sent to the device
immediately after the createReceiveCycle() call. This
involves two round-trips on the serial line and concludes
with the »sample on« command. This measurement shows
that this contributes a negligible amount to the overall
latency.
Channel sampling time also takes a very small part of
the interval between two pushBBPacketRX() calls:

3.3. Test driven development
A test-driven development methodology [11] was employed
when developing the Transceiver Facility implementation.
Individual components were designed with minimal implicit
dependencies to enable testing of each component
separately. Whenever possible, dependencies between
classes are injected explicitly through constructor
parameters. This is, for example, the reason why DeviceImp
constructor requires the user to provide a SpectrumSensor
instance instead of the SpectrumSensor object being
instantiated by the constructor implicitly. Tests were
developed using the cpputest framework [12].
The component that benefited most from test driven
development was the Scheduler class. Transceiver Facility
specifies a relatively broad range of possibilities for event
scheduling. Test driven development proved to be a very
efficient way of deriving a reliable implementation.
Where dependency on other classes could not be
avoided in tests, mock classes were created and used instead
of real classes via dependency injection. For example,
several tests of the DeviceImp class use a SpectrumSensor
implementation that does not communicate with hardware.
This approach simplified development, since it was possible
to develop software without having a sensing device
constantly connected. It excluded the possibility that a failed
test would be caused by a malfunctioning device or a bug in

𝑡𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 =
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Figure 6: Timeline of events following a createReceiveCycle() call

Figure 7: A histogram of latency measurements

Our experiment didn't provide information on when exactly
the signal sampling occurred on the SNE-ESHTER device.
From the firmware running on the device, we can infer that
first sampling happened immediately before the sensor
started sending signal samples over the serial line.
Approximately half of the time interval (270 ms) before
the first pushBBPacketRX() call is taken by the transmission
of the packet of signal samples over the serial interface
(ttransmission). The throughput is less than the theoretical 576
kbps of the serial line (RS-232 line uses 1 start bit and 1
stop bit, hence 10 transferred bits per byte):

𝐵=

10264 bytes ∙ 10
270 ms

bits
byte

5. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
5.1. Improving latency
The simplest way to improve the latency would be to adapt
the native serial protocol to use binary instead of ASCII
representation when sending signal samples to the host PC.
This would significantly reduce the amount of data sent over
the serial line per each sampling. Our benchmark has shown
that current ASCII encoding requires 10264 bytes to
transmit 2048 signal samples. With 12 significant ADC bits
per sample, that is 3072 bytes of information and encoding
overhead of approximately 300%. Overhead of an efficient
binary encoding would likely be significantly lower. It
would also likely reduce the CPU load on the sensor core,
since sample data would no longer need to pass through an
ASCII formatter.
The best theoretical transmission time achievable with
this setup would be:

≅ 380 kbps

This result suggests that even the throughput of unprocessed
signal samples is in part limited by the CPU on the sensor. It
also shows that the latency is heavily dependent on the size
of the sampling buffer. Doubling the size of the sample
buffer would double the time spent in transmission.
The rest of the time between the “sample on” command
and first signal samples appearing on the serial line is spent
in power up sequence for the analog front-end (tstart).
Since the information on the actual instant of signal
sampling is not available to the user of Transceiver Facility,
we can define worst-case latency for the purpose of this
benchmark as the time between the createReceiveCycle()
method call and the pushBBPacketRX() method call. A
histogram of 100 such latency measurements is shown in
Figure 7. Since the host PC system time was used to
perform these measurements, the variance in measurements
is most likely caused by the granularity of task switching in
the Linux kernel on the host PC rather than by the device
itself.

𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

3072 bytes ∙ 10
576 kbps

bits
byte

≅ 53 ms

Another relatively simple way of significantly improving
the latency would be to optimize tstart. The current SNEESHTER firmware puts the analog hardware into a
complete power down mode between receive cycles. Power
up requires a lengthy setup and calibration sequence. A
modified firmware that would leave the receiver turned on
would hence reduce the latency by approximately 300 ms.
A more complex approach would be to implement the
Transceiver Facility on the VESNA SNE-ESHTER CPU. In
theory such an approach would enable the Transceiver
Facility to operate with minimum latency, since then it
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would no longer be acting merely as a façade over the
existing firmware. This would however require users to
reprogram the device firmware, which would significantly
raise the barrier to entry for testbed users. Running the
experiment on the sensor node would also put a much
stricter limit to the complexity of the software due to the
limited amount of RAM and ROM storage on the sensor
node. Due to the asynchronous nature of the Transceiver
Facility interface, a multi-tasking real-time operating system
would be required on the device (current firmware does not
use an operating system), further reducing storage available
for experimenter’s code.

implementations to off-load such functions to hardware, if
the hardware supports it. In CREW testbeds where
portability of experiments between testbeds is important,
those Transceiver Facility implementations that do not have
hardware support for a certain function could implement it
in the C++ library on the host PC.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We have described an implementation of the Wireless
Innovation Forum Transceiver Facility for VESNA SNEESHTER spectrum sensor devices deployed in wireless
testbeds of the FP7 CREW project. While this usage of the
Transceiver Facility is likely not "in the spirit" of the
specification, it currently appears useful in our case for
providing a unified interface to a broader set of testbed
hardware. It enables for example a spectrum sensing
algorithm to be developed once and used on USRPequipped testbed as well as on SNE-ESHTER and Imec
Sensing Engine devices with minimal adaptations.
Our measurements show that typical latency that can be
expected using the SNE-ESHTER device is 570 ms for a
packet length of 2048 samples. Latency increases with
higher packet lengths. Most of the latency is due to the
delay in communication between the host PC and the device
and due to analog front-end setup. We provided some
suggestions how the latency could be reduced by improving
spectrum sensor’s firmware. The high latency currently
makes this implementation unsuitable for use cases
requiring fast or well-synchronized changes to radio
configuration.
Current implementation leaves several functions of the
SNE-ESHTER device inaccessible due to the limitations of
the current Transceiver Facility specification. The specific
limitations on the size and timing of sample packets also
remains undescribed within the framework of the
specification. We provided some suggestions on how these
drawbacks could be mitigated through changes to the
Transceiver Facility specification.
Whether the high latency and limitations regarding the
particular properties of spectrum sensors will make this
Transceiver Facility implementation usable in practical
experiments on CREW testbeds remains to be seen.

5.2. Missing timing information
Transceiver Facility is specified for devices capable of
supplying a continuous stream of signal samples to the
application. While the Facility enables the operation of a
transceiver in burst mode, it assumes that the burst length
and timing is defined by software (by scheduling multiple
receive cycles) and that hardware can accommodate
arbitrary timing of bursts. As has been discussed in previous
sections, SNE-ESHTER can only provide a packet of
continuous samples up to maximum sampling buffer size of
25000 samples with some mandatory amount of blind time
between packets. This creates two problems: a) the
Transceiver Facility provides no means of communicating
such a hardware limitation to the software and b) there is no
means of communicating the length of time or number of
dropped samples between two consecutive calls of
pushBBSamplesRx(). The latter problem could be solved in
a backwards compatible way by adding a timestamp field to
the BBPacket structure.
5.3. Exploiting other capabilities of the hardware
As discussed in Section 2, our spectrum sensors are
optimized for the use case where some signal processing
occurs on the device itself. At the moment, all this
functionality is disabled when the sensor is used through the
Transceiver Facility interface. The Transceiver Facility
could be expanded in a way to allow the user to specify
certain pre-processing functions to be applied in the
hardware before data is passed to the waveform application.
For instance, an expanded createReceiveCycle() method
could take an additional parameter specifying such a
function. The transceiver could define a list of supported
preprocessing functions. For example, specifying a constant
nullFunction would pass unprocessed signal samples to the
waveform application, as per existing specification.
Specifying covarianceFunction would pass elements of the
covariance vector to the waveform application. Specifying
fftFunction would pass the result of the discrete Fourier
transform and so on. This would make it simple for Facility
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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

The Software Communications Architecture (SCA) is the
defacto standard to build Software Defined Radio (SDR)
radios. Over one hundred thousand SCA military radios
have been deployed worldwide by several nations. The SCA
offers a component-based operating environment for
heterogeneous embedded system that ensures applications
are portable across platforms made of General Purpose
Processors (GPPs) and Digital Signal Processors (DSPs).

The SCA was created to standardize how real-time
embedded applications are implemented, packaged,
installed, deployed, and controlled. The main goal of the
SCA is to make applications very portable across different
heterogeneous systems. It was created for the Joint Tactical
Radio System (JTRS) program, a US DoD program that
funded the development of a new kind of military radios:
Software-Defined Radios (SDRs). The JTRS program
started by funding the definition of a new standard called
SCA and ended with the acquisition of SCA-compliant SDR
military radios.

The SCA offers a high level of portability for
applications have been implemented for GPPs and DSPs.
SCA components can easily be ported across different
processors using different operating systems and
communication buses. However, the level of portability is
reduced when source code is tuned for specific instructions
sets. Furthermore, using Field Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGAs) drastically reduces the level of portability for SCA
components.

Software-Defined Radios are embedded systems that
process a very large quantity of data in real-time. As such, in
addition to embedded GPPs, SDR platforms often use DSPs
and FPGAs as well. Thanks to the SCA, software can be
made very portable even for embedded GPPs and DSPs.
SCA components are typically made of control source code
and signal processing source code. Portability of SCA
components can be affected when the signal processing part
is optimized for special instructions sets such as the
Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE) for Pentium processors,
the AltiVec instructions for PowerPC processors, or the
NEON instructions for ARM processors.

Specialized instruction sets are very widely used for
high performance military radio platforms. Consequently,
finding a solution to increase portability of components that
run on such processing elements could provide significant
cost reductions when an application is ported. In fact,
application portability is the number one innovation on the
top ten list of most wanted innovations compiled by the
Wireless Innovation Forum (WInnF).

Furthermore, portability is very limited when FPGA
firmware is used for signal processing. Different FPGAs
offer different resources. Often firmware is designed to use
specific resources (e.g. block RAMs, FIFOs, DSP blocks,
multipliers) that vary from one FPGA manufacturer to
another. Besides, the FPGAs of a single manufacturer can
vary significantly from one model to another in terms of
such resources. As such, portability has been the holy grail
of FPGA firmware designers. It is a research topic that has
received a lot of attention over the years. Thus far, no one
solution have prevailed over the others. Over time, the SCA
has improved some aspects of portability for applications
that use FPGAs. It did so by standardizing how software
components running on DSPs and GPPs can interact with

This paper describes how the Open Computing
Language (OpenCL) can be used in conjunction with the
SCA to build more portable applications. OpenCL is a
framework for writing programs that execute across
heterogeneous platforms consisting of GPPs, DSPs, FPGAs,
and graphics processing units (GPUs). The paper starts with
an overview of OpenCL, describes how SCA components
can be built using OpenCL, provides performance metrics,
and concludes on how the SCA could be improved to offer
better support for OpenCL.
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components that run on FPGAs. With that approach,
firmware can be adapted or rewritten for new FPGAs
without having a serious impact on the software it interacts
with. Nevertheless, the SCA does not improve the portability
of the actual FPGA firmware.

of many individual processing elements (PEs) and a kernel
can run on all or many of the PEs in parallel. The host
program runs on the host processor and is implemented
using an application programming interface (API) to launch
kernels on the compute devices and manage device memory.
The OpenCL standard defines host APIs for C and C++;
third-party APIs also exist for other programming languages
[6, 7, 8]. An OpenCL framework consists of a library that
implements the host APIs, and an OpenCL compiler for the
target compute device(s).

One of the popular approaches to improve portability of
high performance signal processing source code is to use
domain-specific accelerators. The approach consists in
writing source code for widely available libraries of domainspecific APIs that execute fast thanks to co-processors.
Microsoft uses this approach with DirectX which offers a
large number of functions that can be optimized to run on
GPUs [1]. The same approach has also been used with
FPGAs as co-processors [2, 3].

2.1. Portability
The goal of OpenCL is to allow high-performance
applications to run on any hardware. It provides portability
by allowing the same source code to be compiled for
different target compute devices. Host programs are
compiled using the C/C++ compiler and the appropriate
library for host APIs. Kernel programs can be pre-compiled
for specific target compute devices before run-time. They
can also be compiled on-the-fly at run-time for the required
target devices.

While the concept of accelerators can increase
portability, different APIs must be used for different type of
processing elements (GPPs, DSPs, GPUs, FPGAs). Relying
on different APIs adds complexity for designers of
applications for heterogeneous embedded systems. It also
prevents portability across different processing elements.
Open Computing Language (OpenCL) is a framework
for implementing software components that can execute
across different processing elements [4]. It allows a
developer to implement a function in source code that can be
compiled for GPPs, DSPs, GPUs, and FPGAs. The
following sections of this paper provide an overview of
OpenCL, describe how SCA components can be built using
OpenCL, and provide performance metrics. The paper
concludes on how the SCA could be improved to offer better
support for OpenCL.

OpenCL also extends C/C++ by providing standardized
vector processing instructions and data types to exploit
vector engines of the modern processors [9].
3. USING OPENCL TO INCREASE PORTABILITY
OF SCA APPLICATIONS
SCA applications are made of one or many components that
perform data processing. Every SCA component is made of
configuration properties and ports to process data.
Components also contain several implementations; one for
each processing element it supports. For portable
components, the different implementations are produced by
building the same source code for the different processing
elements.

2. THE OPEN COMPUTING LANGUAGE
OpenCL is an open and royalty-free standard maintained by
a non-profit technology consortium called the Khronos
Group [5]. It has been created to allow high-performance
applications to execute on various devices of different
architectures implemented by different vendors.

For components that need to be optimized, the data
processing source code needs to change significantly to
exploit processor-specific instructions. The software part of
a component that deals with control does not need to change
much from one implementation to another.

OpenCL greatly improves performances for a wide
range of applications by allowing task-based and data-based
parallel programming. With OpenCL, a computing system is
made of a number of compute devices connected to a host
processor. Compute devices are GPPs, GPUs, DSPs, or
FPGAs. The host processor is a GPP.

However, using OpenCL, the data processing source
code does not require any change to exploit the different
processor architectures. In fact, OpenCL code can also be
executed on FPGAs [10, 11]. OpenCL effectively reduces
the development time required for a component to run on
multiple processing elements including FPGAs. FPGA
firmware is built using platform-specific features and
requires very long development cycles.

An OpenCL application is made of two parts: kernels
and a host program. OpenCL kernels are routines
(algorithms) performing the data processing. Kernels are
implemented in a C-like language and executed on the
compute devices. A single compute device typically consists
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3.1 A Simple Approach to using OpenCL with the SCA

and execute kernels on any compute device connected to the
GPP where the SCA device runs.

SCA applications are deployed on SCA platforms via the
execution of their components. The SCA Core Framework
chooses an implementation for each component and
executes it using an SCA device. The choice of the SCA
device is made by matching the requirements of the
component implementations with the capabilities being
advertised by the SCA device. For instance, a component
that only has one implementation that requires an x86
processor can only be executed by an SCA Device that
advertises being capable of running x86 implementations.

Typically, the source code for a kernel is located in a
separate file from the OpenCL program source file. The
OpenCL API offers several ways to create a program from
which kernels are instantiated. A program can be created
from a buffer containing program source code, from a buffer
containing the program binaries, either in binary format
specific to a device or in an intermediate representation that
will be converted to the device-specific code format. The
appropriate format is selected based on the level of
portability and performance needed for an application.

Deploying a component implementation that uses
OpenCL to perform signal processing works the same way
as deploying a component that requires SSE or AltiVec
instructions. The application component that is implemented
using OpenCL simply needs to specify a requirement to be
deployed on an SCA device that represents an OpenCLcapable processing element. Such an SCA device must
advertise capabilities that identify its capability to host
OpenCL programs.

For the SCA, this means the kernel files are not
embedded in the source file for the SCA component
implementation itself. The way to model this with the SCA
is to define a software dependency between the SCA
component implementation and the OpenCL kernel files it
uses. Doing so will cause the SCA Core Framework to load
the kernel files on the same SCA device used to execute the
SCA component implementation.

4. CREATING AN OPENCL SCA COMPONENT

4.1. Loading the kernels

Figure 1 shows the structure of a typical SCA component
where data to be processed is received via an input port and
sent, after the processing is performed, to another
component via an output port.

Once an SCA component start running, it must load the
kernels and instantiate them before the data processing
starts. In our experiments, the kernel creation was done from
during the initialization of the SCA application component
(i.e. LifeCycle::initialize()). Kernel creation involves
initializing OpenCL, listing and selecting compute devices,
loading kernel files, and creating the kernels. This is all done
using OpenCL APIs which makes calls to device drivers.

Configuration and
control code
Input Port

Output Port

To be more portable, it is forbidden for SCA
application components to make calls to native device
drivers. However, just like applications are allowed to use
several POSIX APIs, the SCA specification should allow
OpenCL APIs since this standard is broadly supported
across different types of processing elements. Alternatively,
it would be possible to create an SCA-level API that SCA
devices could implement for application components to use.
This would prevent implementations of application
component from being compiled and linked against native
device drivers.

Data processing code

Figure 1. Structure of a typical SCA component.

The figure shows the distinction between the
configuration and control code, and the data processing
code. For an OpenCL SCA component, the host program is
part of the configuration and control code, and the kernels
are part of the data processing code. The kernels can
potentially be executed on different compute devices (i.e.
OpenCL-capable processing elements) when many compute
devices are connected to the GPP where the host program
runs. OpenCL provides APIs to list platform and compute
device information, to obtain the identifiers for compute
devices, and to specify which device should be used to
execute kernels. One single SCA device can therefore load

4.2. The Data Flow
OpenCL kernels use compute device memory to get input
data and provide output data. The host program is
responsible for creating compute device memory to be used
by the kernels. The host is also responsible for copying data
from its memory to the compute device memory and viceversa if it is required.
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executed for various compute devices with different
hardware architecture. Building every kernel a head of time
and packaging the binaries with the application components
is in line with the common SCA. Each SCA application
component contains several implementations of the
component. Using OpenCL means each SCA component
implementation will come with kernel binaries targeting a
specific compute device. The deployment of an SCA
application lead to the choosing of the right implementations
of each component and each kernels based on the hardware
available in the SCA platform.

SCA components usually receive and send data through
ports. This means the data is in the memory of the host
processor. Therefore, the input data received by an input
port must be copied into the OpenCL compute device
memory (H2D) before executing a kernel, and the output
data produced by a kernel must be copied from the compute
device memory to the host memory (D2H), after a kernel has
executed. Figure 2 shows the data flow for every sequence
of data being processed by an OpenCL SCA component.

However, with the proper driver support, kernels can be
built on the fly at the moment the SCA application gets
deployed. In such a case, the application is packaged with
the kernels either in source code format or in an intermediate
binary format which is portable across different compute
devices. Indeed, OpenCL supports a format called Standard
Portable Intermediate Representation (SPIR) for kernel
binaries. SPIR is cross-platform and designed for
heterogeneous parallel computing. It is based on LLVM IR
[12].
Using this approach reduces the requirement for having
several implementations of an SCA component and OpenCL
kernels. If the SCA platform contains one GPP and several
OpenCL compute devices, there is no need to prebuild all
the kernels. The kernels can be built on the fly based on the
selected compute devices. This approach also future-proves
the SCA application since it supports any compute device
that might be integrated in the future. In short, it makes the
SCA application more portable to different SCA platforms
that use the same GPP but different OpenCL compute
devices. However, using this approach incurs a runtime cost
during the deployment of applications since the OpenCL
builder is invoked on the fly.

Figure 2. Data flow of data processed by an OpenCL SCA
component.

Copying data between different memories affect the
overall data processing performance. Copy of data can be
avoided when the compute device is a CPU since the
memory of the device is the same as the host. But, when the
compute device is not a CPU then data must be copied. We
have collected some metrics regarding this topic that will be
presented in the next section.
5. METRICS
In this section, we discuss some metrics that can impact the
performance of data processing using OpenCL. We also
suggest solutions or research areas to address the issue we
identify. To perform our experimentation, we used a desktop
computer with an Intel i7-4770 CPU with 8 cores clocked at
3.40 GHz, 4GB of memory. We used the 64 bits version of
Fedora 20 with the Linux kernel version 3.11.10-301. As for
OpenCL, we used two compute devices. The first one was
the CPU device of the Intel OpenCL platform with OpenCL
1.2. The second OpenCL device was PCI-E 3.0 NVIDIA
GeForce GT 635 GPU using the NVIDIA OpenCL CUDA
7.0.41 platform with OpenCL1.1.

To evaluate the impact of selecting an approach over
another, measurements have been made regarding the time it
takes to create a kernel from source code, SPIR format, and
from native binaries prebuilt for specific compute devices.
The tests have been executed ten times for each file format
and file size (i.e. small vs large) of the source code. To
represent a small source file, we used a kernel routine
implemented in 16 lines of code (LOC). We used a routine
implemented with 398 LOC to represent a large source file.
The SPIR binaries were created using the options “-x spir spir-std=1.2” with the OpenCL compiler. Table 1 shows the
average times it takes to create a kernel that is ready to be
executed starting with above-mentioned 3 types of kernel
files.

5.1 OpenCL Program Format
In section 2.1, we described that OpenCL brings portability
by allowing the same source code to be compiled and
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Table 1. Average time in µs to create a kernel based on
source code file size.
Small
Large
Format in kernel file CPU
GPU CPU
GPU
Source code
13149 391
142089 447
Native binary
968
378
4381
396
Binary in SPIR
923
-4187
--

required for OpenCL kernels to process data. Experiments
have been conducted to measure the impact of copying of
data across the bus that connects the host and the target
devices.
The experiments used various buffer sizes, from 4KB
for the size of small buffers to 3.125 MB for the size of
large buffers (800 times the size of the small buffers). The
measurements were averaged over twenty tests in each
direction. Table 2 provides the averages in microseconds
and illustrates the difference in performance between
different types of compute devices. It also quantifies that the
cumulative cost of copying data across memory types can be
significant. Figure 3 shows the plotting of these numbers.
NordiaSoft is currently investigating, with good success,
different approaches to reduce the costs of moving data.
Results to be published in a follow up paper.

As it can be seen from Table 1, creating a kernel from
source code is surprisingly fast. Creating a kernel involves
compiling and linking the kernel source code for different
compute devices. For a CPU compute device, it takes
approximately 13 to 142ms to create a kernel from source
code. Doing the same for the GPU compute device only
takes 0.3 to 0.5ms. Note that creating kernels only happens
once each time an application is launched, no matter how
long the application runs for. The reason it takes a different
amount of time to create kernels for different compute
devices is that different tool chains are used. Another
surprising result is that creating a kernel for a GPU compute
device takes about the same time whether from source code
or from native binary. For a CPU compute device, creating a
kernel from binary SPIR format takes about the same time as
creating from native binary, even slightly faster. Since SPIR
binaries are portable, this format represent the best solution
for use with the SCA. The SPIR format also offers the side
benefit of not exposing the kernel source code on the
deployment platform.

Table 2. Average time to copy buffers.
Buffer
CPU
GPU
size (KB)
H2D
D2H
H2D D2H
(µs)
(µs)
(µs)
(µs)

4
32
320
640
960
1280
1600
1920
2240
2560
2880
3200

5.2 Buffer Size
As mentioned before, the input data must be moved from the
host memory to the target compute device memory on which
a kernel will be executed. Similarly, the output data must be
moved back to the host memory after the execution of the
kernel. The time spent copying data affects the overall time
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5
7
32
67
112
155
193
247
274
333
608
694

9
12
42
75
105
153
161
186
209
234
296
372

10
19
101
191
406
468
520
577
653
706
746
794

12
19
104
312
464
614
694
814
903
1020
1194
1307
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Figure 3. Average time to copy buffers from H2D and D2H.

6. CONCLUSION

device can potentially affect real-time performances. More
research can be performed on this topic to alleviate the
issue.

OpenCL is effective to increase the portability of SCA
applications across heterogeneous platforms. It allows
application components to be portable between GPPs,
DSPs, GPUs, and FPGAs. In short, OpenCL addresses
directly the number one innovation from the top 10 most
wanted innovations as defined the Wireless Innovation
Forum. The paper describes how the SCA can benefit
from OpenCL. It explains how OpenCL SCA components
can support multiple compute devices with a single
implementation of the signal processing source code.
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The paper underlined the fact that portability for
signal processing functions can be achieved at the source
code level and at the binary level which offers more
protection for intellectual property. Metrics have been
presented to illustrate how fast it is to instantiate OpenCL
kernels. The paper also provided metrics that show the
performances associated with moving data across different
types of memory.
A simple approach to support OpenCL with SCA has
been presented. It described how an SCA Device must
advertise its capabilities to execute OpenCL kernels. It
also explained how SCA application components can
integrate OpenCL kernels. We have identified some areas
of potential improvement for the SCA specification to
better support OpenCL.
Finally, the paper showed how the copy of data
between the OpenCL host processor and a target compute
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